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This report dealswith the pricing of Crown timber in British Columbia. It is the second report of the Task Force on Crown Timber
Disposal. Our first report, published in February of this year recommended changes in the charges for public timber where the harvesting rights were originally issued at anearly stage in the development
of the forest industry in this Province.' Specifically, we recommended
that fixed royalty charges applied to this timber, which accounts for
some 16 per cent of the current timber harvest in the Province, be
abandoned in favour of prices based on its appraised value, such as
apply to other Crown timber. At the time of writing this report the
extent to which those recommendations will be accepted remains
uncertain, but the government has introduced legislation that would
enable transitionfrom statutory royalty rates to appraised values.'
The timing and subject of our first report was prescribed in our
Terms of Reference (reproduced herein as Appendix A ) . But the
Terms of Reference also charge us to investigate a broad range of
other issues of forest policy, leaving the determination of priorities
and procedures to the discretion of the Task Force. We decided that
the issue in mast urgent need of review was that of timber appraisal.
In 1973 substantial changes were made in appraisal policy as it is
applied in the Interior. At that time it was announced that procedures for appraising timber on the Coast would also be revised,
but this was p t p o n e d pending review by this Task Force. Appraisal
problems which both the government and the forest industry are
anxious to rmlve have been emerging throughout the Province.
1

First Report of the Task Force on Crown Timber Disposal (available fmm the
Information Division of the British Columbia Forest Service) Victoria, Feb~ a r 1974.47
y
pp +Appendices.
Forest Amcndmsnt Act, ,974. S.B.C. 1974,c. 36, S. 1 3 .
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Moreover, the policy changes recommended in our first report would
put increased onus on the appraisal system. This report is the result
of our investigation of this subject.
It is well understood by those familiar with appraisals that the
costs and revenues that enter into the calculations are affected by a
wide variety of forestpolicies, ranging from fire protection and
environmental controls to prescribed rates of harvesting and utilization standards. These are matters for subsequent investigation, and
in compiling this report we have had to bear in mind that we may
laterwantto
recommend changes in them. In our opinion it is
feasible to review the appraisal system separately provided this caution is exercised. Accordingly, this report reviews and makes recommendations for improving the appraisal system as such; recognizing
that the appraised values will be influenced by the data used, which
may in turn be affectedby later changes inother policies and
practices.
Government charges for timber have assumed a much greater
importance in recent years.Forest values have been increasing
rapidly; the industry’s dependence upon public timber has grown;
and stumpage and royaltypayments constitute a growing costof
forest production. Moreover, the sale of public timber by competitive
bidding is nowvery rare in British Columbia, so that the prices
determined by Forest Service appraisals are much more critical. As
a result, the existing appraisal policy, which has been developed and
modified from time to time to accommodate changing circumstances
over the years, is a subject of keen public and private interest, and
some of its basic elements as well as its method of application are the
subjects of strong criticism. We have attempted a comprehensive
evaluation of the timber appraisal policy in British Columbia, and
in this report we recommend substantial reforms aimed at a more
is better adapted to
coherent and conristentpolicy andonethat
modem circumstances.
Our procedure was to undertake first a thorough study of the
appraisal system now employed by the British Columbia Forest
Service and its application in different parts of the Province -the
procedures followed and the data used. We attempted also to
familiarize ourselves with the anomalies and weaknesses of the system as perceived by the industry and the Forest Service. For these
purposes we reviewed the enormous volume of reports, submissions,

reviews and other documents prepared over the years by representativesof the industry, Royal Commissions, the Forest Service, consultants and agencies in otherjurisdictions.
We also invited representations on the subject from interested
parties, and in response we received morethan twodozen briefsfrom
companies, industrial representatives, District Foresters and other
public administrators, professional forestry organizations, university
professors and others. The informal and flexible procedures under
which the Task Force conducted its inquiry enabled us to receive
briefs and arrange follow-up interviews in a variety of ways. For this
purpase we held private meetings in Victoria, Vancouver, Kamloops,
Prince George and Castlegar with various groups who prepared submissions for us, and wealsotook
advantage of opportunities to
observe operating problems at several representative sites,
We found that a number of questions required special research,
and so we recruited experts in economics, mensuration and forest
engineering to mist us. Forest agencies in a number of other juri.+
dictions in Canadaandthe
United States provided us with tbe
benefit of their experience through written responses to our inquiria
andthrough discussions in their capitals where we were able to
obtain information first hand.
In retrospect, our procedures have proven to bevery efficient. The
response to our invitation for submissions was greater than we had
anticipated, and, by and large, they were carefully and thoroughly
prepared. Our discusions with groups that prepared these briefs,
after we had studied them, were particularly productive: the confidentiality and informality of thesemeetings produced frank and
often lively debate on issues of particular concern to us and we were
able to receive useful confidential material and supportive data for
our own research.However,receiving
and discussingbriefs and
completing our researchtook somewhat more time than we had
planned.
Contributions to this inquiry extend well beyondthose of the
three members of the Task Force, its staff and consultants to a great
many individuals and groups who prepared information for us, met
with us, responded to our requests and showed us their operations
and collectively provided us with a thorough background to the
problem of appraisals in the Province. Several individuals in the
Forest Sewice devoted much of their time to our work during the
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last few months, and we received help from officers of other departments as well. I t is too much to expect that any one of those that
assisted us will agree with everything that we recommend in this
report. But our investigations have benefitted from their efforts nonetheless, and we are deeply grateful to them.

CHAPTER I

S C O P E AND OBJECTIVES

Peter H. P e a , Ph.D., R.P.F. (Chairman)
Arvid V. Backman, P.Eng., R.P.F.
Edward L. Young, R.P.F.
Timber appraisal refers to the procedures for determining the minimum acceptable price for public timber harvested in British Columbia. The importance of this issue derivesfrom the fact that nearly 85
per cent of the wood currently harvested is the property of the
Crown in the rightof the Province, and the forest industry accounts
for some 53 per cent of the annual value of all industrial production
in the Province.’ Appraisals thus establish the price of most of the
raw material forby far thelargest category of economic activity.The
public revenue derived from this source is also important, amounting
to $230 million in 1973, or 1 2 per cent of all provincial revenues.
The appraisalprocedure is designed to estahlish the net value of a
tract of timber to be harvested by subtracting from the estimated
value of the products that can be recovered from it the c m neem
”y to realize those values, including a return to the operator. The
price is thus in the nature of a residual value -the unearned increment or surplus of value over the necessary costs of exploiting the
natural resources. Logging operators understandably regard the
price
of timber as a cost; but from the point of view of society as a whole
it is not a cost but rather the residual value after all costs and a
normal profit are provided for - a “pure economic rent”. As such,
appraised prices for timber, properly calculated, should not give rise
to any cost advantage or disadvantage to producers of forest products
in this Province relative to their cornpetitom in worldmarkets.
Appraisals for public timber were introduced in British Columbia
1

“Wood Industries” accounted for 36.7 p r cent, and “Paper and Allied Industries” for 16.0 per cent of the total value of factory shipments in the Province
in 1973. British Columbia Summary of Economic Actiuify ‘973, Department of
Industrial Development Trade andCommerce,Queen’sPrinter,
38.
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Victoria, p.

in response to recommendations of a Royal Commission in ~gzo,’
which drew on policies of the United States. Theoretically, appraisals
are intended to establish only a minimum or “upset price” above
which competing logging operators might tender bids (except in
c m of very small tracts). Wherever vigorous competition has prevailed the precision of the appraised value has not been critical: as
long as it was not too high competing bidders could be depended
upon to drive the price up to the full net value and thus protect the
public interest in the timber. But today, because of new tenure
arrangements and other conditions, competition for public timber in
British Columbia is rare, placing a much heavier onus on appraisals.
A highly flexible timber appraisal system is essential in this Province, not only because of its unique economic importance but also
because of the exceptionally wide variation in timber and forest
conditions and utilization methods which affect timber values here.
Overthe decades, the appraisal procedure has been repeatedly
altered and refined to take account of changing conditions of timber
management, utilization and markets. I t is widely recognized that
our present appraisal system is among the most sophisticated to be
found, but this d m not preclude strong criticism of many of its
elements and methods of application. Indeed, a widespread concern
about the system prevails among both the operating companies who
are obliged to pay the assessments and the public administrators
who must interpret this system and levy the charges. I t is this urgent
concern that led to our decision to address ourselves to the question
of appraisals as a matter of high priority.
Throughout our inquiry we have been guided by the objectives
set out in our Terms of Reference (see Appendix A). In particular,
we are charged to ensure
that the payments made for Crown timber reflect the full value of the
resources made availablefor harvesting, after fair and reasonable allowance for harvesting costs, forestry and development costs and profits;
and that the marketing arrangements for timber products permit their
full value to be realized.

and
that the health and vigor of the forest industry in the Province
is maintained.
2

Final Rcport of the Royal Commission of Inquiry on Timber and Forestry
r ~ o 9 - 1 9 1 0King’s
,
Printer, Victoria, , 9 1 0 , p. 55.
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After acquainting ourselves with the appraisal system,weconcluded that these basic objectives implied certain other, supplementary criteria against which we should test our recommendations, and
these deserveto be specified also.
First, the appraisal s y s t e m must be flexible, sufficiently so as to
accommodate a very wide range of circumstances in the forests, in
transportation conditions and in opportunities for wood utilization
in British Columbia; and itmust be responsiue to changing economic
and other conditions. As we point out later with examples drawn
from existing arrangements, unnecessary rigidities in the system fail
to consistently protect the public interest and result in discrimination
among operators.
Second, the results of appraisals must be equitable, implying that
the system must not treat individual operators more harshly or
generously according to the quality of timber they harvest, to the
regional and topographic circumstances of their operations, or to the
time of their harvest. Appropriation of the public financial interest
in Crown timber must not be achieved at the expense of some enterprises relative to others.
Third, arrangements for stumpage and royalty payments must be
conducive to the development and maintenance of an eficienf
industrial structure. More specifically it should, in our opinion, have
a neutralimpactamong enterphes of different sizes, degrees of
integration and methods of utilization. In addition (and of particular relevance) it should not impede efficient marketing arrangements
for raw material and finished products. Nor should changes to existing arrangements be introduced in a way which would cause unnecessary dislocations in theforest industry and public adminstration.
Fourth, the asesment of Crown charges must provide fora return
on the capital invested by efficient operators sufficient to ensure that
new investment in theforest industry remains attractive. At the same
time our Terms of Reference imply that the payments to theCrown
for the natural resources used should ensure that this rate of return
to users will not, generally, exceedthis required level.
Fifth, as f a r as possible the appraisal system must be adapted t o
the characteristics of the forest resource and utilization technology
as they exist today and can be expected to prevail in the near future.
l
iinevitWhile the system should be as durable as is practicable, it w
ably require revision as conditions change.
Sixth, appraisals and arrangements for payment of Crown charges
I1

should generate incentives consistent with other forest policy objecfives, especially the f u l l recovery of economically useabletimber and
its allocation among the conversion proceses that can make most
valuable use of it.
Seventh, the system should minimize uncertainty on the part of
the industry. Procedures and assessments should be understandable
to all concerned. Uncertainty and ambiguity create unwarranted
apprehensions and distrust, increase investment risk and dissipate
entrepreneurialandadministrative
energies. The appraisal techniques and the data used should therefore be clear, and as far as
possible based on information thatis publicly accessible.
Finally, we place a very high priority on simplicity. TLe widely
varying considerations for which account must be taken in appraisals
leave the system inevitably complex, but each complication or procedure should be critically evaluated in light of the additionalprecision it contributes to the final result, the extra cats it involves and
the reliability of the datait res@on.
The tendency to respond to particular problem by devisiig new
measures andintroducing new computationsintothe
system is
understandable. But sometimes the gains are not substantial enough
or reliable enough to warrant the effort and sometimes they can be
obtained as well by simplified approaches. Refinements to one set of
calculations, procedures or data must be judged in relation to the
exactness of the system as a whole, bearing in mind that if other data
are only rough the added precision maybe illusory.
Our recommendations contained in this report areguided by these
objectives. We have addresed ourselves as systematically as we could
to questions of principle, questions of procedure and administrative
arrangements. Our purpose has not been to determine the casts and
values to he actually used in appraisals but rather to recommend a
coherent and practical policy that will serve the purpose with the
appropriate degree of precision and equity.
Wedid notlimit our deliberations to improving the existing
appraisal system. There is a wide range of alternative approachesto
recovering the public equity in timber -ranging from fixedcharges,
severance taxes and rentals to profits taxes and variouscombinations
of these, some of which are discussed in this report. We have concluded, however, that the procedure of evaluating the individual
tracts of timber allocated for harvesting is fundamentally superior to
the alternatives: that, appropriately improved, individual appraisals

are more equitable andmore capable of protecting the public
interest
in Crown timber, and that they are within the potential capability
of the Forest Service to administer satisfactorily. Our recommendations in this report are therefore directed toward improvements to
the established principle of individual appraisal of tracts of Crown
timber.
Chapter z describes the current appraisal policy and procedures
inBritish Columbia, with a verybrief commentary on its shortcomings and alleged anomalies. It is meant to provide the context
for the remainder of the report. Chapter 3 deals with a number of
fundamental issues which, in our opinion, must beclarified and
reconciled before a coherent detailedreview of the appraisal system
can begin. Each of the following eight chapters is devoted to a particular category of problems, and indicatesour recommendations for
reform. Chapters 1 2 and 1 3 deal with administrative questions
which we consider to be critically important in ensuring that our
objectives of efficiency and equity will be met. The final chapter is a
general overview of our findings.
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Table 1
A SIMPLIFIED APPRAISALCALCULATION

CHAPTER 2

CURRENT APPRAISAL PROCEDURES

The value of timber to be harvested from Crown lands in British
Columbia is appraised by the Forest Service under provisions of the
Forest Act.’ For this purpose, the Forest Service follows procedures
based on the “Rothery System”, developed in I 943 by the American
forester of that name.’ Generally, the net value of the standing
timber is estimated by subtracting from the price of the products
that can he produced from the forest all the necessary costs of production, including an allowance for the operator’s profits and risk.
The appraisal formula provides a focus for our examination of the
issues at stake and a convenient framework for organizing this
review. In this Chapter we outline the procedures followed by the
Forest Serviceand note some criticism of them.

The Bm.c Formula
Each major species of timber in the forest tract covered by the
Cutting Permit, or the unit over which harvesting is authorized, is
evaluated separately? All cost and value data are analysed in dollars
per cunit.‘ The basic elements in the calculation are summarized in
Table I . This is a grossly wclsimplified representation of the complex set of calculations actually followed, which are illustrated in
more detail by means of a complete example in Appendix B.

Value per cunit

Selling price
minus operating cost
equals amount available for pmfit and stumpagecharge
minus profit allowance at 20% of operating cost plus
upsetprice,i.e., .20(56.70+15.10)
price equals
upset appraised

2

a

4

Forsrf ActR.S.B.C. 1 9 6 0 , ~ .153 (asam.) as. 1 7 ( 3 ) ( d ) ; 1 7 A ( 5 ) ; 3 6 ( 2 o ) ( a ) .
Julian E. Rothery, “Some Aspects of Appraising Standing Timber”, Journal
4 F o r e r f v , 43: 7, J ~ 1945,
Y PP. 490-498.
Throughout this report we use the term Cutting Permit to refer to all harvesting authorizations subject to appraisals. Crown timber under most forms of
tenure is subject to Cutting Permits, except for certain very old tenures and
some Timber Sales. In the latter case the Timber Sale Licence itself serves as
the Cutting Permit.
A cunit is zoo cubic feet of wocd (sometimes abbreviated C c.f.).

‘4

14.40
$15.10

The basic datum is the selling price of the product.
T h e general practice of the Forest Service is to appraise to the highest
timber
valueend product at theearlieststage
ofprocessingwhere
quality can he reflected, a free marketprice of theproduct canbe
determined, and costs of production to that end product can be
segregated!

On the Coast, selling prices are based on statistics on the prices of
logs sold in the Vancouver Log Market.’ On the basis of volume and

grade data obtained by a timber cruise each species in the stand to
be appraised is ascribed a gross value,per cunit, based on the
reported market prices of logs for that species weighted according to
the grades recoverable from the stand.‘ In the Interior, because
there is no counterpart to the coastal log market, the selling price is
that of the main products of conversionmills: lumber and pulp
chips. In the latter region, it is necesary to estimate the relative
volumes of these end products that can be recovered from the logs to
be harvested; for this purpose lumber and chip recovery factors are
applied to the cruise information.
On the Coast, private transactions in logs are often based on the
6

1

$86.20
56.70
29.50
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British Columbia Forest Service Managemen: Manual (unpublished) S. 2.53.
The “Coast”, as this term isused throughout this report, refen to that part
of the Province lying to the west of the Cascade Mountains, as defined in the
Forest Act. It includes all hut a small portion of the Vancouver Forest Dirtrict and a large part of thePrince Rupert Forest District. The “Interior”
refws to the rest of the Province.
Under the present procedure only
the major species are appraised individually; minor species are dealt with by the expedient of grouping them with
others or by applying a more-or-less arbitrary value to “other ppecies”. But
the relative values of minor species often differ markedly so that this arrangement tends to detract fmm equitable and consistent assessmentS.

‘5

board foot measure, and in the Interior the basic selling prices are in
t e r n of board feet of lumber and units of chip.’ Since timber
volumes are expressed in cunits, conversion factors are applied to
transpose the product price data to their cunit equivalents.
These procedures for determining the selling pricesto beused are
critical to the whole appraisal system. The main issue on the Coast is
whether the reported log prices are accurate and reliable reflections
of the value of harvested wood. In theInterior, a number of changes
were made in 1973 in the procedures for estimating the recovery
and these have given rise to considerable concern. In both regions
the procedures for establishing product price data and converting
them to their cunit equivalents have been sources of criticism.
The operating costs deducted from the selliig price are intended
to reflect the costs that would be incurred in harvesting the stand by
a n “operator of average efficiency”. These estimated costs include a
wide variety of expenses, ranging from falling and bucking to depreciation of capital, transportation, and silvicultural costs.Costs are
meant to reflect the appraisal officer’s best estimates of the cost of
each phase of the operations, based on his judgment guided by
statistical averages computed for that Forest District or zone. However, forestry costs such as cruising, site treatment and reforestation
are recognized on the basis of the actual expenditures of the licensee.
Ledger records of eligible expenditures are kept and each year’s new
appraisal allows part of the total balance determined by the Forest
Service to approximate the expected expenditures in the forthcoming appraisal period. O n the Coast, main mad construction costs are
treated in a similar way, but the licensee can select a rate of writeoff of the ledger balance on a per cunit basis for the forthcoming
appraisal year subject to a minimum rate prescribed by the Forest
Service.
Cost trends are recognized, in the Interior only, by projecting to
the mid-point of the appraisal period the estimated costs on the basis
of the average rate of change of costs over the past five years.
The costs allowed in appraisals have been a major focus of criticism by the industry. A particularly controversial issue relating to the
assumed points of delivery of the timber has direct implications for
8

The board foot measureapplied to logs is a measure of the lumber recoverable from them (sometimes abbreviated M fLm- thousandhoard
foot
measure). A unit of chips is 2400 pounds oven dry weight (approximately
the weight of chip from 1 0 0 cubic feet of saund wood).
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the estimated transportation costs.Llcensees frequently argue that
some other costs are wrongly disallowed or inadequately recognized
or that provisions for them are uncertain.
The difference between the selling price and the costs allowed for
in the appraisal (the “conversion return”) is the net value of the
timber available for division between the licensee, as profit, and the
Crown, as stumpage and royalty assessments.
Provision for the profit allowance is made in the form of a fraction
(generally ranging from 1 6 to 23 per cent) of the operating costs
and upset price combined! The rate applied in appraisals consists of
a basic profit allowance of I O per cent on the Coast and I z per cent
in the Interior plus additional percentage points that are meant to
reflect the risks involved in the particular operation. The provision
for profit as a percentage of operating costs plusappraised price, and
the treatment of entrepreneurial risk in this way have frequently
been criticized as inappropriate. Moreover, the rates themselves have
often beenalleged to be inadequate.

Adjustments
Subtraction of the profit allowance from the conversion return
yields the appraised price which is rounded to the nearest 104 per
cunit. In the absence of higher bids for the timber, this appraised
price is the amount, per cunit, that the licensee must payto the
ForestService in stumpage charges upon harvest of the timber,
although it is frequently subject to certain adjustments and qualifications.
Muxima and minima. The first adjustment to appraised price
may result from the application of minimum criteria. First, timber is
not permitted to be harvested at a zero or negative price, even
though the above procedure might indicate negative prices for certain species in some circumstances. In the Interior, as a result of
certain changes made in 1973, the minimum price is subject to
administrative discretion, but generally is not less than $ 1 . 1 0 per
cunit. O n the Coast the price charged for any species may notbe less
than anyof three minimum criteria:
9

In the illustration in Table I , the profit allowance is shown as 20% of the
sum of the operating cost and the upset price. In practice, the upset price is
not known until theprofit allowance is calculated. Thus, in the expanded
illustration in Appendix B, an equivalent profit allowance is calculated by
guhuacting from the selling price an amount that is 20% less than it is,
].e., $86.20 - (86.2at 1.20) = $ ~ 4 . 4 0in the case of Spruce.
17

i) &e lowest royalty applicable to that species under Section 58
of the Forert Act;’’
ii) 40 per cent of the conversion return; or
iji) 10 per cent of the average market price in the Vancouver
Forept
and 8 per cent in the
Prince
Rupert
Forest
District.

On the coast, a maximum applies also; the price must not exceed
60 per cent of the conversion return.
It is often alleged that the application of minima discriminates
against operators working in marginal forests, particularly where
species subject to minima are not mixed with large volumes of more
valuable species. For example, m i n i u m prices may remove incentive to harvest decadent timber in rough terrain even though good
forest management dictates its removal. Conversely, the application
of maxima on the Coast provides a special advantage, in terms of
potential profit, to hawesters of high-valued timber and diminishes
the resource rents appropriated by the Crown in such circumstances.
It is argued also that the applicationof maxima and minimasubverts
the intentof profit and risk allowances.
Revisionstoinitialevaluation.
The appraised price is adjusted
whenever the product price for a species increases or decreases by at
least $3.00 per cunit of logs on the Coast or $5.00 per M fbm of
lumber in the Interior. The new appraised value remains subject to
the minimum and (onthe Coast) maximum price limits.
These provisions for adjustments give rise to criticism on several
grounds. First,they arise from, and depend only upon changes in
selling price; and it is often alleged that c a t changes are not adequately considered in the adjustment (especially on the Coast where
c a t trends are not recognized). Second, since the adjustments are
based on time-lagged data they tend to be out of date with current
market conditions; and because upward and downward changes in
prices are seldom symmetrical the adjustmentsareinequitable.
Moreover, licensees can adjust theirrate of harvest within the limits
of cut control to suit their advantage; these responm can be costly
to public revenues. Third, the adjustments depend, in part, on the
original appraisal and the change in selliig prices from the original
levels, so that similar stands that wereoriginally appraised at
10

Op. cit. This section was recently repealed and replaced: Forest Amendment
Act,

1974,S.B.C. ,974. c. 36, s. 13. We refer here to the repealed section.
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different times andunderdifferentmarket
conditions canbear
different prices.
The initial appraised price is subjectto complete reappraisal
annually on the basis of new cost and selling price data. Where the
initial appraised price is bid above the upset price, the “bonus bid”
is carried forward and added to subsequent
reappraised rates.
“55/ wood”. On the coast some 20 per cent of the appraisals are
still based on all timber within “intermediateutilization” standards.”
The licensee has the option, however, of adopting the “close utiliiation” standard for his Cutting Permit(s), which includes smaller
wood and requires fuller recovery.’* In such cases, the Forest Service
charges a nominal rate of 554 per cunit for the material that falls
between thesestandards. Thisspecial rate was offeredas an incentive
to encourage utilization of marginal wood, hut problems of identifying and segregating the eligible component of the total harvest have
made the policy difficult to administer. Thisspecial rate was recently
abolished forInterior appraisals,where all timberwithin “close
utilization” standards is now appraised. At that time it was also
announced that the policy would be reviewed
as it applies on the
coast.
Small operator‘s allowance. Very small operators-t h m whose
annual harvest is less than 1,000cunits per year in the Interior and
2,000 cunits per year on the Coast - are eligible for a special con&on which takes the formof a 15 per cent reduction in theselling
price for pu‘poses of the appraisal calculations. Since the net value
of the timber is only a variable fraction of the selling price this
allowance can have a significantly larger percentage impact on the
appraised price.

Payment Arrangements
The foregoing arrangements lead to a determination of the appraised price for each species in the particular tract of timber. The
pmvisions for appealingthis decision are limited.
11

12

The ‘‘intermediate utilization“ standard rcq;rrS removal of all parts of t r e e s
b e h v ~ nan 18-inch high stump measuring ‘4 inches or more in diameter on
the Coast or 1 2 inches in the Interior and an 8-inch top, exce t those pieces
which are less than 50 r cent sound wood. Broken pieces $t can be cut
into at least 8-foot len& with an 8-inch top must also be removed.
The “dose utilization” standard rpecises a stump 1 2 inch- high and 9.1
inches in diameter on the Coast or 7.1 inches in the Interior (breast height)
and a 6-inch top diameter.

‘9

The charges thus determined are actually levied after the timber
e
d at a log dump, u t i h & m
has b a n logged, delivered and d
plant 0~

( m o r e typically on the Coast) in tidewater. Licensed s c a l a

measure volume by species and(onthe
Coast) by gradg and
submit their mults to the District Forester who then
the

Kc-.
Payment is due forthwith although there is no PendV for
delinquency.
-t
of the material recovered and scaled, rather than of
timber licenced for harvest, has often been criticized by
the -ding
fomt economists as a disincentive to closeforestutilization. It is
argued also that because of the length of time between the appraisal
prior to harvesting and assepMlent upon scaling, coupled with the
adjustment arrangements desuibedabove, the licensee is left uncertain of the price hemust pay for his timber at thetime he enters into
the harvesting contract. Thescaling procedure itself raises a number
of diffculties.
Waste Assessrnenf
In order to promote adherence to the prescribed standards of
forest utilization, the Forest Service requires that a scale be made
after logging of all material remaining on the site that should have
been removed according to the utilization standards applicable to
that harvesting authorization. The licensee is h i e d for the volume
of “avoidable waste” at a penalty rate of 1% times the assgsed
value. The procedures followed in assessing wastehave been a source
of considerable discontent among licensees.

Deductions
The costs of main roads on the Coast are recorded in ledgers and
written off as operating costs, as already mentioned. Under new
arrangements in the Interior, however, the treatment of major road
costs is different: these costs are treated as credits against stumpage
assessments otherwise payable, without limit. Thus Interior licensees
who construct such roads are effectively treated as contractom in this
respect, although reimbursement is through credits against
ments.
There has been continuous debate over the years about the appropriateness of certain costs such as forestry and qoad costs through
ex ante estimates in the appraisal, as “ledger” write-offs of actual
expenditures subject to minimum rates, or as unrestricted credits

against assessments. It hasbeen arguedthat when operators are
allowed to deduct their actualcosts theylack incentives for economy.
On the other hand, it is contended that certain costs cannot accurately be predicted before harvesting takes place and so must be
reimbursed after the event.
The construction of main roads is a major and increasing cost of
logging, and the treatment of thesecostshasbeen
the subject of
much concern in recent years. The Forest Service does not always
approve all costs incurred in building roads and bridges, and the
amounts allowed are often said to be inadequate. It is also argued
that it is inappropriate to attribute the total cost of major development roads to logging in the first place. Since they become public
roads, used for other industrial transport, recreation and other purposes, many have suggested that payment for thge assets should be
at least partly madeby other means.

Other Issues
The above description of the appraisal system is no more than a
brief sketch and we have noted only the most conspicuous criticisms
of the procedures used. There is a wide variety of other questions
that must be considered, ranging from administrative discretion,
delays and accessibility of information to procedures for making
stumpage payments. This outline is sufficient, however, to indicate
the scope of this inquiry and to indicate the main issues with which
this report is concerned. The next chapter is devoted to a general
discussion of the basic principles we consider to be appropriate in a
modern appraisal system suitable forprevailing conditions in British
Columbia.
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i)

CHAPTER 3

BASIC I S S U E S
ii)

A coherentevaluationand
revision ofappraisal policy requires
that certain principles and basic methodological issues be established
at the outset. In Chapter I we indicated the broad objectives that
we seek in the arrangements governing public charges for Crown
timber. In this Chapter we describe the fundamental approach that
we consider can best serve these goals. With this foundation subsequent chapters provide a more detailed analysis of specific issues.
The Form of Crown Equity: Taxes Versus Sale of Resources
In the course of our investigations a good deal of attention was
directed to the best means for recovering the Crown's financialequity
in timber. I n many of the submissions we received, and in meetings
we held, broad alternatives to stand appraisals were suggestedranging from land tax and rental
schemes to profit sharing, and
combinations of these.
In ourjudgmentthebroadalternative
mostdeserving careful
consideration is the proposal forprofit-sharing or specialprofits
taxation. A number of firms - both large and small - urged us to
examine this approach sympathetically. Much of the appeal of a
profit-sharing alternative lies inits alleged simplicity,sincelevies
would depend on profits actually earned and already clearly documented in bushes accounts. Frustration with the complexity of the
present appraisal system makes this feature particularly attractive.
It wasalsosuggested that the systemwouldbe
equitable among
firms since each would be assessed by a uniform schedule on profits
actually realized and that it would minimize busings uncertainty.
We examined pasibilities for pre-tau profit sharing and special
taxes on forest income and found that they raise more serious &culties than first appear. In particular:
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vi)

Provincial participation in revenues derived from busings incomeraisesconstitutional
issues which can heresolvedonly
through reconciliation of federal and provincial interests and
which are beyond the scope of this inquiry.
In order torecover the Crown's equity in public timber by such
means, it would be necessaryto define and calculate that portion
of a firm's income which is directly attributable toforest operations, and beyond this to identify income arisiig from operations
only in British Columbia and on Crown (separate from private)
timber. Such computations would be extremely complicated for
large diversified companies and would inevitably require arbitrq r u l e s and procedures. Moreover, if such a scheme were to
replace direct charges for the timber these difficulties would be
magnified because timber values would then he manifested or
be dissipated in a wide variety of corporate activities.
While such schemes may be capable of recovering a consistent
share of income, they cannot capture a consistent share of the
value of the natural resources used. If the timber is not fully
paid for directly, firmswith rights to resources of higher quality
and value will always be more advantageously treated per unit
of timber used than those operating in less valuable timber.
Such would be the case so as long as the Crown's share of
income earned, after allowance for basic profit, is l a than IOO
per cent.
To be consistent, an income sharing arrangementshould provide
that the Crown share in losses as well as profits. I t is not clear
bow t h s could be accomplished without tending to perpetuate
inefficient operations at thepublic expense.
If rawmaterial charges were abandonedand if roughly the
same revenue were obtained from earned profits, the combined
effective rate of profit-share and all other taxes on income
would in some cases be veryhigh. The inevitable impact of such
high marginal rates on incentives for efficiency might become
very serious.
The Crown's profit share or profits tax rate could be set at p m
gresive rates in relation to the firm's profit level in
order to
achieve some notion of equity, or at regressive rates to sharpen
incentives for efficiency. But in either case it would be difficult
to avoid discrimination among firms of different size for whom
23
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different profit levels

are rquired to yield the same rate of

return on investment.
with the crown involves a direct Crown interest
of individual firms, and therefore raises ques&,w k t
necggity of public participation in corporate
decisions. Cutainly increased government surveillance of corporate finances and accounting would he a minimum prerequisite.
pOr thm n
s
and others we have rejected a profit-sharing
alternative in favour of pricing the Crown’sresources.
Other
based onland rentals or on property or severance tax
principle, m a t be only supplemental to some device which recovers
varying m u r c e values or must themxlves take account of this
variation and hence embody some sort of appraisal.’ Direct charges
for Crown timber offer, in our opinion, the mostefficient and
equitable means of appropriating the public financial equity in the
natural resources. And, as this report suggests, we believe that this
approach is not only administratively feasible but can be accomplished satisfactorilywith l e s s administrative complexity than hitherto.
Once the principle of pricing the timber itself is adopted, its
widely varying value must be recognized. This requires some procedure for evaluating tracts to be harvested. Some observers insist
that charges for Crown timber are simply a form of taxation. This
reflects a fundamental confusion: taxes are levies on commodities or
incomes generated in the course of economic activity; whereas
charges for timber represent the price paid to an owner for a raw
material. Where timber is the subject of a transaction between two
private contracting parties this confusion does not arise; where it is
public property which is sold to private concerns under licensing
arrangements (asis usually the case in this Province) the transaction
is no different in principle. Then, although it is the Crown that
receives payment for the timber, the Crown’s role as a public landlord is entirely different from its position as a major recipient of
taxes.* This fundamental difference between taxation and resource

4) h f i t
in the -tion

1

2

hoporals for a profit sharing arrangement, for example, often inclode suggestions for a land rent or nominal fixed charge per unit of timber harvested to
“finance the cost of the Forest Service” (which, in our view, implies ~n
excessively simplistic approach to public finance).
Thus the frequent s t a t i s t i c a l demonstrations of “taxes and charges” against the
forest industry in British Columbia in excess of those in other jurisdictions are
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pricing contributes to our choice of the latter as a means of recovering the public equity. Appropriate pricing will ensure thatthe
Crown receivesfull value for the puhlic resources; profits or net
income (and hence also taxes thereon) are a function also of good
luck, market power and special entrepreneurial skiu, and theportion
of these profits directed to the public treasury should not be different
for one industry simply because the Crown owns its raw material.

The Resource to Evaluated
be
In designing an efficient timber pricing technique it is necessary,
first, to identify the unit of assessment and subsequently, the best
means of assessing it. The existing appraisal system, described in the
preceding chapter, is directed toward establishing the value, per
cunit, of each major species in the relevant Cutting Permit. Thus
licensees are aswsed according to the volume of each species they
actually harvest (or “should” harvest, under the provisions for waste
assessment). Yet the natural resource at stake does not consist of
separable species, but rather of an inseparable mixture which must
(with rare exceptions) be harvested in its entirety. Thus there has
been recurrent discussion of the desirabiity of appraising timber
tracts as a whole, rather than evaluating each species separately.
Critics of the appraisal system have advocated “totalstand” appraisals for more than a decade.
Advocates of the existing arrangement argue that all species must
each be evaluated separately because they vary widely in value; and
that minima should be applied by species because, in principle, the
Crown should not alienate any of its resources for nothing.
The first argument -that species differ significantly in value is indisputable. I t is also true, of course, that the value of timber of
a given speciesvarieswidely, depending upon itssize and other
quality characteristics. But these factors must be taken into account
in estimating the value of the tract of timber in any event; if they
are recognized in appraisal procedures - as they are at present and are reflected in the appraised value of the stand there is no
compelling need for assessments to be made separately by species.
The proportions of different species is merely one of a large number
of quality variables which determine the value of a timber stand.
misleading insofar as they include payments to the Crown for raw material in
thisProvince while theseare designated as business costs to a larger extent
elsewhere, where private ownemhip is more prevalent.
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s+s
growing together in a standmust be harclearly, if it is economically worthwhile to harvest a
standat d,then &e loss on any species which has a real value below
&e
charged must be offset against species of higher value,
*a mdt that somespeciesmustsubsidizeothers. This implies,
of
that the full value cannot be charged for the higher-valued
@e. A portion of the proceeds the Crown receives for species of
bdow-mjnimum value is given up on those above the minimum, for
the harvest of the whole stand to be economically feasible.
While the speciescomposition of forest stands (amongother
thing)affects the gross value of the timber, it does not significantly
influence harvesting and other costs that must be subtracted from
the grm value to determine appraised prices. These are primarily
dependent upon such factors as the size of the trees, the accessibility
of the tract, the logging terrain, transport costs and utilization
standards that are more or less independent of the species harvested
(note that logging costs are not calculated separately by species in
Appendix B). I t is appropriate, therefore, to consider speciesdifferaces, like differences in quality, in establishing only one component
of the appraisal - the selling price.
We have therefore concluded that the basis of timber appraisal
should be the whole stand approved for harvesting -not the individual species contained in it. All relevant data about the stand,
including its species composition and quality should be entered into
the estimation ofgrossvalue, but no attempt should be made to
allocate cost and profit allowances by species, nor should payments
be based on the volume of separate species hwested. Any price
minima should beapplied to the price for thetotal stand.

Basis of Evaluation
An appraisal must estimate the revenues that can be realized from
a tract of timber and the costs that must be incurred to realize them.
But the appraised price should not vary according to entrepreneurial
skill of different licensees. Rather, it should approximate the amount
that active competition among efficient enterprises would yieldthe full economic rent. They should therefore be based on the estimated costs that an efficient operator would necmarily incur in
harvesting the timber and the values that such an operator can be
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expected to recover from it. Thus we endorse the principle of the
“operator of average efficiency” in estimating the costs and revenues
in appraisals.
The aswssment shouldalso reflect the estimated recovery from the
tract by an efficient operator. given the utilization standards prescribed’in the CuttingPermit: The method of assessment and payment raises special questions which are examined in detail in Chapter
IO.

Price data. The value of the timber recoverable from the appraised tract should be based on the first identifiable products for
which reliable price indicators can be obtained. Extension of the
appraisal through more advanced phases of manufacture significantly complicates the problem and requires compounding assumptions about prices, costs and the relation between costs and product
recovery. Chapters 4 and 5 deal specifically with these issues.
Inevitably, the statistical data relating to selling prices and costs
required for appraisals are historical, and are available only after
some time-lag. I n addition, since valuesof forest products are subject
to sudden and sharp fluctuations, it is inappropriate to use values at
any particular moment: the only fair procedure is to employ some
kind of average over a period long enough to eliminate the effect of
very short-term market conditions. It is impoadble to avoid some
element of arbitrarines in selecting the period for averaging. Thus
the data employed should include the most recent information available, and the period over which they are averaged should be based
on judgment, bearing in mind the volatility of the respective prices
and costs and the length of the period between revisions of assssed
prices.
Consistent with the “operator of average dliciency” concept, the
selling prices used inappraisals should relate to type and quantity of
the products that arecustomarily produced from that type of timber.
The prices of special products produced by a licensee should have no
particular bearing on his individual assessment, nor should the prices
of products of l e s than average value he may choose to produce. At
the Same time the selling prices applied to those products must be
consistent with those that producers in the position of the licensee
can obtain, given the market opportunities available to him.
Costs. We have emphasized that the resource to be evaluated in
each instance is the whole forest stand coveredby the harvesting
authorization. Consistent with this, and the principle of the “operator

of average cffden~'>,
only the costs which wouldnecessarily be
h c din harvesting &at f o m tract should be considered in the
appraisal. If other costs, not associated with the harvesting of that
of timbu;
incorporated intothe appraisal the value of
that timber will be underestimated. We therefore begin from the
position that appraisals should ideally be accurate evaluations of the
to be hiuvested, and that othercosts of forest developmentand
management should be dealt with separately.
Certain forest management measures which are not inherently a
part of the harvesting process can most economically be carried out
by licensees. Thus the Forest Service commonly requires licensees to
provide recreational facilities, to plant trees, to build roads to public
standards andto undertake other responsibilities. In dispatching
these other functions, the licensee acts in the nature of a contractor
to the Crown, and the arrangements for reimbursement of casts
should reflect this relationship.
In this connection we are particularly concerned about the treatment of the costs of certain kinds of major roads. Although these
roads are usually built primarily to provide access to timber to be
harvested, some are incremental additions to public highway systems.
I t is therefore inappropriate to charge against the value of timber
under a harvesting licence the full costs of constructing a major road
through it if that road is meant to serve other forest operations as
well as the general public. This issue is dealt with in detail in
Chapter 9.
Profit and risk. The appraisal should provide for recovery of,and
a rate of return on the capital that must be employed in converting
the standing timber to the products on which the selling prices are
based. The rate of return should be just sufficient to attract and
maintain investment in the forest industry, and since rates of return
in the rest of the economy varythrough time therate used in
appraisals must respondto these external changes.
Because the profit allowance is meant to recognize this required
rate of return on capital, it should be related directly to, and applied
to,the capital necwary for the forest enterprise ratherthanto
operating costs or Crown charges which bear no systematic relation
to the capital employed. This question is the subject of Chapter 7.
The appraisal systemmustrecognizedifferences
in risk among
forest operations. But an important distinction should be made
between risks that bear on the capital employed and those that do
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not. It is appropriate to recognize the former through increases in
the profit allowance. Other risk,such as those that relate to market
price uncertainty or uncertainty about decay in the standing timber
should be recognized in forms more appropriate to the risks involved.

Adjustments
The logic of minimum assessments rests on the principle that the
Crown should not authorize harvesting of timber which cannot yield
a positive return to the public purse.Loggingalmost
inevitably
imposes some social costs, in environmental quality if nothing else.
On the other hand, logging sometimes yields benefitsin addition to
the value of the wood harvested. There are, for example, extensive
areas of decadent forest in British Columbia which should be removed in order toestablish thrifty new crops of timber. Accordingly,
we are of the opinion that a general minimum a s s m e n t should be
retained as part of Crown timber disposal policy, but that it should
be waived where its application would make logging uneconomic in
circumstances where, for clear and explicit reasons, removal of the
present forest cover is desirable in the interests of silviculture. There
is no such logic to support maxima.
Subsequent adjustments to the initial appraised price mean that
the Crown shares with the licensee the chances of gains and losses
that result from economic changes during the life of the Cutting
Permit. Indeed, if the appraisal wereprecise, and continuously
recalculated with current costs and values, the Crown would assume
the entire risk of economic change.
There is a strong case to be made in favour of the Crown assuming same of this economic risk. If the licensee bore this risk entirely
through aSSeSSments fixed at the outset he could not, in the face of
this additional uncertainty about economic trends, be expected to
contract for the timber at as high a price. The Crown, with its magnitude and breadth of economic interests is in a much better position
to bear this risk and, through its diversity of involvement, to &ectively insure against it. Thus in the long-run the scope for Crown
revenues is increased by its assumption of economic risk in timber
harvesting.
We are therefore of the opinion that periodic adjustments to
appraised prices to take account of changing economic conditions
are in thepublic interest. But such adjustments should take account
of all new economic circumstances rather than only some of the
29
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has an obvious interest in the markets for forest

pd~
not~
only
&
because appraisals (and hencedirect public
rncnucs) depend upon market prices but alsobecause marketing
arrangements have broad implications for efficientuse of forest
resources. Thus our Terms of Reference charge us to ensure that
' I . . .the full contribution of the public forests to the economic and
social welfare of British Columbia is realized . . . " and that " . the
marketing arrangements for timber products permittheir full value
to be realized". We have therefore found it necessary to investigate
these markets and the prices they generate, and in Chapter I I to
recommend new institutional arrangements that will contribute to
these goals.

..

Administration
The procedures used in appraisals should be public information,
as should the data upon which appraisals are based. Further, since
harvesting authorizations are contracts betweenlicensees and the
Crown, the terms of these contracts including the total appraised
price should be accessible to interested parties. I n the interest of
equity, themaintenance of confidence and avoidance of friction,
recourse should be available to an independent body regarding the
reasonableness of appraisals; this issue we address in Chapter 12.
Timber appraisals have a very important financial impact on both
the forest industry and the government, andadministration of
appraisal policy warranrs corraponding attention. Like forest management generally, appraisals requirereliable information and expert
personnel.
The form and level of charges for timber affect the incentives of
operators andso they influence, and are influenced by general forest
management practices. Administration of appraisals should therefore be closely linked to other forest administrative functions.
Appraisals are inevitably approximations, and thegainstobe
realizedfrom additional efforts at precision are limited.But it is
important that the system itselfminimizessources of error - particularly consistent biases -and that constraints on precision be dimi-
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nated. Thesuccess of administration depends heavily upon informed
discretion on thepart of a p p r a i d officers who mustinterpret
statistical informationabout prices and costs in the light of the
unique characteristics of each tract to
be appraised.
Further, our recommendation that stands be appraised as a whole
and our suggestions in Chapter 4 relating to log grades will have a
significant impact upon theimportance of cruising techniques.
Cruises would be relied upon to provide more refined information
on decay, species composition and volume, while log scaling would
be significant for appraisal purposes for determining volumes only.
For this reason, among others, we s t r w the need for strengthening
cruising administration in Chapter I 3.
Finally, appraisals should be regarded as the means of establishing
the minimum price for Crowntimber; andwhere the tenurearrange
ments make provision for competition, competitive bids may make
the appraisal irrelevant.These provisions for competition f a l l outside
the scope of this investigation, but it must be recognized that &ective competitive bidding is unusual under prevailing tenure arrangements. This circumstance i n c r e w the importance of rigorous appraisal administration, which is the subjectof Chapter I 3.
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COASTAL SELLING P R I C E S
AND LOG MARKETS

Every timber appraisal must begin with an estimate of the value of
the product of the forest. As mentioned in Chapter 2, appraisals on
the Coast are based on the prices of logs transacted in the Vancouver
Log Market. Roughly 45 per cent of the total volume of Crown
timber harvested in the Province is cut in the coastal area and l e s
than 15 per cent of the coastal harvest passes through the Vancouver
Log Market. Most of the remainder is utilized in the plants of integrated companies that hold the rights to the standingtimber.
The Vancouver Log Market is extremely important to the coastal
forest industry and to the whole economy of the Province for two
reasons. First, it acts as a clearing house, putting potential buyers in
touch with potential sellers of different categories of logs, thus serving the extremely important economic function of a market place
that allocates timber to its most productive use. This is a function
which the Task Force must be concerned with, hecause our Terms
of Reference direct us to formulate our recommendations with a
view toward ensuring " .. .that the marketing arrangements for
timber products permit their full value to be realized". In theabsence
of a log market every logging enterprise would need a conversion
plant and every conversion enterprise a logging operation, and the
logs produced would have to be usedin that conversion plant
whether they were wellsuited to that formof utilization or not. And,
apart from theobvious inefficiencyin resource use that would result,
the Crown would lose much of its flexibility in allocating timber
rights.
Second, Vancouver Log Market prices are used as the basis for
coastal timber appraisals, and so its operation has a direct bearing
upon the appraisal issue. I n particular, we must be concerned with
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the accuracy of Vancouver Log Market prices in reflecting the true
value of timber appraised.
These two considerations are not unrelated. If the market is to
serve its function in efficiently allocating the available supply of logs
it must not be restricted; it must be freely accesible to sellers and
buyers who want to compete at prevailing prices. And if such competition is vigorous and sufficient, the resulting prices will reflect the
full economic value of the timber exchanged.
The competitiveness of the Vancouver Log Market and the reliability of log trading prices as indicators of true timber values have
been questioned by both the forest industry and the Forest Service
for more than a decade.' Indeed, many of those familiar with the
log market consider its prices so unreliable that they advocate abandoning their use for appraisal purposes and substituting instead the
prices of end products of conversion plants. This question of whether
the log market price base should be abolished or retained for coastal
appraisals has proved to be one of the most complex and difficult
isrues in this investigation.
In this chapter we begin with a review of the current procedures
for establishing selling prices for coastal appraisals. We then turn to
the source of these data - the Vancouver Log Market - and analyze the current patterns of tradinginthat
market with special
attentionto its competitiveness. This is supplemented with more
detailed analysis in Appendix C. Next, we consider the alternative
of an end product price base. This leads us to our conclusions and
recommendations.
Current Procedures for Coastal Selling Prices

For purposes of coastal appraisals, the Forest Service depends on
log market price data collected and collated by the Council of Forest
Industries. The Council requests its member companies and log
brokers to report all sales of logs, and it appears that most -but by
no means all - of the larger sellers do so.
An attempt is made to restrict reporting to "arm's l e n g t h " transactions and to prime (or first) sales, excluding sales of sorted logs
1

See, for example, The Report of the Joint Coast Appraisals Working Com-

......... (Pan I )

"An Alternative Shlmpage AppraisalSystem for Coastal
British Columbia" (mimco), 1972, p. 7 ; and the-Stanford Research Institute,
Timbcr Pricing Method3 and Apprairal Policicr in Coartal British Columbia
(Report prepared for British Columbia Joint Coastal Appraisals Committee),
Menlo Park, California, ,968,pp. 124-117.
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and resales. Trades of logs are considered bona fide sales and are
reported. An adjustment is made to the reported prices for the cost
of transporting logs from the point of sale to the Fraser River-Howe
Sound area, where appropriate. Export sales and sales in areas not
tributary to the Georgia Strait region are meant to be excluded.
From the data received, the Council computes the average
reported prices by species and industrial grades and publishes weekly,
monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual reports of average log
prices. The summaries for a given month are usually available within 1 2 to 15 days of the end of the month.
Three-month moving averages are usedby the Forest Service
in computing coastal appraisals and adjustments to stumpage
charges. But the log sales data are not directly usable for appraisals
for two reasons. First, most transactions are based on industrial log
grades, whereas appraisals are based on statutory grades (which
differ significantly). Second, transactions are most commonly based
on the board foot logmeasure,while the ForestService uses the
cubic foot measure. Thus the Council must recompile the reported
log sales data to re-cast them, as best it can, in cubic foot measure
and statutory grades to conform to Forest Service requirements.
Upon receiving the latest figures, the Vancouver District Office of
the Forest Service establishes the effective date for their use and
distributes both the latest month and three-month average selling
prices to the Prince Rupert District Office and to other staff concerned. The effective date for use in sliding scale adjustments to
appraisals is very soon after the data axe received in the Vancouver
Office, allowing only a few days for distribution of the information.
New appraisals, however, are subject tothe so-called "r8-day
rule''. In accordance with the timber sale regulations, normal sales
must be advertised for at least one month, and very large sales for
two months (the latter are sometimes advertised without the appraised prices, which are computed later). Some sales, however, can
be made without advertising, and others may be advertised for less
than one month. Consequently, salesscheduled for disposal within a
few weeks of any particular date may have been processed and the
particulars for tender advertised veryrecently or as much as ten
weeks previously. In order to avoid basing sales to be consummated
during the same period on different selling price data, new selling
price figures are used only for new sales to be made after 28 days
from the effective date.
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We return later in this chapter to comment on these procedures
for data collection and use. But first we discuss more fundamental
questions about the log market and its prices.

The Vancouver Log Market
The development of log trading on the Coast of British Columbia,
current trends, the nature of transactions and their implications for
the reliability of price data are examined in Appendix C . Here, we
shall only summarize that analysis. Throughout this discussion it is
important to bear in mind that available data are not sufficient to
support conclusive statements about many relevant aspects of log
marketing. This itself influences our recommendations.
The relative importance of the Vancouver Log Market to the
coastal forest industry has declined over the last few decades, as
Figure I illustrates. Available data suggest that the proportion of the
coastal harvest passing through the market, which was nearly 20 per
cent' in the late 1930's and more than 20 per cent in theimmediate
rr m t war vears, has declined to anaverage of l e s than 14per cent in
the last 5 or 6 years.
The
vnlwne
of logs reported to have been sold in the marketshows
__..
no corresponding d;cliii, as the second curve in Figure I indicates.
Volumes transacted have fluctuated widely, but what little long term
trend there is in the post war period is upward. Thus while the
year-twyear variation in the fraction of the cut through the market
stems mostly from variation in the marketed volume rather than in
the coastal harvest, the downward trend inthe fraction of the harvest
passing through the market is due to the greater increase in the total
cut thanin the marketed volumes.
Not only have volumes marketed remained substantial, but (as
indicated in Appendix C ) their distribution by species and grade
corresponds quite closely to the proportions of the various species
and grades in the coastal cut. These substantial and representative
volumes give us some confidencein the Vancouver Log Market. But
there remain serious sources of concern about the reliability of log
price data as a base for coastal appraisals.
One area of concern is the uncertainty about the coverage of the
~~~
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This fraction would be well over PO per cent if market export volumes were
included in the figures. Export data have been excluded from the market
totals throughout this report, but it is only in the late 1930's that this has a
significant effect.
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buyers and sellem of logs. A very large but uncertain fractionof total
transactions involves trades of logs rather than exchanges between
independent buyers and sellers whose only interest
in the transactions
is in the price. Much of the market volume is simply not available
to potential buyers without logs to sell in exchange. These features,
examined in detail in Appendix C, are incompatible with a truly
competitive market and arelikely to bias prices.
Studies of the relation between product and log prices also give
rise to concern about log market prices. A number of studies, some
of which were prepared for presentation to the Task Force, indicate
that log prices frequently diverge significantly from the values that
would be implied by the prices of the products made fromthem. As
we indicate later in this chapter and againin Appendix C, there are
good reasons to expect the agreement between market prices for logs
and the prices implied by product values to be far from perfect,
especially in the short run. But the magnitude of the differences in
these values, and indeed the variety of results the studies indicate,
warrant concern.
In spite of these considerations, and in contrast to theirposition of
a few years ago, the large coastal firms have insisted in reprgentations to the Task Force that log market prices are reliable indicators
of timber values. Representatives of non-integrated firms that deal in
the market were almost equally unanimous in e x p m i n g a contrary
view.
Our conclusion, based in part on the evidence in Appendix C, is
that current log market prices are not reliable, nor is the procedure
for compiling and averaging prices for appraisal purposes satisfactory. The manipulation of the statistics to correspond to official
grades and units of measurement introduces distortions which are
exceedingly difficult to evaluate but are likely to be significant. The
effect on theprice data of log exports and exports of partially manufactured logs is not entirely avoided, resulting in unsystematic and
inequitable biases? Finally, the structureof the market and the form
of transactions suggest that the prices at which the largest categories
of peelem and sawlogs trade aregenerally below the value they could
statistics and the unknown nature of the sample of markei transactions on which the statistics axe based. A second, and more serious
issue is the structureof the marketitself. Transactions are dominated
by a small number of large firms, most of which are active as both

a In recent months, for example, the p r i m of special grades of apruce and
p
m
s lags have been influenced by strong export demand for this material
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td form, and since exports are closely contmlled these prices an unavailable to most log pmducen. This problem is
aggravated by the imprecision of present statutory e
ades which do not discriminate among these special quahty categories.

be expected to bring in a competitive market, while those for very
low-grade material may overstate its competitive value.
In addition, it is our opinion that the public interest demands that
a market upon which Crown revenues depend so heavily must not
only be truly effective, but must also be readily seen to be effectivein
order to command public confidence. Under present arrangements,
the Vancouver Log Market prices upon which appraisals are based
are averages of prices which are voluntarily reported to the Council
of Forest Industries, are compiledby the Council staff with the
compilation audited, and are then submitted to the Forest Service
for use in appraisals. The Council has provided a valuable (and as
far as we know reliable) service, but in our judgment these arrangements put too heavy an onus on an association of companies whose
financial interest depends on the results.

A Manufactured Product PriceBase for Coastal Appraisals
With thesemisgivings about the sellingpricesused
in coastal
appraisals the Task Force studied the alternatives of abandoning the
log market base in favour of a manufactured product price base and
policies for improving the log market price data.
During the last few years both the coastal industry and the Forest
Service have studied means of implementing an end product a p
praisal system on the Coast.’ For the purposg of this inquiry the
Task Force has had the benefit of being able to review a number of
proposals and carefully considered critiques of them. We have also
considered different procedures that might aleviate some of the difficulties associatedwith this approach.
In the following chapters, we examine the complexities of end
product appraisals as they are applied in the Interior. A similar
system applied to coastal timber would be a good deal more complicated: the timber and logging conditions on the Coast are signifi4

Boththeforest
indushyand theForest Service have expressed a lack of
confidence in log market prices as a basis for appraisals since the early 1960’s.
In 1968 several large coastal firms retainedtheStanfordResearch
Institute
to examine the Coast appraisal system. The resulting report suggested, among
other things, thatlog
marketpriceswereunreliable
(Stanford Research
Inatitutc, op. c i t . ) . The report was made available to the government and, as
a result,a Joint CoastAppraisalsWorkingCommittee
was established to
study it and to make mommcndations. The Committee report of 1972 proposed an end product appraLal system (Repon of the Joint Coast Appraisals
Working Committee, op. cit.). Since then, the Forest Service h a formulated
a proposed
system
and
discussions
with industrial
representatives
have
continued.
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cantly more variable; timber stands cannot so easily be identified
with particular conversion facilities; the industry is less uniformly
integrated; conversionprocesses are much more varied;product
recovery is more complicated and the products are more heterogeneous; and the products are sold in more diverse markets.
Thus,in order to design a reasonably accurate, equitable and
administratively feasible end product appraisal system applicable to
coastal timber a number of special problems would have to be solved.
Among the most intractable are thefollowing:
i) Just as the precision of the presentsystem depends upon the
competitiveness of log markets, end product appraisals depend
onthe Competitiveness of end product markets. While the
markets in which Interior lumber is sold are highly competitive,
those in whichsome products of the coastal industry are
marketed - especially newsprint, pulp and plywood - are less
so.
ii) Because of the diversity of products and of the markets in which
they are sold, reliable statistical compilations of representative
selling prices wouldbe complicated and difficult to interpret.
i i i ) Because of the diversity of timber characteristics and of processing facilities,meaningful estimates of product recovery that
would embody the principle of the “operator of average efficiency” would be exceedingly difficultto determine?
iv) The variety of conversion plants and their high capital intensity
would place a heavy burden on the cost allowances which are
most difficult to estimate - particularly the capital costs in
manufacturing facilities.
v ) If an end product systemwere adopted becauselog market
prices understate the value of logs in conversion, and if this
assumption were correct, the change would leavenon-integrated
logging firms at a severe disadvantage. Their assessments would
imply log values which they could not hope to realize.
We regard this last problem as particularly serious, since, as
indicated in Chapter I , we consider it important that the system of
5

Ideally, all majorproductsshould be recognized in end productappraisals,
which on the Coast would
indude at least lumber, pulp chips or pulp, and
veneer or plywood. It is generally acknowledged that provisions for plywood
or veneer, particularly, would be very difficult at present. Its exclusion would,
however, favour licensees operating in the highest quality timber.
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appraisal should not distort the structureof the indusq. But because
an end product appraisal system would do nothing to alleviate the
shortcomings of the log market (indeed, it would probably aggravate them) the survival of non-integrated logging enterprises would
be highly questionable. Accordingly, we have considered possibilities
for alleviating the disadvantage that these firms would face. Direct
subsidies wouldbe one solution but these would be extremely difficult
to administer equitably. A separate form of appraisal for independent loggers, based on log prices as at present, is probably the only
effective alternative. However, under such anarrangement the
Crown would receive less than its due for this timber and the lower
stumpage assessments for qualified licenseeswould create obvious
incentives for changes in the industrial structure, for which there is a
good deal of scope in the log run. Moreover a separate appraisal
system for non-integrated logging firms wouldconflict with the
principle that assessmentsshould be indifferent to the particular
holder of the harvesting rights.
If the log market were further constrained as a result of an end
product appraisal system, such a change would probably be irreversible. As noted at the beginning of this chapter the presence of
an active log market provides a degree of flexibility to the tenure
arrangements used to allocate timber rights. With tenure arrangements likely to be reviewed in the near future, radical and irreversible changes in appraisal methods should be recommended only
after very careful consideration of their broader implications.

Consistency BetweenLog-Based and End Product Appraisals
I n view of the fact that there is little alternative to anend product
appraisal system in the Interior, we must be concerned about the
consequences of using a different system on the Coast. As we mentioned in Chapter I , we consider it important that appraisals yield
equitable results throughout the Province, and there is undentandable concern about whether an appraisal system based on the price
of logs is capable of yielding timber values comparable to those
derived from an end product system.6Thus therelation between log
price behaviour and the prices of the major products manufactured
from them is important.

A market for logs, likeany other market, can be expected to
establish prices that reflect the short-term value of the commodity
being exchanged in its marginal or incremental we. This market
value may well differfrom theaverage value of logs to users. An end
productappraisal system would imply some value for the intermediate product (logs) based on the value of final products, the
quantities of these products recoverable from logs, and the costs of
this recovery including a return on capital as well as operating costs.
The resulting implied log value would be an estimate of the average
value of logs to users.
Appraisals based on log priceswill, of course, indicate lower
appraised values for standing timber than accurate end product
appraisals if the market prices for logs fall short of the value implied
by analysis of their net value in conversion. If this were consistently
the case,low raw material costswouldoffer attractive profits in
manufacturing. In the long run, such profits could be expected to
attract investment inexpanded
manufacturing facilities which
would result in log prices being bid upward, with a corresponding
increase in log-based appraised values. Conversely, if log prices were
consistently above the value of logs in conversion, a gradual withdrawal of capital from manufacturing could be expected because
investors would not find it profitable to reinvest in processing. I t is
the adjustment in manufacturing investment that should, in thelong
run, bring aboutequality between appraisals based on log prices and
those based on end products, provided that both log markets and
capital markets function effectively.'
If adjustments in manufacturing investment brought appraisals
based on log pricesinto approximate equality to thoseof end product
analysis when averaged over a few years, there would remain several
reasons to expect them to differ over the course of business cycles.I n
buoyant markets, with manufacturing facilities running near capacity, the marginal cost of pmcessing additional volumes is likely to
rise as extra shifts are added, less skilled labour is employed and so
on in efforts to increase output. Such short term cost increases would
affect the market price of 109 but would probably not be reflected
in an end product appraisal system which would therefore imply
7

6

It is worth noting that this concernshould extend to the reverse also--.e.
whether application of the Same system in the two regions would yield comparable results.
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This tendencytoward equality in the two appraisals would be hastened by
adjustments in log supply. Some adjustments of thh kind take place, but they
are constrained by regulations governing rates of harvesting and standards of
utilization.
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higher log values. A similar result would be expected if cost control
were less intensive during good markets or if pwrer quality material
went through the log market at such times. Finally, an industry
facing fluctuating product demand and pricesover which it had
little or no control could be expected to absorb some of these shocks
through adjustments in log or lumber inventories. Either would
result in log prices fluctuating less than lumber prices and the same
pattern of relative variation in log market and end product
appraisals.
Appendix Figure C-3 illustrates this variation by tracing log and
lumber prices over a period of two decades. The lumber prices tend
to rise relative to log prices in strong markets and conversely in weak
markets, a pattern consistent with the explanation above. The consistency of Figure C-3 with our expectations adds some confidencein
the sensitivity of the market prices generated, at least for the log
grades plotted. However, such comparisons indicate very little about
whether log prices are too high or too low since (among other things)
they take no account of the levels and trends in costs.
From this analysis we can conclude that appraisals by the two
methods will not, at any one time, give the same results except by
coincidence. A number of calculations have shown, for example,
that end product appraisal would have produced significantly higher
coastal assgsments in 1973. But, for the reasons mentioned above,
this is to be expected, just as we would expect the opposite during
1970. Such observations do not mean that one base for appraisals
will yield higher or lower results on the average over whole cycles.

Recommendations
Mostobserverswould
readily agree thatan appraisal system
based on truly representative log prices would be preferable to an
end product base because of its inherent simplicity, if for no other
reason. Moreover, m a t would agree that a large and accessible log
market can serve a valuable economic function quite apart from
appraisals. The feasibility of such a log market in the Interior is
doubtful, at least at present; but a significant market already exists
on theCoast.
Having studied the complex implications of an end product
appraisal system for the Coast, the Task Force concluded that it
should be adopted only as a last resort. While we consider it important to study further the best form that an end product system for

coastal appraisals should take, we are not satisfied that any such
system that might be adopted at this stage would be superior to a
systembased on logprices providing steps are taken to improve
the dependabitity of log markets. Nor can it be said that the Forest
Service is well prepared in terms of personnel, data and other resources to undertake the heavy adminiitrative burden of a new end
product appraisal system, particularly in view of itsexpanded
appraisal responsibilitiesin theold temporary tenures.
We have therefore investigated the structure of the log market as
carefully as the available data and our resources permitted, addressing ourselves to two general questions. First, do the pment log
market price data provide an adequate basis for appraisals? For the
reasons given above our answer to this question is in the negative.
Second, are there opportunities for modifying present arrangements
in such a way that dependable log prices might be generated? Our
answer to this second question is not conclusive, but our studies of the
market lead us to two relevant conclusions: the first is that available
data do not support the assertion that the log market is inherently
incapable of generating representative prices; the second is that
existing arrangements could be very substantially improved and that
the log marketshould not be rejected at least until these pmibilities
have been exhausted. Indeed, we believe that there is a strong p i bility that certain innovations would lead to satisfactory price
indicators, and so our recommendations aim at exploiting these
opportunities.
The log market would obviously generate more dependable prices
if it were expanded and made more openly competitive. But our
purpose here is not to contrive a market, and substantial changes in
this direction would involve us in alterations in tenure arrangements
which fall outside the scope of this present inquiry. Our recommendations are based largely on modifications to prevailing arrangements which will not foreclosefuture options.
I . We recommend that a number of measures be taken to improve
the size of the log salesdata base, namely
a ) T h e Forest Act should be amended to provide that all sales
of logs harvested in the Province be reported to the Forest
Service by species, grades and prices according to the specifications of that agency.
b) The data used to derive price averages be expanded beyond
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sales that take place in Georgia Strait to all sales in the
coastal region.
Becauseof the lack of information about unreported sales, it is
diffcult to estimate the impact of these two recommendations, but
knowledgeable people have suggested that they might expand the
current data base by as much as IOO per cent.
2.

We recommend that the precision oflog price statistics be improved by several means.
a ) Use of the statutorylog grades, which until recently appeared
as the Schedule in the Forest Act, should he discontinued.*
Instead, a schedule of official grades should be designed to
correspond to the grades in current industrial use and should
probably be a consolidation of industrial grades. This revision
should be undertaken by the Forest Service as a matter of
high priority and in consultation with the Superintendent of
Scaling andindustrial experts. The revisedofficial grades
should not he incorporated in the Forest Act but ratherin the
Regulations, to facilitate revision.
b) The collection and collation of log sales statistics for appraisal
purposes, which is now done by the Council of Forest Industries, should become the responsibility of the Forest Service.
Studies to improve the board foot - cubic foot conversion
factors should be given high priority, and techniques should
be developed to test the statistical reliability of data?

Replacement of the former statutory log grades by others which
correspond directly to those in which transactions takeplace should
improve the appraisal price data substantially. The assumption of
l
i improve public
statisticalresponsibility by the Forest Service w
confidence in the results and enable that agency to systematically
assess its data for appraisal puqxxes.
We havealso considered possibities forimproving the application
of selling price data in appraisals, particularly by shortening the lags
in obtaining and applying price averages. On the Coast, price data
are already assembled quickly, however, and there are no obvious
8
9

Forest Act, o f . cit., Schedule (repealed, S.B.C.,1974, C. 36, x. 5 5 ) .
Some related studies are currently being carried out by a joint federalprovincial-industry committee.
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means of significantly shortening the lags. Nor, in view of the fluctuations in price patterns, do we recommend that the three-month
period over which prices are averaged be shortened.

3. Opportunities to expandlog market sales should be taken advantage of within the constraints of the existing tenure arrangements
and where no undue dislocations would result.
a ) Vancouver District Forester’s reserve sales -which amount
to 5 per cent of the allowable annual harvest in Public Sustained Yield Units-should, where practicable, be made
conditional upon log market disposal.”
b) Similarly, where new Timber Sales on the lower Coast are
made outside existing tenure commitments, they should be
made conditional upon market disposal of logs where practicable.
c ) Other, incidental allocations of Crown timber, such as timber
removed in clearing public rights-of-way should be subject to
market sale.
4. Finally, the competitive performance of the log market should be
enhanced by the Timber Authority which we propose in Chapter
I I ; in particular, thatagency should:

a ) intervene in the market by purchasing, sorting and selling
logs whenever opportunities arise to improve their market
value by such means.
b) estabtish systematic arrangements for advertising logs available for sale and brought to its attention by log suppliers.
c ) assumeresponsibilityfor
advertising logsfor which export
permits are requested.
d ) assume the responsibilities of the Log Export Advisory
Committee.
e ) maintain continuing surveillance over the markets for intermediate forest products generally, and advise the Ministeron
matters relatingto these markets.
10

Fiveper cent of the approved annual allowable harvest in each Public Sustained Yield Unit is reserved for disposition by the District Forester for special
needs, such as salvage purposesand small areas contiguous to operations on
other tenures by operators having no established position in the unit. Where
not required for such purposes, the reserve may be disposed of at the discretion of the District Forester.
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These functions of the proposed Timber Authority are discused

in detail in Chapter I I . Its activitiesshould improve the competitivein the log market and its surveillance over exports should pmvide more rigorous implementation of export control p o k y and
minimize the distortions of log price data by export des.
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The evolution of the appraisal procedures both on the Coast and in
the Interior has been influenced by the structure and development
of the forest industries. The logging industry on the Coast developed
more-or-less separately from (though simultaneously with) the manufacturing sector, while in the Interior the vast majority of mill
ownem relied on their own supply of standing timber and so logging
and sawmilling were usually combined in single enterprises. This is
still the case today.
Thus, in the Interior, there is no counterpart to the coastal log
market. I n the absence of such a market, and hence also of adequate
price data on the value of logs, the selling prices used in appraisals
are those of lumber and pulp chips. The policy of basing appraisals
on the value of the first products of the forest for which values can
reasonably be established from marketinformation has led the Forest
Service to rely on market prices for lumber and chips. This necessitates estimating the prices that a licensee can be expected to obtain
for these products, and applying these prices to the volumes of each
that an &dent
operator can recover from the appraised timber.
Thus the estimation of recoverable value from tracts in the Interior
involves extending the appraisal calculationsbeyond logging and
through the conversion process, so that the procedure is considerably
more complicated than on the Coast. In this chapter we examine the
(inevitably rather technical) problems in estimating the value of
recoverable lumberand chips from Interior stands. End product
appraisats involveestimation of conversioncostsalso, but this is
dealt with in the next chapter.
There is some question about the extent to which the dearth of
log trading in the Interior is the result of inherent economic and
physical obstacles as opposed to the constraints introduced by the
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existing forest tenure system. These are questions which we cannot
attempt to deal with here. But in the absence of reliable log market
prices we consider end product evaluation a practicable approach to
Interior appraisals, although it complicates the computational task
and leaves it more vulnerable to error.
In this chapter wediscuss, fiat, the estimation of end product
values. This is followed by a review of the rather complex process of
estimating the recoverable volumes of the end products from the
standing timber. We indicate our recommendations for improvements at the end of the discussion of each of these phases of the endproduct appraisal procedure.

End Products Considered
AU the saleable end products that are expected to be processed
and marketed from the timber influence and determine its value.
The appraisal process requires that these products be identilied so
that the appropriate costsinvolved in their extraction, processing
and marketing can be estimated. Similarly, a reliable method of
determining the expected market values or sellingprices of the
products is necessary.
Interior forests contain a wider range of species than those on the
Coast, but within most regions the stands are typically more homogeneous. Moreover, the range of conversionfacilities for Interior
timber is usually more restricted than for coastal timber. On the
Coast, tidewater effectively pols the timber overextensive areas
making it available at lowcost to a variety of utilization plants,
whereas in the Interiormore costly land transport limits the number
of feasible utilization centres. Thus Interior appraisals must recognize the more restricted opportunities for recovering products from
the standing timber.
The principle of the “operator of average efficiency” dictates that
the products that should be considered in appraisals are those which
typical, efficient operators can be expected to recover from the
timber. Prior to the changes introduced in 1973, appraisals were
basedentirely uponthe recoverable value of dressed dimension
lumber, f.0.b. the sawmills. But,with the growth of the Interior pulp
industry, typical sawmillshave added chipping facilities to utilize
wood that cannot be manufactured into lumber. Until this became
general practice it was appropriate to exclude chip values from
appraisals on grounds that they represented atypical recovery. But
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by 1973 chip recoverycould be identified with the“operator of
average efficiency” and so its recognition in appraisals is reasonable
in most areas. Logs of high quality are sometimes used in veneer
mills, yielding higher values than in lumber production. But with
only 16 veneer plants in theInterior veneerrecovery is not yet
sufficiently general to be considered typical practice, and so we do
not recommend that veneer be included among the end products
on which appraisals are based.
At present, roughly 85 per cent of the timber harvested in the
Interior is processed through sawmills and converted to lumber and
chips; about 6 per cent is pmessed directly through log chippers and
g per cent converted into veneer. Thus over go per cent is converted
into lumber and chips, and these are the two products that should
represent the recovery of the “operator of average efficiency”. Mast
lumber is of the (2-inch) dimension type and is mainly sold in competitive Eastern and US. markets for which price data are readily
available. Chip marketing is more restricted because in most areas
only one or a few pulp mills provide an accessible market, because
of government regulatiom of chip sales, and because chip exports are
controlled. But the prices obtained by sawmill operators are reasonably easy to establish.

Selling Price Data
For purposg of collectingselling price statistics the Interior is
divided into four zones- Southern Interior, Cariboo, SmithersPrince George-Blue River, and Skeena-which
are intended to
encompass areas within which the timber types are relatively consistent and transportation and market opportunities are similar. With
respect to the latter, the most important influence is the pattern of
railroads and their freight rates to major markets, hut the species
composition and other natural features of the forests in the region
also have an influence on conversion and marketing practices.
Procedures. Eachmonth the ForestServicecompilesselling
prices for lumber for each zone from information voluntarily supplied by lumber shippers. The coverage of these reports varies among
zones, but currently ranges between 75 and IOO per cent of lumber
production. Individual reports are kept confidential, and the calculated average market value for each species is based on the total
value and volume of all representative rail shipments reported.
Until recently, shippers were requested to include in their reports
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six weeks after the end of the month in which the lumber shipments

only carload shipments of surfaced lumber, excluding pattern stock
and siding, part carloads and local truck sales. The price requested
is the price f.0.b. railcar in Canadian dollars M fbm. Since March
1974, shippers have beenrequested to report all sales of sawn
products for all species to enable the Forest Service to make more
accurate estimates of end product values, since allowances for the
costs of milling specialty items such as large construction timbers and
unfinished products for export are now made in the revised appraisal
procedures.
Some species are typically mixed in shipments and undifferentiated inselling price, such as fir and larch or spruce and balsam.
Where other species are mixed together in carloads the dataare disregarded because of the arbitrariness that would otherwise he
involved in apportioning freight charges among thespecies involved.
Where applicable, wrapping, freight, commissions,cashdiscounts,
duty and entry charges are deducted to indicateconsistent price data.
Since October 1973, Interior appraisals have recognized chip
recovery values, and so the firms that voluntarily supply lumber
price data are requested to submit data on the volumes and prices
of chips sold also. Average chip prices received by the sawmills are
compiled from this information for the same zones as for the lumber
prices with the exception that two sets of chip prices are compiled
forthe Southern Interior Zone -one each for the Nelson and
the Kamloops ForestDistricts. The average figures so compiled
for each zone are then adjusted to account for the average volumes
not produced or not sold becauseof distrihution and marketing problems suchas unavailability of railway cam.
The Forest Service headquarters obtains selling price information
from co-operatingmillingenterprises by means of monthly questionnaires. The responsg are returned to Victoria for compilation of
the zonalaverages which arethen distributed to Forest District
offices. Some delay in compiling monthly lumber price data arises
from delays in collecting freight charges. Since the required data is
f.0.b. at the shipping point, the freight charges must be known before
the statistics can he used. Freight charges are based on the weight of
shipments, which is determined by passing each loaded railway car
over a weigb-scale. This is usually done soon after thecars are loaded
but in some cases the scales are located at some distance from the
shipping point and the weight reports are not available for a week or
two. Typically, the new average prices are not available until about

ance on partial and volunteered information for calculating
public assessments wasan inappropriate policy. Here, we take a
similar position: the selling price information used in appraisals
should be based on complete and compulsory reporting of all
sales, as a condition of the harvesting contract.
i ) We are concerned about possible distortionsto selling price data
from the inclusion of sales which involve extra charges for
specialty products and merchandising services -such as paperwrapping lumber for shipment, unitized loadings, pattern stock
and factory sales. Clearly, if representative and consistent
lumber price data are tobe obtained, either these items must be
excluded from the sample or their prices must be adjusted for
the special charger. The Forest Service attempts to make such
corrections, but we are not satisfied that the procedures used are
as consistent and thorough as they could be, so that some distortions in sellingprices remain. In the next chapter we also
emphasize the importance of basing both sellingprices and
manufacturing costs on the same products, through analyses
based on representative mills in each zone.
iii) The existing four zones withiin which selling prices are averaged
do not provide adequately for significant differences in timber
conditions. Here and repeatedly throughout this report we
emphasize that the appraisal system must be responsiveto varying conditions that arebeyond the control of the licensee. In the
Interiorthe forests of each bioclimaticregion have unique
characteristics, and the data used in appraisals should not be
averaged a c r m regions where thesecharacteristics have a differing impact on the selling prices of recoverable products. Forest
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are made.
In the case of timber sales, the “28 day rule” applies as it does on
the Coast (see page 34), but in the Interior the 28 days is counted
from the date the revised lumber prices are compiled rather than
the effective date.
Evaluation. In general,weendorsethese
procedures for the
collection and application of selling price data, hut with the following reservations:

i) We disapprove of the dependence on voluntary reports of selling
prices. I n the previous chapter we argued that government reli-

t p e s also have significant implications for costs, both of lcgging
and manufacturing, and so we return to this question in the next
chapter.
iv) The competitiveness of the Interior chip market v k e s considerably, because of the limited number of buyers in regional markets and government prescription of the pulp mills to which
some licensees must sell their chips. These circumstances, and
the considerably higher prices observable where sales are competitive lead us to conclude that chip prices seldom reflecttheir
full value; and this prejudices the revenues of both the Crown
and the sawmill operators. Th= is a problem which should be
assigned to our proposed Timber Authority, as we explain in
Chapter I I.

Estimating Product Recovery from Stands
Estimation of recoverable values from the appraised tract requires
not only data on the selling prices of products but also estimates of
the quantities of each product that can be produced from the timber
by an efficient operator. With respect to thelatter, the objective must
be to estimate the volumes of lumber and chips that an operator
of average efficiency would recover in maximizing the total net value
of the appraised tract. This determination is reached in two steps.
First, a timber cruise is made of the tract to determine the volume of
timber by species, sizeand quality, with estimates of losses for decay,
waste and breakage in cubic feet. The second step involves converting this cruise information to estimates of recoverable lumber and
chip volumes.
Stand volume estimation. Calculation of the potential lumber
recovery requires information on the volume of each species by Iinch log diameter classes. The cruiseconsists of measurements of
trees in sample plots in the tract to be appraised, and the mults are
combined for the plots falling in each forest type and extended to
provide an estimate for the area covered by that type. The entire
tract is then estimated as the sum of the types.
Measurement of the trees in the sample plots is critical. The net
recoverable volume is identified by measuring:

decay -the volume of decay in incipient, advanced and final stages,
hut excluding soundwood and stain not associated with decay.
recoverable waste - the volume of soundwood within I inch around
decay and estimated volume losses from forks and crooks in the
logs. T h s waste (classified as “waste I ” ) is assumed to be taken
to thesawmill to be burned or chipped.
non-recoverable soundwood -the volume of soundwood in logs or
trees more than j o per cent defective (based on a standard log
length of I 6 feet). This is the volume of cull logs which is expected
to remain in the woods (designated “waste 2”) and therefore will
not be measured by the scaler.
breakage -the volume of soundwood that is expected to be broken
up in falling and yarding and hence unrecoverable. It is assumed
that t h s material will remain in thewoods.

gross merchantable volume -the total volume in the bole of the tree
except for the volume in the stump and the unmerchantable top.

As sample plots are measured, each tree is classified into one of
four ‘‘risk groups’’ or decay categories. The specifications for each
group are based on visual indications of decayset by the Forest
Service Inventory Division for each speciesin each management
unit.
The Forest Service has prepared extensive tables for use in the
estimation of standing tree volumes, reductions for utilization standards and losses in decay, waste and breakage. The tables provide
average percentage deductions for decay,recoverablewaste, nonrecoverable soundwood and breakage for each risk group within
each two-inch diameter class. A separate table is provided for
each species in the management unit. The tables are the result of
intensive field sampling in nearly all management units and are
based on over 65,000 felled and measured trees.Additional sampling
is carried out each year and nearly 3,500 trees are added to thedata
bank annually.
Appropriate estimates of gross tree volume and reductions for
decay, waste and breakage are selected from these tablesand applied
to trees measured on the sample plots. After the samples are grouped
by forest types and expanded to apply to the total appraised tract,
the total net merchantable volume (the volume to be removed in
tree or log form) is expressed as the grm merchantable volume lm
the sum of the volumes of decay, non-recoverable soundwood and
breakage.
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The Forest Service requires that timber cruises for appraisal purposes be statistically designed to estimate the stand volume within
I 5 per cent error. This margin of error refers onlyto the errorresulting from thesampling - the extent to which the trees on the sample
plots are representative of those on the entire tract. I t does not
include errors and biases in the tables used for estimating volume,
decay, waste and breakage; nor errors infield measurements or
determination of the areas covered by the various timber types within the tract. The Forest Service attempts to minimize these kinds of
errors (where they arise) by requiring that local estimating tables be
used; by setting precision standards for field work measurements;
and by check-cruising. However, substantial discrepancies between
net merchantable volumeremoved
and estimated are not uncommon.
A major source of these discrepancies is the technical framework
within which the decay, waste and breakage estimating tables are
constructed, and the way in which they are selected and applied to
cruisefigures. This matter is a source of some concern among
Interior licensees because of the consequences of error for the estimated product recovery. We make recommendations for improving
the techniques later in this Chapter.
Lumber recovery fecfors. The preeminent importance of lumber
production in theInterior means thatthe estimation of lumber
recovery is critical. For this purpose the Forest Service hascalculated
schedules of “lumber recovery factors” - numbers which indicate
the number of board feet of lumber recoverable from a cubic foot of
soundwood in logs. Prior to October 1973 a single average lumber
recovery factor was applied to each species throughout each Interior
price zone. At that time the ForestService introduced a more
detailed lumber recovery schedule to takeaccount of the variation in
timber size and quality among stands.
Lumber recovery factors are calculated theoretically for 16-foot
logs by diameter classes ranging from 4 to 5.9 inches top diameter to
40 inches and above. The calculations are based on the assumptiom
that the log tapers I inch per 7 feet of length, standard dimensions
of *-inch lumber are cut using a saw with ‘/4 inch kerf, and no
lumber is recovered from the volume in the taper. These theoretical
recovery factors are then reduced by 25 per cent to allow for all
predictable losses except decay,such as losses from edging, trimming,
irregular log shape, mechanical defects, imperfect sawing, kiln dry-

ing and planing. These reduced theoretical lumber recovery factors,
further refined in the light of findings from miU studies, are shown
for sound 16-foot logs of each diameter class in Table 2. It was
found thatthe derivations overstated the recoverable lumber for
cedar and cypress logs, and so separate factors were recently introduced for these two species as shown in Table 2.
Decay in a log reduces the amount of recoverable lumber from a
sound log of equivalent dimensionsnot only because of reduced
sound wood but also because some sound wood surrounding the
decay cannot be processed into lumber. The effect of decay in a log
must therefore be taken into consideration when estimating the
recoverable lumber volume. This effect has been established somewhat arbitrarily by reducing the lumber recovery factors in Table z
by 0.5 per cent for every 1.0 per cent of decay volume that is estimated in the tree.’
The final estimate of recoverable lumber from the tractis obtained
by applying the lumber recovery factors (adjusted for decay where
necessary) to the cruise estimates of net merchantable volume contained in 16foot logs in each of the diameter classes listedin Table 2.
For appraisal purpmes a summary table is prepared which lists,
for the entire tract, the estimates of gross volume, decay volume, net
merchantable cubic foot volume and estimated recoverable lumber
volume for 16 foot logs in 2-inch diameter classes from 4.0 inches to
40.0 inches and above.
Primarily for purposes of milliig cost allowances (see Chapter 6 ) ,
the results are summarized by two general sawlog classes - “small
logs” with top diameter ranging from 4.0 to I I .g inches; and “large
logs” with top diameters ranging from 12.0 inch= and larger.
Average lumber recovery factors for each of the two sawlogs classes
are calculated for each species.
Some logs contain excessive amounts of decay and other defects
which reduce the lumber recovery to such an extent that they would
be more valuable for total conversion to pulp than for lumber and
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Thus the s o u n d w d lumber recovery factors in Table
decay accordinn to the formula
Lma=Lms(
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lumber recovery factor adjusted for decay
lumber recovery factor for sound w w d
= volume ofdecay (cu.it.)
= grosli volume (cu. ft.)

corrected for

chips. In most parts of the Interior, either the quantity of these logs
is insufficient to warrant segregation of them or there is no ready
market for them. Thus in some situations the logs are processed
through the sawmills, and since little lumber is produced from them,
most of their h w o o d contents are converted to chips. The reductions thatare applied tothe average lumber recovery factors to
compensate for the amount of defect are therefore calculated on the
assumption that all recoverable logs from the stand will be processed
through a sawmill. Although the reduced average factor is applied

to allintimber
a specific catecory,
. . the actual recovery from individual logs will vary considerably and may range from‘ zero to I 00
per cent of the maximum attainable from a sound log.
Where a market is available for low quality (pulp) log, as in the
Skeena selling price zone, the trees in the highest decay risk group
are excluded from the lumber recovery calculations. The appraisal
is then based on the assumption that a quantity of logs equivalent to
the recoverable volume from trees in that decay group will be segregated and sold at the prevailing price rather than being processed
through a sawmill. Lumber recovery factors and milling costs are
then applied only to the trees in the other three decay categories.
No account is taken of the effect of tree size and quality on the
selling prices used in Interior appraisals with the exception of Douglas fir in the Southern Interior zone where there is evidence that tree
quality influences the grade of lumber recoverable from this species.
I n this case the cruise information classifies fir trees by three grades
and the selling price is increased by $5.00 per M fbm for the highest
grade and reduced by the same amount for the lowest grade. Thus
the selling price is the average, weighted by the percentage of volume
in each of these three grades.
I t has heen suggested to the Task Force that similar recognition
should be provided in theCariboo zone, where the quality of Douglas
fir tends to be low. However, the need for this provision depends on
the variability in quality -not on the average quality level which
will be reflected in the zonal selling price.
In numerous briefs received from Interior operators and in our
interviews with them the deficiencies of the theoretical lumber
recovery factors and the mannerin which they are adjusted for
decay were brought to our attention. We therefore undertook our
own investigation of these problems which confirmed a number of
shortcomings. Fiat, evidence suggests that typical sawmilk cannot
attain the lumber recovery implied in Table z for small sound logs
(particularly those under 8 inches).
Second, the arbitrary reduction in lumber recovery factors for
certain types of decay in logs appears to be insufficient, particularly
when the decay is substantial. Generally, lumber recovery from
decayed logs depends on the thickness of the soundwood surrounding
the decay rather than thepercentage of decay in the log.
Third, theestimate of decay in logs is clearly imprecise.The decay
tables assume that the decay is uniformly distributed throughout the
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Table 2

LUMBER RECOVERY FACTORS FOR SOUND 16 FOOT LOGS
(recoverable b a r d feet of lumber
per cubic footof log volume)
top diameter
(inchcr)

5.2)

4.9

cedar and
cypress

5.9
7.9
9.9
11.9

5.0
5.3
5.8

12.0- 13.9
14.0- 15.9
16.0- 17.9
18.0 - 19.9
20.0 - 21.9
22.0 - 23.9
24.0 - 25.9
26.0 - 27.9
28.0 - 29.9
30.0- 31.9
32.0 - 33.9
34.0 - 35.9
36.0- 37.9
38.0 - 39.9
40.0

6.3
6.5
6.7
6.8
7.0
7.2
7.3
7.3
7.2
7.2
7.1
7.1
7.0
6.9
6.8

4.06.08.010.0-

+

all other
rpecicr

;:;/“Z!,
6.1
6.6
6.8
7.0
7.1
7.3
7.5
7.6
“large
7.7 .
7.7
7.6
7.6
7.5
7.5
7.4
7.3

entire bole and that butt logs, middle logs and top logs from a given
tree have identical percentages of decay. In many areas, and for
certain species of fungi, decay is concentrated in particular parts of
the bole and since the parts vary in size and quality the decay tables
provide erroneous estimates of recovery.
Fourth, long-log and tree-length logging practices often result in
substantial volumes of non-recoverable soundwood reaching the sawmill. The decay associated with this materialcannot be reliably
estimated from the existing tables, and waste assumed to be left in
the woods is scaled as part of larger defective logs and processed.
Chip recouery. Pulp chips are generally manufactured from the
residual sound wood not recovered in lumber, and so the volume of
chips recoverable from logs varies in inverse proportion to the volume
recovered in lumber.
The estimating procedure is based on the assumption that 80 per
cent of the soundwood volume of “large logs” is recoverable in
lumber and chips, and 85 per cent of “small log” volume is thus
recoverable. This distinction is madeonthe grounds that “large
logs” are generally sawn with conventional headsaws while “small
logs” are typically cutwith chipper headrigs. The former are
attributed sawdust losses of I O per cent of the net volume and the
latter 5 per cent; while an additional I O per cent fibre loss is allowed
for both.
Chips in the Interior are measured in “bone dry units”, a unit
being 2,400 pounds of bone dry chips. Because wood density varies
among species, the number of units of chips recovered from a given
volume of sound wood varies accordingly. This variation is recognized in appraisals. We find the procedures for estimating chip
recovery generally satisfactory.

Recommendations
Any cruising method suffers from technique errors (faulty
measurements) and sampling errors (non-representative sampling).
Technique errors enter the Forest Service’s estimates of recoverable
timber because of imprecisions in regional volume tables and biases
in decay, waste and breakage factors as they are applied to specific

increased accuracy requirements for field measurements made
on sample plots,
2.
elimination of biases in volume tables and utilization factors by
deriving local, specific estimating functions from measurements
of sample trees on or near the relevant site,
3. revision of the decay, waste and breakage estimating tables to
account for thevariable distribution of decay among logs within
trees and for the decay associated with non-recoverable soundwood,
4. reduction of subjectivity in timber type and acreage determination techniques,
5. confirmation of freehand solutions of relationships by mathematical analysis.
I.

In order to pursue these opportunities for increased precision, the
cruising staff a n d m u r c e s of the Forest Service and the mensurational data base would have to be expanded. This is a matter we
return to in Chapter 13. In all cases the benefits to be gained from
increasing the accuracy of field measurements by thme means should
be carefully weighedagainst the costs involved.
Sampling error depends upon rigorous statistical control of the
methods used. Statistical techniques for sampling continue to be
advanced by mensurationiSts.* While sampling intensity is largely a
function of costs, sampling error is a function of both intensity and
statistical design. There are numerous well documented statistical
designs which minimize sampling error for given costs and others
which minimize costs to attain a given sampling error. We recommend that the ForestService experiment with a variety of these
designs to determine the most accurate and efficient systemsin M e r ent conditions.
Determination of reliable lumber recovery factors for typical sawmills is both technically complicated and difficult in practice. Thecretically-derived factors are seldom dependable alone, and factors
2

See for example L. R. Gmsenbaugh, “ S T X - I - Z I - ~For
Z Dendromeby of
Multi-stage 3P Samples”,Forest Service, US. Dcpamnent of Agriculture,
October ,071 : K.D. Ware and T. Cunia. “Continuous Forest Inventarv With

areas.

There are a number of ways in which technique errors can be
reduced; in particular:
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hased on sawmillstudies are, of necessity, representative of only
small samples of logs and particular sawmill cutting practices.
Nevertheless, the accuracy of end product appraisal depends heavily
upon them. Thus we recommend:
I.
that more attention be given to the collection of additional data
on lumber recoveryespecially from small sawlogs; and that,
where analyses and studies so indicate, revised lumber recovery
factors be calculated by species;
I. thatthecurrentarbitrary
procedure for reducing soundwood
lumber recovery factors for decayed logs be reviewed, and the
possibility of substituting procedures based on sawmill studies of
decayed logs (which recognize effectsof soundwood shell thickneSS as well as relative decay volume) be examined;
3. that possibilitiesfor improving field techniques for estimating
decay in trees be explored.

4.

5.

6.

the present allowances for chip losses should be reviewed periodically to ensure that they correspond to actual lasses incurred
by typical operators in the various zones.
the presentprovisions for recognition of variations in grade of
Douglas fir lumber intheSouthernInterior
price zone he
reviewed in the light of current market conditions, and that the
impact of comparable provisions in the Cariboo zone be
examined.
the pattern of chip marketing should be placed under the surveillance and control of the Timber Authority (see Chapter
11).

In order to improve reliability of selling price data we recommend
that :
I.
as on the Coast, reporting of selling price information should he
mandatory, under provisions of the Forest Act, as a condition
of harvesting authorizations. This information should be submitted in a prescribed form to the Forest Service, which should
as now have responsibility for preparing average selling prices
for use in appraisals.
I. selling prices that reflect specialty products or special merchandizing services shouldbe either excluded from theprice averages
or adjusted, beforeinclusion in the averages, for the special
priceeffects. The procedures for these corrections should be
carefully reviewed. In general, we favour exclusion of the prices
of specialty products and rigorous screening of data involving
charges for merchandizing services (but they ought to be included if and when they are produced by typical mills). We
make related recommendations in Chapter 6 toward ensuring
that price data correspond to costdata.
3. the size and boundaries of the existing appraisal zonesshould be
reviewed to determine whether they could he made to correspond more closely to bioclimatic types and other influences on
natural timber characteristics (see also Chapter 6 ) .
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CHAPTER

6
COST ESTIMATION

The value of standing timberis the value of the productsthat can be
recovered from it in excessof the costsof recovering them. Thus
estimates of both selling prices and production costs are required for
appraisals, and since the appraised price is determined fromthe
difference between the two, a change in either will affect the a p
praised price. It is worth noting also that, because total costs often
exceed appraised prices by several times, a small percentage error in
estimated costs mayresultin
a very large percentage error in
appraised value.
This chapter is concerned with the procedures for estimating costs
for appraisal purposes. The provjsions for capital costs involve special
problems which are considered in the chapter that follows; and the
important question of road costs is treated separately in Chapter 9.
The present chapter is therefore devoted to the estimation of current
costsinlogging, transport and processing.We do not, of course,
attempt to establish the costs themselves, because these varyin different circumstances and over time. Our purpose is rather to review
the procedures and criteria used, and to indicatechanges that would
improve cost estimates and hencealso the accuracy of appraised
values.
I n Chapter 3 we endorsed the principle of appraising timber as
the net value that couldbe generated from that tract if it were
harvested by an “operator of average efficiency.” This necessitates
estimation of the costs that an“operator of average efficiency” would
incur in converting trees to the products on which selling prices are
based. It implies that the appraisal is indifferent to thecosts actually
incurred by the particular licensee. If he is more efficient than the
average, he will enjoy the fullfinancialbenefits
from his special
innovation and skill; and if less efficient than the average he will
suffer the consequences in the form of a less-than-normal return.
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Swcral aspects of thispolicy deserve emphasis.First, it implies that
the necessary coststhat would be incurred by an “operator of average
efficiency” must be estimated in the light of the circumstances of the
particularCuttingPermit.
It doesnotimply
that average costs
should be applied. Since no Cutting Permit can beconsidered
average in all aspects that influence cmts, an “operator of average
efficiency” would incur different costs in each Cutting Permit; the
appraisal officer mustmake his estimates accordingly.
For purposes of making these appraisals it is nevertheless helpful
to have knowledge of the average costs of various phases of timber
production; but these must not be regarded as anything more than
indicative of typical conditions. Thus, while we emphasize the value
of reliable and current data on actual costs we also emphasize the
need for experienced discretion in estimating the costs for each Cutting Permit.
It is imperative that these estimated costs cover precisely those
operations that are necessary to convert the standing timber to the
products which provide the basisofsellingprices,
including their
delivery to the market point at which these prices can be realized.
That is, all costs necessary to realize the selling prices used in the
appraisal and no others must berecognized. Thus on the Coast,
where selling prices are based on log prices, only logging and transportation costs are required; while in the Interior the lumber and
chip price base necessitates estimates of manufacturing costs as well.
Logging Costs
In order to estimate the costs of logging for a particular Cutting
Permit, the appraiser must first determine the most efficient logging
techniques acceptable to the Forest Service in those particular conditions. He canthen identify the various steps or phases of the
operations.
Currently, the appraiser identifies logging costs by each phase felling and bucking, skidding, loading, hauling, and so on. ( S e e
Appendix B ) . Weendorse this procedure, because the costs are
usually separately identifiable and data relating to each phase are
usually available. Since the most efficientlogging techniques are
dictated by local conditions, and since the cost of each phase varies
widely among Cutting Permits, costing by phases is liely toimprove
the sensitivity of appraisals to different circumstances.
As a general rule, each District Forester determines the range of
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logging cost allowances for his Forest District; but frequently he
refers his cost and productivity data to the appraisal staff at the
ForestService headquarters in Victoria for general approval and
guidance. Each District prepares an Appraisal Manual which indicates the ranges ofcosts and procedures that the appraisal officer
should consider in appraising Cutting Permits in that District. In
some Districts, different costsapply to different appraisal
zones within the District. By identifying logging conditions as easy, moderate
or dficult according to topography, ground conditions and other
factors the appraiserselects the appropriate figures from the range of
costs foreach loggingphase. In addition, he may make special
allowances fortree-length yarding, and decadent timber.
Trucking costs vary by distance, road conditions and the size of
loads, which may be influencedby regulations on public roads. Other
transport procgses such as dumping, booming, barging, river driving and towing vary widely according to the circumstances of the
operation. For these, an allowance which varies only by distance is
usually provided for barging andtowing. Road maintenanceincludes
grading, snow-ploughing and general maintenance; and a range of
allowances for each is specified in the District Manual. We return
later in this chapter to thequestion of deriving these cost data.
The costof each phase of logging includes both operating and
capital costs, and the latter (as we emphasize in Chapter 7) must
recognize both capital recovery and interest on capital. In current
appraisals, capital costs are not explicitly calculated: the estimated
operating costs are intended toinclude depreciation while interest on
capital is meant to be provided through the profit ratio, calculated
separately as a fractionof selling prices.
Formostphases
of production,it is not usefulto attempt to
separate operating from capital costs. The most reliable data available as a guide to the costs of forest operations are usually the prices
charged by logging contractors, and contractors’ costs of carrying
out the various phases are available in most parts of the Province.
Thesecosts can be expected to reflect not only the contractor’s
operating expenses but also his capital costs - depreciation and a
normal rate of return. Separation of these components would be an
arbitrary and unproductiveexercise.’ We therefore recommend that
1

Currently, the Forest Service uses contractors’ costs as a guide, but“discounts” them by a prorated share of the profit and risk allowance which is

the estimated costs of each logging phase reflect the total of operating costs, depreciation and a returnon capital. This issue is discussed
further in thenext chapter.
In a number of submissions to the Task Force, industry has complained of the tendency of appraisal officers to ignore the special
characteristics of the timber or logging conditions peculiar to each
Cutting Permit, and to apply instead zonal or District average costs
indicated in the Appraisal Manual where these cannot be justified.
Clearly, the averages must serve only as a guide, and appraisal officers must be encouraged to use their discretion in recognizing the
implications for costs of the circumstances of each Cutting Permit.

Milling Costs
Interior appraisals require estimates of costs beyond logging and
through the manufacturingprocesses required to produce thelumber
and chips on which selling prices are based. For this purpose the
Forest Sewice collects milling costsfromsawmills throughout the
Interior in order to determine average costs. The intent is to obtain
average milling costs for each of the areas corresponding to the four
selling price zones described in the previous chapter. Since the last
milling cost survey, the cost data were combined for two of the zones
in which the data were not significantly different, and an additional
category was designedto accommodate atypical cases. Thus separate
milling cost averages are estimated for the Prince George area; the
C a r i b and Skeena region; and the rest of the Interior. No averages are calculated for the atypical category which applies mostly to
remote situations; for them, milling costs are estimated individually.
Milling costs averages are derived for three species groups, two
and four categories of decay content in the
categories oflogsize
logs; and are expressed on a per-cunit basis for use in appraisals.
The information required to select the costs appropriate to any Cutting Permit is obtained from cruise data relating to species composition, the volume of logs with a top diameter greater and les than I z
inch& and the percentage of decay. Since these statistically-determined average data enter the appraisalunmodified by the appraisal
officer’s discretion, they must besufficientlydetailed to accommodate
a wide range of timber quality andspecies.
provided for separately. If the procedure we recommend were adopted, the
diragrrement which has existed over this practice would be eliminated.

Our main concerns about current provisions for milling costs are
twofold.First, the dataare averaged overregions which are too
broad to reflect important variations in timber size and quality and
associated milling costs. It is esrsntial that the milling cost estimates
provide for these variations, and so we recommend that the present
three milling cost zones be reviewed with a view toward identifying
smaller areas within which timber types and quality are more homogeneous. We discuss thisquestion again later in this chapter.
Second, information presented to us suggests that the two iog size
categories are inadequate, and the “small log” category (logs with a
top diameter of less than 1 2 inches), particularly, should be subdivided. In the northern and central Interior an increasing number
of licensees are operating in stands of very small timber, and the cost
of recovering lumber rises significantly when smaller logs are milled.
The use of average costs over wide diameter classes discriminates
against these operations. Accordingly, since cruise data already
provideslog sizes by a-inch diameter classes,we recommend that
milling costs be refined to recognize more accurately the differences
associated with log sue.

Transportation Costr
The appraisal must clearly recognize the cost of delivering the
harvested timber to the pointwhere the selling pricescan be realized.
This involves the contentious question about the assumed delivery
point - the “point of appraisal”. Because transport costs are usually
significant, the decision has extremely important implications for
Crown revenue and for equitable treatment of licensees.
The selling prices used in appraisals are realized at the shipping
points where the products enter the market. For any appraised tract
there is nearly always more than one such point to which the timber
might feasibly be delivered. The present policy of the Forest Service
throughout the Province is, generally, to recognize costs of transportation by the mosteconomical means tothe most advantageous
market or utilization centre where the selling prices can be realized.
In effect, this policy is designed to maximize the indicated net value
of the timber by appraising it to the most efficientcentre.
This policy has given rise to much criticism from licensees who
often find their timber appraised to a centre other than that towhich
they actually deliver it at more than the recognized cost.Many have
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argued that the appraisal should recognize the costs of transporting
timber to the points to which it is actually delivered. We cannot
concur in their argument; for to do so would imply rejection of the
basic principle whichwe have advocated for appraisals: namely,
that they should be indifferent to both the particular applicant
for the
timber and the one who obtains the Cutting Permit. T o appraise the
timber to a centre that is not the most advantageous would not only
violate this principle but would also fail to recover the full potential
value of the timber for the Crown and would effectively subsidize
the operation of less efficiently located facilities.’
While we therefore endorse the procedure of recognizing transport
costs to the most advantageous centre at which the selling pricescan
be realized, we would add several caveats. First, that centre must
either have the necessary facilities or be the location of proposed
facilities, and those facilities must be generally suitable for the kind
of timber being appraised. Second, in some cases it is appropriate to
recognize that the timber will realize its highestvalue if delivered to
more than one centre if the facilities are specialized, and in such
cases transportation costs should reflect this. Third, whenever the
timber being appraised must be delivered to a specific centre (and
none other) as an explicit condition of the harvesting contract, that
centre must be regarded as the only suitable location. Finally, special
problems sometimes arise from developments in transportation systems and other factors which result in a change in the most advantageous centre. The dislocation caused by such events can be minimized by providing as much advance notice of forthcoming changes
as posible, but sometimes transitional adjustments w
l
l
ibe necwary.
inthe
The implementation of this policyraisesspecialproblems
Interior and on the Coast, which can best be considered separately.
2

This policy, incidentally, is well established in other jurisdictions also, such as
in the United States:
In appraising a particular tract of timber, therefore, a decision must be
made as to the point at which it is to be assumed that the timber will be
processed. The (United States) Forest Service specifiesthatthisis
to be
the most advantageous location, which ordinarily will be the one with the
cheapest total transportation costto railhead or equivalent.
TimberAppraisal Review Committee, (Albert C. Worrell, Chairman), A
Gencrd Rcuicm of U.S.Forcrt Scraicc Timber Appra‘irnl Policies and Procedures, June I , 1963 (mimeo). It should be noted that, as a practical
matter, the alternative policy of appraising to thelicensees’ establishment
does not provide an ambiguous solution whenever he has morethan one
establishment or sells timber in a log market.
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Transport Costs on the Coast. On the Coast, the estimated costs of
transporting logs to the most suitable market centre are established
on the basis of the seven appraisal zones mentioned in Chapter 4:
It is assumed that all timber cut in the Vancouver and Alberni zones
will be delivered to the zonal centre, where the major kinds of converting facilities exist. Accordingly, the estimated transportation cost
is the cost of delivery to those centres. The other zones do not contain significantsawmillingcapacity,
and so timber is somewhat
arbitrarily categorized as “pulp species” and “sawlog species”. The
species grouped in each category varyamong zones,but the transport
c a t s allowed for the “pulp species” are designed to cover the cost of
deliveryto the zonal centre where pulping capacity exists,while
those for “sawlog species” are meant to reflect the cost of delivery to
the Howe Sound market.
The major weakness of these procedures, from the point of view
of the policy objectives discussed above, is the arbitrary segregation
of timber into “pulpwoodspecies” and “sawlog species”.These categories are not realistic in today’s circumstances, hecause all species
are utilized in both pulp and lumber manufacturing andthe highest
form of utilization depends primarily on log grades.
In representations to the Task Force several coastal firms advocated adoption of only two points of appraisal-Vancouver and
Alberni.’ This would, of course, ignore the existence of pulpwood
utilization facilities on the upper coast and hence underestimate the
value of timber in that region. Clearly, the appraisal system must
recognize that pulping capacity is widely distributed along the coast
while sawmilliing capacity is limited to the southern region; hut a
procedure less arbitrary thanthe present one is required.
We recommend, therefore, that the procedures be changed, making use of the revised log grading schedule proposed in Chapter 4.
Cruise information will indicate the volumes of material in each
grade on the appraised tract andthese new grades will reflect current
industrial usage which w
liprovide the most reliable guideto whether
3

4

We have referred to three Sets of ‘zones’ used by the Forest Service which
must be distinguished. The seven coastal zones serve as the basis for determining log transportation costs. In the Interior, the four selling price mnes are
used in establishing regional selling price averages as described in Chapter 5.
The milling cost zones are in general a consolidation of Interior s e l l i i price
zones, and are the basis for determining the milling cost averages refemd to
earlier in this chapter.
See also Report of the Joint CoastAppraisalsWorking Committee, op. cit.,
Appendix I.
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the timber will be best utilized by sawmills or pulp mills. Then, on
the assumption that the pulp grades will be delivered to the nearest
suitable pulping facility and sawlogswill be delivered to Howe
Sound or Albemi, the weighted average transportation cost can be
estimated accordingly in establishing the (single, total stand) a p
p&d price. These arrangementswould effectivelyeliminate coastal
appraisal zones.
Transport costs in the Interior. In the Interior, the transportation
cost is intended to cover the costs of delivering the timber to the
manufacturing centre that willyield the highest appraised value.
Subject to the qualificationsmentioned earlier, we endorse this
general policy, hut the present application of the “most advantageous
centre” criterion coupled with the current structure of milling cost
and selling price zonesgiverise to seriousanomalies. In extreme
c a w , a tract of timber in one zone may be delivered at lowest tramportation costs to a mill in a second zone; but itmay be appraised to
a centre in a third zone where lower milling costs or higher selling
prices more than offset higher transport casts. This can mean that
the timber is appraised to a more distant millthan thatto which the
licensee will deliver it, because the lower milling costsor higher selling prices there yield higher appraised values even with the additional transport costs.
Clearly, the “most advantageous centre” policy for determining
transport costs must be reconciled with the milling cost zoning and
selling price zoning policies. We recommend that this be done, taking into account the existing and planned pattern of transportation
routes in the Province. Specifically, we recommend that the selling
price and milling cost zones be thoroughly reviewed and re-drawn,
the timber
with the boundaries separating regionswithinwhich
harvested will be manufactured. They should comprise a single set
of appraisal zones (though the same milling costs might apply in
more than one zone if, as at present, the datasuggest that differences
are not warranted). The pattern of transportation systems in the
Province is such that there should be little difficulty in identifying
broad regions in this way, so that thetimber in one zone is not likely
to be efficientlymanufactured in another.
If this were done, the anomalies of the present arrangements
would be eliminated. Within each zone,similar timber would be
subject to the same milling costs and selling prices, and if the boun69

daries are properly determined thesecosts and prices w
l
l
i reflect
those applicable to an efficient operator in thatzone. Transportation
costs can then be recognized to the most advantageous centre, which
will always be within the same appraisal zone as the timber itself.
Earlier in this chapter we suggested a need for more refined milling cost zones to take account of regional variations in timber types
that af€ect milling costs. This implies smaller appraisal zones in some
areas. On the other hand, it is important to recognize only inherent
cost differences associated with location. Some areas may be typified
by mills with high costs simply because they are poorly designed or
managed, and these clearly should not be delineated and recognized
as highercostzones on the basis of such performance. And since
transportation costs are separately provided for, the zonal cost differences should reflect only the higher costs of milling associated with
differences in the timber processed or the costs of operating mills in
different regions.
While we recommend that the Interior appraisal zones be revised
in this way, we emphasize the importance of stability in this aspect of
appraisal policy.Licensees, who must usually invest in convemion
plants, should be able to plan their investments with a degree of
certainty about the procedures affecting transportation and milling
costs and selling prices in different areas. Changes in zoning provisions can have significant financial implications, and some changes
in the past have caused serious dislocations. I t is extremely important, therefore, that the revision of appraisal zones be carefully
planned, with attention being paid to changes in transportation
systems that are likely to be made in the foreseeable future, so that
they can be expected to remain suitable for as long as possible.

cism. Companies have brought to our attention wide divergence in
allowances among Districts which have no apparent justification,
and the fact that in some Districts allowances have not been revised
for many years. Generally,it appears thatthis category of costs is not
estimated with the attention to the circumstances of individual Cutting Permits that itdeserves.
As with other costs, these overhead items should reflect the necessary expenditures of an “operator of average efficiency” in the circumstances of the particular Cutting Permit. The appropriate allowances for some items, such as office administration, marketing and
supenrisory costs may well
approximate the average for the District or
zone, and later we discuss the means of obtaining applicable data.
But in using these data as guides to estimates in appraisals several
points deserve emphasis.
First, some items such as property taxes, Fire Protection Tax and
rentals are largely beyondthe control of the operator and usually can
and should be identified directly for the individual harvesting
authorization. Second,thosecosts
which varywidely in different
circumstances should not be estimated on the basis of regional averages. Thus, allowances for travel time and personnel transport must
reflect the distances that must be travelled and other conditions of
the particular Cutting Permit. Third, estimates of the operatingcosts
of such items as camps must avoid double-counting of capital costs
(see Chapter 7 ) . Fourth, where estimates equal or close to regional
averages are appropriate, only some of these can best be determined
directly as average costs per cunit. Others, such as costs of office
administration, marketing and supenisionare likely to be more
closely correlated with the total of other operating costs. In these
c a m the average costs might more reliably be determined in terms
of their dollar amounts per dollar of other operating costs. Fifth,
since the Forest Senice’s payments for official scaling are now passed
on to thelicensee, whothen is given an allowance for these charges in
his appraisals, it would be in the interest of administrative simplicity
for the Forest Senice to bear thesecostsdirectly.
Finally, there
should be a consistent procedure for identifying and estimating all
these coststhroughout theProvince.

Overhead Costs
Overhead costs (groupedunder “Administrative expense” in
Appendix B) include such items as office administration, management and supervision, scaling, marketing expenses, taxes and insurance, camp expenses, freight and personnel transportation. These
costs vary widely in different operations, and some (such as camp
costs) are not always applicable. The Forest Sewice usually recognizes these costs at a combined fixed rate per cunit for the District,
although some,such as crew transportation and travel time are
estimated individually.
Provisions for overhead costs have attracted a good deal of criti-

Forestry Costs
The appraisal must consider all the costs that must be incurred in
carrying out the terms of the Cutting Permit and in converting the
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timber to the products that will yield the selling prices (excluding, of
course, taxes on corporate income and stumpage assessments). This
does not mean, however, that all costs must be treated in the same
manner. Necessary expenditures can eitherhe estimated and included in the appraisal calculation, or excluded from the appraisal
and the actual costs incurred deducted from assessments. There are
sharp differences of opinion about the most appropriate procedures
for treating certain categories of costs, particularly forestry costs.
Currently, the Forest Servicetreats approved forestry costs suchas
those of tree planting, site treatment, inventory and some fire protection measures as operating costs of logging; hut the allowances recognize the costs actually incurred by the licensee. A record of these
costs is kept in a “forestry ledger” for each tenure (not each Cutting
Permit). The first appraisal for a tenure includes an estimate for
theseitems, and each subsequent appraisal includes an allowance
which is intended to keep the ledger in approximate balance between
allowances and actual expenditures from year to year.
Recovery of the approved costs is limited only where the minimum
assessed price is binding. As a result of revision to Interior appraisal
policy in 1973, minimum rates apply even if this means that the full
costs, including ledger write-offs, are not covered. On the Coast,
where no such revisions have yet been made, the ForestService
allows a reduction in theminimum rates of 50 per cent of the forestry
cost write-off.
Debate about the treatment of forestry costs centre on whether
they should be estimated in advance of logging and entered into the
appraisal of individual Cutting Permits like other estimated logging
costs, or whether allowances should reflect actual costs; and, if the
latter, whether the licensee’s recovery of his expenditures should be
restricted by minimum write-off where minimum assessments apply
or fully reimbursed as unrestricted credits against assessments. Some
forestry costs such as cruising expenditures are incurred before logging; some, such as protection measures, during logging; and some,
like reforestation, after logging. The ForestServicejustifies
the
present “ledger” write-off system largely on grounds that some of
thesecosts are extremelydifficult to predict before logging takes
place.
In our view, it is desirable to exclude from the appraisal all costs
which are not associated with removal of the timber authorized for
harvesting under the CuttingPermit. This implies someother way of

dealing with costs such as cruising and reforestation which are more
properly considered as parts of general forest management programmes and not directly a part of the logging process itself. These
measures are essential components of proper resource management,
but licensees are assigned responsibilityfor them only as a matter of
convenience. In carrying out responsibilities distinct from harvesting
the timber the licensee is essentially acting as a contractor to the
Crown, and in our opinion heshould therefore be reimbursed
directly for the costs incurred. If cash reimbursement is not administratively convenient, credits against asesments offer a simple
expedient; but we seeno justification for limiting the rate of recovery
of costs or for allowing only partial recovery. In Chapter g we take
a similar position with respect to thecosts of constructing permanent
public roads. In all casg we are concerned that the appraisal of
Cutting Permits deal directly and exclusively with estimated costs
and revenues associated with harvesting that tract of timber. These
costs directly asrociated with logging can usually he estimated adequately. Other costs of forestresource management and development should he dealt with separately.
We see no reason to compromise this principle with respect to
forestrycosts, and we include with these any other non-logging
measures assigned to licensees, such as responsibilities for providing
recreational facilities. Indeed, the extent to which the Forest Service
finds it expedient to have licensees perform these functions is already
only a matter of degree which is likely to change as forest policy
evolves.
We therefore recommend that all separable costs of resource management assigned to the licensee be excluded from appraisals of
individual Cutting Permits and treated as contractual costs to be
reimbursed with cash or by means of credits against assessments.
Fire protection measures associated with logging do not fall into this
category, however, and should be recognized along with other items
such as “snag falling” which are directly associated with the process
of logging specilic tracts. Similarly, while it has been suggested to us
that costs incurred to prevent stream pollution and to protect the
environment should be treated separately, these arenot properly
separable from logging costs.They are, rather,constraints on logging
practices.Like utilization standards and safety requirements they
influence the costs of logging and must be considered in estimating
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those costs; but they cannot be identified as activities separate from
logging.
Recognition of Cost Inpation

Appraisals involve estimates of prices that will be realized and
costs that willbe incurred infuture time, and whilethese are
expressedin current dollars provision for reasonable expectations
about trends must be made, particularly in periods of rapid inflation.
Provisions for expected trends in costs clearly must be related to the
period between re-appraisals; and a policy of annual re-appraisals
implies that the cost estimates in each appraisal must reflect expectations of cost changes over a year.
At present, the Forest Service recognizes trends only in Interior
appraisals. The procedure there is to project costs for six months
forward -to the mid-point of the appraisal year - at a rate equal
to the average rate of cost change over the previous five years. That
rate is currently 6 per cent per year for logging costs and 6% per
cent for milling costs.
In principle, we endorse this procedure as an appropriate recognition of cost movements. Accordingly,it should apply to appraisals on
the Coast as well as in the Interior. However, as many firms have
pointed out to us, application of the past 5-year average rate of
change may provide an inadequate allowance during periods of
accelerating costs. In the long run, the length of the historical period
over which rates of change are averaged makes little difference, but
the short-run implications can be significant when cost changes are
accelerating or decelerating. In our opinion it would be appropriate,
therefore, to apply costs projected to the mid-point of the appraisal
year on the basis of the previous2-year average rate of change.
Since logging and millimg costs may move at different rates, particufor each shouldbe estimated
larly intheshortrun,thetrend
separately.

current and reliable information. Thus theprocedures for obtaining
and interpreting cost data is, in our opinion, a matter of central
importance.
Logging costs. Collection of loggingcost information is largely
left to the appraisal officers in each Forest District, and asembled
with limited guidance from Forest ServiceHeadquarters in Victoria.
They depend primarily on cost data voluntarily supplied by operating companies in response to questionnaires requesting costs per
cunit of each logging phase. These data are then compiled by the
District Forester’soffice and average costs established for easy,
moderate and difficult logging conditions. Appraisal officers refer to
these data, which are regarded as confidential by the Forest Service,
in making appraisals.
In submissions to the Task Force the logging cost data used by
appraisal officers were criticized by both operating companies and
the Forest Serviceon several grounds.
i ) Collection and assembly of data is haphazard, and a good deal
of guesswork enters into estimates of District average costs.
ii) The data obtained from operators are not always reliable and
are notconsistent in form.
i i i ) Cost statistie are frequently out of date.

Costs allowed in appraisals should be the appraisal officer’s best
estimates of the costs that will necessarily be incurred in removing
the timber and realizing the selling prices. We have already emphasized the importance of the appraisor’s informed discretion in estimating the logging costs appropriate to each Cutting Permit. But in
exercising this discretion it is also important that he be guided by

Our investigation of thisissue leads us to conclude that the present
provisions for data assembly are seriously inadequate; and, indeed,
that this is one of the weakest elements in present appraisals.
Early in 1974 the Vancouver District Forester established a committee to obtain and compile data relating to the costs of logging to
a “close utilization” standard within that District. This committee,
which includes representatives of the major industrial associations, is
now engaged in assembling audited cost and productivity data. We
believe that this offers a promising means of establishing a revised
data base, provided that the data so obtained are carefully screened
and compiled by the Forest Service or a disinterested expert.
We are satisfied that licensees will co-operate in voluntarily supplyingcost information, as many already do. All companies that
made submissions to us except one coastal firm attested totheir
willingness to assist the Forest Servicein this way.
We strongly recommend a substantially increased effort on the
part of the Forest Service in cost data assembly, in particular:
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Cost Data

Logging cost data advisory committees such as that now working
in the Vancouver Forest District should periodically be establishedin each Forest District to collect current data for the
guidance of the Forest Service. Special attention must be paid to
obtaining data representative of the full range of timber and
operating conditions and from operations that reflect the variety
of enterprises in terms of size and structure. We do not consider
it necessary for the Forest Service to continuously rely on such
committees: once a revised data base is established it is properly
the function of the appraisal staff to collect and compile current
information for continuing revision.
’ Standard forms for submissions of cost data by companies should
be designed to facilitate voluntary co-operation and consistency
of information. The information requested should, as far as
practicable, correspond to typical busings accounting procedures
used in each District.
These data should be supplemented with and modified by cost
and productivity studies of logging operations carried out by
qualified investigators and co-ordmated by Forest Service Headquarters.
ForestService Headquarters shouldplay a much more active
role in surveillance and co-ordination of District cost data to
maintain their consistency, statistical reliability and currency.
For these purposes its expertise in accountancy and cost analysis
should be expanded considerably.
The existing Districts and zones for which cost data are averaged
and compiled should be reviewed,
with a view toward establishing
areas within which timber and logging conditions are more
homogeneous and hence cost averagesmore reliable.
Appraisal officers should be encouraged to exercise their discretion in estimating costs appropriate to each Cutting Permit,
recognizing that average data are not usually applicable (thii
issue is discussed further in Chapter I 3 ) .

In the next chapter we examine the relationship between operating and capital costs, and our recommendations there have important implications for the form in which logging cost data should be
compiled.
Milling costs. We have already emphasized that estimates of

manufacturing costs must be related to the selling prices used, so
that the full costs of realizing the products on which selling prices
are based are recognized.Bothselling prica and manufacturing
costs must be related to thestand being appraised, which means that
the manufacturing costsshouldreflect
the costs that would be
incurred by a typical efficient operator in converting the timber to
the marketed products. For the purposes of appraisals thesecosts
must be converted to dollars per cunit.
To obtain milling cost information the Forest Service periodically
undertakes surveys of sawmillingcosts. Questionnaires are sent to
firms and the replies, along with complete financial statements
volunteered by someof the respondents, are scrutinized and analysed
to yield as much information as possible about the casts of various
phasg of manufacturing - such as log sorting and storage, debarking, sawing, chipping, kiln drying, lumber storage, planing, shipping,
depreciation, administration, and repairs and maintenance. The costs
of each are divided by the throughput of the mill to derive the costs
per cunit. Lumber recovery factors and chip yields are noted along
with other information about the operation that may have a bearing
on costs (such as its integration with veneer or pulp mills). Abnormal costs are often investigated further through discussions with the
operator.
Data that are considered to be unrepresentative because of atypical mill characteristics or other reasons are excluded. Then the data
are grouped and averaged over the milling cost zones described
earlier. Estimates are providedbyzones,by
two categories of log
size, bythree species groups,and by four levels of decay.
We have already suggested that themilling cost zones be reviewed
and that more recognition be given to thevariation in costs with log
size. In addition, we recommend that a group of “representative
mills” be identified in each zone, comprising typical milling operations within that area, to provide a consistent base for both selling
price and manufacturing cost data. The selection of this sample will
define the “operator of average efficiency‘’ for milling cost estimates.
Whenever possible,selling price and cost information should be
obtained from the same mills to ensure that both pertain to the same
production. The data for a mill’s selling price or costs alone should
not be included in the sample unless there is good reason to believe
that the unused information would not significantly affect the aver-
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I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

ages for the sample. We also recommendmoresystematic
and
rigorous analysis and compilation of milling costs generally.
Finally, it appears tous that insufficient attention
has been paid to
the relationship between lumber recovery and milling costs. Lumber
recovery, per cunit of timber of a given quality sawn, can be increased by expending more time and hence costs in milling it; and
it is normal for firms to doso when market prices are low and profit
margins are narrow. It is important, therefore, that lumber recovery
factors and milling costs both reflect typical practice in normal or
average market conditions.
In Chapter I of this report weemphasized theadvantages of
simplicityin appraisal procedures; yet many of the recommendations in this chapter callfor more detailed and refined data. It
should he noted, however, that simplicity and directness in appraisal
procedures and practices are consistent with increased detail and
accuracy in cost and production data. Refinements in data need not
complicate appraisal procedures and computations: they will simply
provide a more flexible and reliable foundation for taking account of
the varying conditions of Cutting Permits. But no matter how
refined the statistical data, there is no substitute for the discretion
and judgment of expert appraisal officers,which is a subject we
return to in Chapter 13.

CHAPTER

7

DEPRECIATION PROFIT AND R I S K

The primary objective of appraisals is to determine the residual net
value of timber afterall costs have been taken intoaccount. The costs
recognized must ensure that capital can receive returns in the forest
industry consistent with its earnings in other comparable industries.
Thus provision for recovery of capital, a sufficient return on investment and an adequate incentive to incur the risks involved in harvesting timber must obviously be included in appraisals; for without
them an otherwise precise appraisal system would not leave the forest
industry viable in an economy with competing demands for capital.
The relevant capital includes that invested in both physical assets
and working capital. Recovery of this capital and the rate of return
on it are both of interest here. Capital recovery is usually considered
as a rate of depreciation appliedagainst the amountinvested, so that
over the estimated life of the assets the investor can recover his
cost. Returns to capital are typically measured as a percentage rate
on the investment. For pu’pases of appraisals, this percentage rate of
return must be just sufficient to achieve the goals of forest resource
management. Our Terms of Reference specify thatthe Crown
charges for timber should reflect its full value, and so the allowed
rate of return should be the minimum rate that achieves the other
stated objectives, including the maintenance of a vigorousforest
industry.’ Furthermore, all allowancesshould be made in a way
which is conducive to equity and industrialefficiency.
These issues are the subject of the present chapter. A review of the
present systemof allowances in the next section is followedby a
critical evaluation of it. We then turn to alternative approaches to
the problem and recommend a substantially different approach.
1

Thus appraisals are not (as is sometimes suggested) simply a means of sharing
between the licensee and the Crown the conversion return, nor of providing
the Crown with some minimum “acceptable” return.
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Present

Provisions

The manner in which returns to capital are provided for under
the ex&ting procedures is the essential characteristic that identifies
the system with the Rothery method of appraisal. Although they are
related, it is helpful to distinguish three kinds of provisions: those for
capital recovery, those for a rate of retum on capital, and those for
risk-taking.
Capital recovery. Depreciation of the physical capital estimated to
be required by an “operator of average efficiency” in logging (and,
in the Interior, in sawmilling also) is now provided for as part of
operating costs. For the most part the operating costs used for the
various phases of the operation are meant toinclude depreciation.

Basic profit allowance. Profit and risk allowances now are calculated by applying a percentage rate to the sum of operating costs
and appraised value for each species evaluated. In practice, this
calculation cannot be made directly, because the appraised value is
not known until the profit and risk allowances have been calculated
(see Table I , page 1 5 ) . Hence the calculation is based instead on the
selling priceaccording to the formula

ticular operation. These allowances are specified, like the basic profit
allowance, as percentage rates on operating costs plus appraised
value. The provisions for coastal appraisals M e r in some respects
from those applicable to theInterior, as indicated in Table 3.
Table 3
SPECIFIC RISK ALLOWANCES
Rate allowed

T y p e of ,irk

market risk
defect and breakagerisk
risk of chance
pioneering risk
investment risk
“northcoast factor”

Coast

Interior

0 to 3%
0 to 2%
0 to 4%
0 to 2%

0 t05%
0 to 5%
0 to4%
0 to 2%
0 to 2%

om276
0 to 2%

-

Risk allowances. T o provide for risks, the appraisal makes specific
allowances for a number of possibly risky characteristics of the par-

Whether any one or more of these allowances should apply in a
particular appraisal, and if so the rate to be applied within the specified range, is at the discretion of the appraisal officer in light of the
general intent of the provisions.
The “market risk’’ allowance is meant toallow above-normal
profits when market prices are high in order to compensate for the
below-normal profits when markets fall. Thus, in the Interior, no
allowance is made if, at the time of appraisal, lumber selling prices
are at or below the average for the preceding 24 months, and the
allowance increases with current prices higher than thatbase. On the
Coast, the corresponding log price base has been set arbitrarily and
infrequently - the last time in I 970.
The risk of “defect and breakage” varies among stands of different
characteristics, among species and on different terrain. It is particularly serious in decadent stands. The “risk of chance” covers a miscellany of considerations. On the Coast, it is meant to recognize the
risk of losing logs from exposed tidewater log dumps, and the risks
associated with ocean towing or barging. In the Interior, it covers
risks oflosses in lakes and rivers. In both regionsallowances are
made for particularly rocky, swampy or broken terrain, short operating seasons or other relevant factors. For both these categoriesof risk
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profit and risk allowance ($)

P
=

x selling price ($)

l+P
where p is the profit and risk allowance expressed as a decimal fraction. This yields a dollar allowance, per cunit, which represents the
fraction p of operating costs plus appraised value. The allowance so
obtained is subtracted from the conversion return to yield the indicated appraisal value of the species.
The “basic profit allowance” currently used is I O per cent on the
Coast and 1 2 per cent in the Interior, and has remained substantially unchanged since 1968. The rationale for the higher rate for
Interior appraisals is that there, a return on capital investment in
both logging and milling must be provided (and that the higher
selling pricesof lumber over log prices does
not generate a sufficiently
larger return).

the appraisal officer uses his judgment in assgsiug the local conditions and makes an allowance accordingly.
The “investment risk” is an allowance intended to recognize
especially high capital requirements forsomeoperations,
and is
provided where road costs and camp costscomprise a substantial
fraction of total costs. This allowance might also be given to
operators of new mills in the Interior, where the milling costs used
in appraisals (whichare basedon average historic costs) do not
adequately reflect the cost of new construction.
A “pioneering risk” allowance is provided foroperations in entirely
new areas,whereunforeseendifliculties
can beexpected.’ The
“northcoast factor” is somewhat similar, but is intended specifically
to encourage forest development on the northern coast. This allowance may be made in appraisals in the coastal part of the Prince
Rupert Forest District only.
The total of the allowedrisk rates is added to the basic profit
allowance and the dollar value of the profit and risk allowance for
each species is then calculated from its selliig price according to the
formula indicated earlier.

Evaluation of Existing Provisions
These provisions for capital recovery, profit and risk in the current
appraisal system raise a number of questions, some relating to their
fundamental economic implications and others to their application
in practice. The main problems can be summarized as follows:
i) The profit and risk allowances are effectively fractions of the
selling price. Since capital invested cannot he expected to vary
with the selling price of the product, there is no link between
capital requirements and the rates of return allowedby the
appraisal system. The objective of stimulating sufficient investment to maintain a vigorous forest industry implies a need to
ensure an adequate rate of return on capital employed, recognizing the relative riskiness of this industry. But the adequacy of
the rate of return currently provided for cannot be judged on
the basis of the allowed profit and risk rates, because they are
not related to investment. This is our fundamental criticism of
2

This allowance was advocated by Commissioner Sloan in 1956: Report of the
Commirrioncr Relating to the Forest Rcrorrrccr of Britirh Columbia, 1956,
Queen’s Printer, Victoria, 1957. (two >-olumer).
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the system and has long been recognized by both the Forest
Service and the industry:
Ultimately, profit and risk allowances hinge on the selling prices
. . and herein lies the basic weakness of the method, for there is
no consistent relationship between sales values
of end productsand
the investment underlying production.s
For this reason it is meaningles to draw inferences from a
comparison of allowed profit and risk rates with rates of return
on investment being earned in the forest industry or elsewhere
(though such spurious comparisons are sometimes made).

.

ii) Since the allowed profit and risk rates are applied to the selling
price, high-valued species and stands yield larger returns to the
licensee than those of lower value, even though the investment
required may not vary correspondingly. That similar investment
should yield different returns through no fault of the operator
but only as a result of the quality of the public resources he uses
must be considered inequitable and contrary to the objective of
consistently appropriating the economic rent for the Crown.
Fluctuations insellingpricescause
a similar inconsistency
through time, even for the same tract.
iii) The system contains no provisions for adjusting the allowed
return on capital in response to changing interest rates and
capital costs in the economy. Allowances that are generous in
periods of low capital costs may be prohibitively low at other
times. I t must he acknowledged that there is merit in a system
that encourages economy by timing investments in periods of
low capital costs, but thisis of questionable relevance in view of
the short term of most Cutting Permits appraised and their
typical integration with other operations.
iv) The allowances create a bias against increased use of capital in
the forest industry. Since the provisions are based on selling
prices, the implied rate of return on capital is lower the more
capital employed.Moreover, if technological change favours
J. J. Juhaoz, “Methods ofCrown Timhcr Disposal and Appraisal in British
bv
Columbia” (Paper ureuared for a conference on forestDolin,soonsored
the British Columbia Institute for Economic Policy Andy&, the University df
Victoria. Publication forthcoming). March ,974, p. r8. See also Stanford
Research Institute, Allowanc~rfor Profit and Risk in Timber Appraisals in
Britirh Columbia 1Rcwrt oreoared for BritishColumbia loint C o a t Ao-
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increased use of capital in the industry (as in the past) the
return on capital must fall, barring an increase in price relative
to total costs. The result is that the system w
l
ideter new inn*
vations that require additional capital, although individual
operators may be able to gain from such innovations in the short
run because of lower operating costs. The impact of this bias
against capital is not easy to evaluate, but it must be regarded as
an undesirable distortion which would he avoided if the profit
allowance were linked directly to the investment requirements
of an efficient operator.
v) Risks are recognized by specific additions to the basic profit
allowance and so the amounts allowed vary depending on selling prices. But none of the so-called risks provided for (except
“market risk”) are functionally related to selling prices.
vi) With profit allowances proportional to selling prices, the level of
profit provided for must vary cyclically with selling prices. The
“market risk” allowance accentuates this variation in profits and
reduces the variation in Crown revenues. It is not clear that this
arrangement is preferable to a higher basic profit rate which
wouldyield the same average profit over market cycles. The
“market risk” allowance in periods of high prices is sometimes
justified on grounds that prices are more likely to fall if they
are above the levels of the recent past, leading to a shortfall in
profits during the decline. These lower profits in falling markets
(and greater profits in rising markets) occur because the
product prices used in appraisals lag behind those experienced
by licensees. Thus the need for the market risk provision must
be evaluated in the light of the currency of appraisal data and
the frequency of reappraisals.
vii) In Interior appraisals, the total profit and risk allowances apply
to bothlogging and sawmilling operations. Risk and the ratio of
capital to operating costs differs in thesetwophases of the
industry, which aggravates the inconsistent relationship between
the allowances and the return on investment. Indeed, some of
the specified risks are relevant only to logging operations. I t
should be noted, also, that a given percentage allowance yields
a larger amount when applied to the selling priceof lumber (as
in the Interior) than when applied to the price of logs (ason
the Coast).
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viii) Finally, even if by coincidence the sum of the profit and risk
allowances applied to the selling price yielded the “right” rate
of return in a given operation, application of minimum or
maximum limits to the appraised value would distort the result.
None of the above shortcomings of the current profit and risk
provisions is sufficient grounds to conclude that the allowances are
too low or too high on the average; only that they bear an inconsistent relation to the relevant economic factors. Ultimately, the adequacy of returns in theforest industry can be judged only in relation
to the objective of stimulating sufficient investment. If returns are
too low, desired growth in forest utilization, processing technology,
silvicultural practices and hence also in Crown revenues will not be
l
ifail to appropriate the
realized. If they are too high, the Crown w
full value of the resources used as our Terms of Reference specify.
Thus, if the other elements in appraisal calculations are rewnably
accurate, the appropriate rate of return is the minimum rate consistent with maintaining a healthy investment climate.

A n Alternative Approach
The shortcomings of the present allowances for profit and risk
which we have enumerated above stem primarily from their functional relationship to selling prices rather than to capital requirements. This is the unique characteristic of the Rothery method, and
while its deficiencies in this respect are widely acknowledged it has
hitherto found its justificationin simplicity.’
+

Significantly, Rothery himself advocated this “handy device” only where the
results wuld be checked against comparable d e s when “ .fair competition
has set the level of stumpage values”. From such comparisons,therequired
profitmargin might be deduced. “We do not know how much the plant
investment and working capital amount t o . . or what rate of return is customary and such estimates might be uncertain at bat; but we do know that
the . . bidder. .would leave an adequate return on his investment whatever
it might he”. Thus, on the baais of appraisal wsts, the implied profit margin
per dollar of costs (including stumpage) can be calculated. He went on to
say “There will he many cases where appraisalwillrequire that the investments in plant facilities, equipment and working capital be spceilieally wnsidved and a reasonablereturn on theseinvestments carefully calculated”
(which would presumably be relevant in British Columbia where comparable
competitive sales an uncommon). Julian E. Rathery, op. cit. pp. 493-4.
When the Rothery method was i n d u c e d by the British Columbia Forest
Service between 1948 and 1950, the profit ratio was left to the judgment of
the appraisal officer-the
intention beingthatheshould
be guided by
comparisons with wmpctitivc bids as suggested by R o t h q . Since competitive
bids necessarily exceed appraised upset prices,suchcomparisons
inevitably

..

.

.

.
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If these problem are to be overcome, the appraisal system must
recognize the capital required by an “operator of average efficiency”
and provide for both its recovery (depreciation) and a return on it,
since both are costs of using capital. The presentcostallowances
allow only for depreciation, although it is seldom considered explicitly
in the costs for each operational phase. The return on capital is
meant to beprovided through the profit ratio.
It is extremely difficult to provide adequately and equitably for
capital costs, as experience with the present provisions in appraisals
and the continuing controversy over complicated income tax provisions attests. There is much to be said, therefore, for methods that
avoid the necessity of prescribing depreciation allowances and rates
of return. The procedures we propose here thus depend, as much as
possible, on observable market prices that incorporate allowances for
capital costs.

Total costs by “phares”. Cost accounting normally dirtinguishes
between operating costs and capital costs; the former relating to the
costs of inputs acquired and consumed within an accounting period
(usually a year) and the latter referring to the costsof equipment
and other w e t s that yield a productive service over several years.It
is important to recognize, however, that it is the sum of operating
and capital costs that indicate the total cost of an operation and that
opportunities always exist for substituting one for the other.
Estimation of these total costs for the various phases of logging falling and bucking, yarding, hauling, and the other phases noted
in Chapter 6 and itemized in Appendix B - provides the most
accurate cost figures since market data are usually available in this
form from logging contracts. This is the procedure followed with
present appraisals, but only for operating costs (including depreciation). Our recommendation is that the estimates he expanded to
include the return on capital investment by phase as well. Some
capital costs, of course, such as those associated with inventories and
result in gradual reductioninprofitratios.
I n 1958 guidelines were introwas not to alter the general level of profit ratios but
duced. Their p-se
rather to provide a basis for varying the ratio above or below the average in
recognition of the special circumstances of each appraised tract. For simplicity
this was later abandoned in favour of a basic profit allowance with additional
allowances for specified risks. I t was intended that analyses would be made
every few years to determine the adequacy of profit ratios, but these were
never undertaken.
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working capital, are attributable to the whole operation rather than
some phase of it and must be handled in a manner that reflects this.
Total capital and the costs associated with it should be estimated, if
this is necessary at all, only as the sum of the amounts attributed to
the various phases.s

Capital costs in logging. Mostphases of logging, such as falling,
yarding, trucking and so on are frequently camed out by contractom
so that representative contract prices are available. Such data
should be a mostreliable guide to the cost of theseoperations.
The prices charged by contractors can be expected to reflect not only
operating costs but also the cost of capital -both depreciation and
a return on investment. Additional data are available in the form of
equipment rental rates which, coupled with productivity data, provide parallel information. For all these phases of logging, then, such
market price information should be used to guide estimates of costs
in appraisals, and it is not necessary to separately identify the operating and capital cost components? Capital costs must be explicitly
recognized onlyfor the remaining w e t s required.
Some categories of capital assets cannot be attributed to the cost
of logging a particular Cutting Permit, however, because they are
necessary for the extraction of timber over large areas. Logging
camps, log dumps and sorting facilities are normally of this kind.
For these, we recommend that the original cost approved by the
Forest Servicebe entered into a ledger and become eligiblefor writeoff as credits against stumpage assessments at an unrestricted rate
with interest allowed on the outstanding balance. Provisions for
roads are dealt with in Chapter 9.’
This approach is in contrast with others that have been proposed as bases for
reform of the appraisal system. See, for example, the Stanford Research Institute, Allowances for Profit and R i s k . op. cit. pp. 5 ’ 3 6 ; and the Report of
op. cit., pp. 13-14, While
theJoint CoastAppraisalsWorkingCommittee,
these proposals involve allowances on total capital, the total might in practice
be estimated by summing the capital required in the component phases.
e A good deal of Controversy has surrounded the present Forest Service policy
of “discounting” contractor costs for a prorated share of the total profit and
risk allowanceinappraisals.
(See footnote I , Chapter 6, page 64.) T h e
approach proposed above would, of course, circumvent this difficulty.
There may be some temporary logging roads (as this term is used in Chapter
9) that are used for more than one year and there should be treated in the
way described here.
I n some situationswherethere are other potential users and uses of the
assets it may be preferable for the government to purchase them outright, in
which case the above procedures would not apply.
5

..

Our suggestion that these assets he written off without restriction
deserves comment, because it contrasts with familiar income tax
provisions. For tax assessments, companies prefer to depreciate assets
quickly, thereby postponing tax liability; and where depreciation of
allowances are greater than the rateat which the assets actually wear
out, this amounts to an interest-free loan from the government. In
appraisals, however, the situation is different. Rapid asset write-off
defers stumpage as it does taxes and shifts the burden of financing
these assets to the Crown. Were write-offs restricted and the financing carried by licensees, however, the extra investment would have
to be recognized in the appraisal through increased interest allowances. Since there is thus no inherent advantage in either restricted
or unrestricted write-off, we recommend the latter.

Cubital costs in miling As with logging costs, milling costs should
be recognized as the sum of operating and capital cats. While we
are specificallyconcerned here with the estimation of the capital
costs, these must be consistent with the estimated operating costs and
both must be consistent with the products on which selling pricesare
based. To this end, capital costs, like processing costs and product
prices,shouldhebased
on the sample of representative mills discussedin Chapter 6. The particular problemwith capital costs is
that these must he spread over the economiclives of the various
s e t s toobtainanannual
charge which can becombined with
operating costs and allocated to the volumes to he procwed.
Determination of an allowance for capital costs requires a decision
about whether it should he based on the original cost incurred in
constructing the mills or on estimates of their current replacement
value. The difference between the two depends mainly on the age of
the assets and the rate of inflation of construction costs. This question is of considerable interest in the accounting profession, because
it has important implications for calculations of costs and profits,
and particularly for tax liability.
The relevance of thii issue to appraisals, however, is somewhat
different. The total allowance for capital costs depends upon two
variables: the capital base selected and the rate of return allowed
on it, and different combinations of the two are capable of yielding
the same result with no effect on the tax liability of operaton. Thus
the issue here is not to determine the correct definition of corporate
income or return on capital (which the accountants’ “price level
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accounting” must cope with) hut rather to select a form for allowing capital costs that is consistent with the objectives of the appraisal
system.
In regulation of public utilities, capital costs are typically provided
for by specifying a rate of retum on the original or historical costs of
the assets involved. This procedure has the advantage of providing a
predictable return on investment but if applied to sawmilling costsin
timber appraisals it would yield a milling cost allowance that varied
from mill to mill depending on their age. This would, of coum,
violate the principle of the “operator of average efficiency” because
the appraised value of timber would then depend on the vintage of
the individual mill to which it was appraised. Thus the system used
to calculate the capital costs of sawmilling must rmt on same cost
average for representative mills.
Presently, the depreciation component of milling costs is recognized as the average depreciation per cunit calculated from the
historical costs (or “book values”) of assets in sampled milk in the
various zones. This procedure yields an increasing depreciation
allowance in periods of cost inflation since new mills added to the
sample or new assets added to the existing mills will have higher
costs than comparable assets acquired in the past. But because the
allowance is based on an average of mets of varying vintage, a new
investorfaces
the prospect of allowances that are inadequate;
although they may increase with time depending on the rate of
inflation and the rate of new investment or re-investment in sample
mills in his zone. If this rate of increase were knownsuch an unequal
stream of allowanceswould not he serious; hut, of come, it is
uncertain.
This present procedure could be adapted to provideforsome
specified rate of return on investment as well as depreciation, hut the
pattern of increasing allowances over time wouldremain unchanged
andthe uncertainty wouldhemoreserioussince
the allowance
would then comprise a larger portion of total costs?
8

Either the so-called “annuity me&& or the ‘‘average investment” method
might be usedhere. The “annuitymethod”involves calculation of a single,
constant annual amount, covering both depreciation and interest, which will
amortize the m e t o w its life (much like a blended payment mortgage). The
“average investment” method involves calculating the average amount invested
in the assets over their lives, which, multiplied by a rate of return yields the
annual returnrequiredonthe
investment. Depreciation can be provided for
through standard methods. Neither method has any compelling advantage for
present purposes: both yield constantannual allowances and both are suffi-
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We recommend that the costs of milling be based on zonal averages of representative mills, but that the allowances take account of
inflation in the value of sawmilling assets without respect to the
actual rate of new investment and re-investment in the industry.
This can be accomplished by basing the allowance for capital costs
not on the historical costs of the assets in the sampled mills but on
their original costs inflated for the rise in prices of such assets over
the period that they have been in service. The method of deriving an
allowance for capital from these indexed asset costs should reflectthe
fact that the allowance is intended to increase over time. This can be
done through a modification of the “annuity method” of providing
for capital? The rate of return provided should reflect the current
costs of loan and equity capital (weighted according to typical proportions of each in the industry) tosawmilling firms.
We emphasize that the purpose of basing the allowance for capital
costs on inflated m e t values is not to alleviate the accounting and
tax problems toward which accountants’ attention is directed in
or inflation accounting. Those problemswill remain
pricelevel
whatever method is used to allow for capital costs in appraisals.
Rather, this procedure is aimed at eliminating the dependence of
these allowances on the rate of investment in sawmilling, and the
allowances so calculated will provide more adequately for the current capital costs of milling.
In practice, however, the effect of allowing for capital cmt inflation in this way may not prove to be very significant, since the fixed
capital assets that arenot replaced regularly may not be a sufficiently
large part of the total costs of sawmilling. Only analyses of actual
cases will reveal this significance. If the impact of basing these allowciently simple in application. The “annuity method” takes better account of
the timing of returns and the effect of discounting, but the “average investment” system can yield comparable results through adjustment of the interest
rate.

Q
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See the Stanford Research Institute, Allowancer for Profit and R i d . .
op. cit., pp. I E-30. The analysis of the methods in that inconclusive report is
clouded with a gaod deal of arduous detail, mostof which is quite unnecessary for regular applications of an appraisal wtem. Some of the detailed
issues examined would be relevant to a study of required rates of return but
this question applies to any method based an investment.
Nowally, the annuity method providesforamortization
of an investment
through a series of equal annual allowances. The method can easily be modified to provide annuity faeton which will amortize an investment through a
sequence of increasing annual payments - the appropriate rate of increase in
this c a e being the anticipated rate of inflation.
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ances on inflated capital costs proves to be minor, we would recommend instead a modification of the p r m t method of allowing for
depreciation, incorporating a return on investment as well, with the
rate of return reflecting the cost of debt and equity capital to typical
sawmilling enterprises.
Whichever methcd is employed the total allowance for sawmilling
capital costs (interest and depreciation) should be divided by the
mill’s capacity in order to obtain a per cunit figure. This can then be
added to the same m i l l ‘ s operating costs per cunit to indicate total
milling costs. From these figures for each mill in the representative
sample, the weighted average milling cost can readily be calculated.

Working capital. The procedures described above for both logging
and millinginvestments areappropriate for depreciable physical
assets. Provision must also be
made, of come, for investments in
inventories and other working capital. We recommend that the
amount of this type of capital be estimated on the basis of the
accounts of representative logging and milling operations. The
appropriate figure will not be the amount of working capital as
commonly defined (the excess of current assets over current liabilities) butrather an estimate reflecting the investment items not
allowed for elsewhere in the appraisal. The return on these amounts
should be a current short term borrowing rate appropriate to the
operators being appraised.

Risk allowance. Any allowances for risk must be related to the
nature of the risk involved. As we have already implied above, the
present allowances for so-called risk elements, being effectively a
percentage of selling price, are inappropriate to the nature
of the
problem. The “market risk” allowance simply exaggerates the swings
in assessments; the “defect and breakage” risk is properly recognized
in the cruise data, the “pioneering risk” and “northcoast factor” are
primarily regional incentives and cannot be systematically provided
in this way; and the “investment risk” is required primarily to offset
the consequences of the present appraisal system’s inadequate treatment of capital-a
problem which our above recommendations
will eliminate.
A number of other changes recommended in this report would
have the effect of reducing the risks incurred by licensees: the pro-
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visions for reappraisal, reform of road cost
allowances,
for cmt trends, and others.

provisions

Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that the forest industry is
inherently a risky business, and risks ranging from widely fluctuating
market prices
to
unexpected logging
difficulties
and shut-downs must
he recognized; some of these cannot be fullyprovided forin
appraisals based on average expectations. Vulnerability to risk varies
widely in form, but from the operator’s point of view the most consistent measure of his liability is the costs that he has incurred in the
forest operation. Thus we recommend that special risk be recognized
as a percentage of appraised costs.
Specifically, we propose that appraisal officers ascribe a risk
allowance to the Cutting Permit ranging from z to I O per cent of the
total appraised costs in recognition of explicit risk elements in the
relevant forest operation. We emphasize that this allowance is not
meant to be used to compensate unusually high costs in certain areas
or in certain operations -these should he recognized in cost allowances. The risk allowance should reflect particularly uncertain cost
elements, whether they be relatively high or low, such as precarious
log transport systems, the highly uncertain length of the logging
Season in certain areas and elevations, unpredictable logging terrain
conditions, risks associated with ventures in new areas, and so on.
Inevitably, the allowance will depend on the discretion of the
appraiser; but this is, of course, the case with present allowances and
is consistent with the need for recognition of the special circumstances of individual operations.

CHAPTER

8

A D J U S T M E N T S , S P E C I A L RATES
AND M I S C E L L A N E O UM
SATTERS

In our sketch of the present appraisal system inChapter z we referred
to provisions for adjustments made to the initial appraisal during
the course of the harvesting contract and to a number of special rates
and allowances. In this chapter theseprovisions and some other
issues of appraisal policy not dealt with in preceeding chapters are
critically examined.
Subsequent Adjustments to the Initial Appraisal
At present, the price establishedfor each species either by appraisal
or by competitive bidding is subject to revision through both slidmgscale adjustments and by annual reappraisal. The sliding-scale
adjustments are meant to ensure that assessments follow changes in
the market value of timber. On the Coast, the assessment for any
species is adjusted whenever the three-month average log price for
all grades of that species changes by $3.00 per cunit ormore. All logs
scaled after the effective date for the new prices are assessed at the
revised rates. In the Interior, a corresponding adjustment is made
whenever the lumber price for the species (or species group) changes
by $5.00 per M fbm or more. These adjustments take account only
of changes in selling prices, but the present provisions for profit and
risk allowances applied to falling and rising prices ensures that the
change in stumpage rate is considerably less than the change in selling price.
As we explained in Chapter 3, there is justification for revisions to
the initial appraised price as economic conditions change. Their
effect is to shift the risk of market changes from licensees to the
Crown. The extent to which firmswouldsuffer from unexpected
market changes depends upon their size, diversification and financial
resources, but because all businesses regard risk as a deterrent to
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investment, in the long run they can he expected to afford higher
total charges if risks are diminished. Certainly, the market values of
wood products are very volatile; and in the absence of a responsive
asmment system this instability would carry a significant financial
risk, particularly for smaller firms.
But the evolution of adjustment provisions has produced arrangements which are not altogether satisfactory. Twenty-five years ago
there were no sliding-scale provisions; sales were reappraised at five
or three-year intervals and rates could not be reduced under any
circumstances except through the circuitous process of allowing the
sale to lapse for non-performance and applying for a new sale on the
area. But if he followed this procedure the licensee forfeited his
deposit and risked competition for the newsale.Provisions
for
slidmg-scale adjustments were first introduced in response to changes
in selling prices of 20 per cent; this was later reduced to 15 per cent
and subsequently to $5.00 and $3.00 in the Interior andon the Coast
respectively.Both upward and downward adjustments havebeen
provided for many years and the period between reappraisals has
been progressivelyreduced to one year.
Slidmg-scale adjustments differ from reappraisals in that they take
account only of changes in selling prices. They were introduced at a
time when all appraisal calculations were manual and hence very
burdensome. These simple adjustments provided an expedient response tofluctuating selling pricesthat was administratively manageable. Today, with most calculations done by electronic computers
the administrative burden of revising appraisals is much less onerous.
In 1973 more than 88,000 sliding-scale adjustments were made;
but if our recommendation for total stand appraisals is adopted the
number of selling price changes that would qualify for adjustments
would be very substantially reduced. Adjustments are now made by
species, in response to changes in their individual selling prices: since
total stand appraisal involves computation of a single assessed price
for all species combined, fewer separate adjustments wouldbe
necessary. But in addition a selling price change in a given species
will have a much reduced impact on the weigbted average price of
all species in the appraised tract, and it may be offset by opposite
movements in prices of other species.
With the administrative burden largely eliminated by the use of
computers, a case can be made for abandoning sliding-scale adjustments and relying instead on complete reappraisals with new price

and c a t data whenever changed circumstance.?warrant revision of
the assessed price within an appraisal year. A choice must be made,
however, between this alternative and provisions for cost inflation at
the time of appraisal and annual reappraisal. Obviously, if rising
costs are already provided for through allowances based on trends,
reappraisals in mid year that recognize new cost levelscould provide
excessive cost allowances over
the year.
In our opinion it is preferable to recognize the trend in cost inflation recommended in Chapter 6 at the time of annual reappraisal,
and to base mid-year revisions on sliding-scale adjustments in res p n s e to changes in selling prices. If our recommendations for a
single assessed price for the total stand is adopted, eligibility for
sliding-scale adjustments should be based on changes in the selling
prices of the several species in the Cutting Permit weighted by their
proportions in the appraised tract.
We have also considered the desirability of revising the range of
changes in selling prices that qualify for slidmg-scale adjustments.
However, in view of our recommendation for total stand appraisals,
we are of the opinion that the present threshold changes are adequate -that is, a change in the three-month (weighted) average
selling price of logs of $3.00 per cunit on the Coast and in the
Interior a change of $5.00 per M fbm in lumber prices. I t should be
noted that if our recommendation for revision of the provisions for
capital c a t s inthe
previous chapterare
adopted, sliding-scale
adjustments willresult in more complete adjustments ofassessed
values to selling prices.
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Maxima and Minima
Upper and lower limits to appraised values frustrate the ultimate
purpose of appraisals, which is to establish the true net value of
standing timber. Minima discriminate against operations in marginal
stands, and maxima discriminate in favour of those in superior
stands. As we explained in Chapter 3, there is some justification for
minima; on pounds that logging usually imposes some social costs
not met by the licensee, in the form of aesthetic and environmental
damage. As long as this is the case, it is not in the public interest to
log timber of zero value. Moreover, if such timber is reserved from
harvesting now it may yield a positive return some time in the future.
We therefore endorse the principle of a minimum assessment. We
recognize also that this is an issue that extends beyond appraisal

policyto broader questions of forest management planning and
optimum patterns and rates of harvesting.
Inevitably, the choice of minimum charges involves a degree of
arbitrariness. The present m i n i u m in the Interior is $ 1 . 1 0 per
cunit, which is the lowest royalty rate in Section 58 of the Forest
Act.’ Those royalties cannot he said to have much relevance to the
present problem, not only because they are out of date with respect
to current timber values, hut also because (as we indicate below)
their connection with appraisals is a carryover from an earlier day
and their link with charges for Crown timber is obsolete. O n the
Coast, the minimum rateis the highest of i) the statutory royalty rate
for that species and grade set out in Section 58 of the Forest Act
(which differs from that applicable to Interior timber) ; ii) 40 per
cent of selling price less operating costs; and i i i ) I O per cent and8 per
cent of the selling price in the Vancouver and Prince Rupert Forest
Districts respectively. Like the minium royalty rate in the Interior,
none of these minimum criteria follows logically from the justification for a lower limit. Indeed, in view of the purpose of a minimum
rate, a single minimum expressed in dollars is more logical than these
three criteria which can indicate significantly different rates. We
suggest that a reasonable minimum charge should he in the order of
$2.00 per cunit throughout the Province. This is roughly I 3 per cent
of the average appraised value in the Province in 1973. I n this
connection it should be noted that expanded treatment of certain
costs as offsets or credits against asesmeuts effectively reduces the
minimum, because they (unlike costs treated as operating costs) will
always he recoverable even when minimum rates apply. Moreover,
since total stand appraisals yield a singleweighted average price,
minima and maxima will be much less significant than when a p
praisals are brwd on high-valued and low-valued speciesseparately.
We further recommend that minima be applied less rigidly than
hitherto. As we mentioned in Chapter 3, there are circumstances in
which logging is desirable notonly for its current economic value but
also because it increases future values. Decadent timber that can be
removedto make way for thrifty new crops is probably the most
common example, but stands damaged by fire, insects, disease and
1

Forest Act, op. cit., S. 5 8 ( r ) (b) (iv).This section was recently repealed and
replaced, but to date of printing it was not proclaimed: Forest Amendment
Act, 1974, op. cit., S. ‘3. We referhereandbelow
to therepealed form of
this section.
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wind must also be removed quickly if the timber is to be salvaged
and the site prepared for reforestation.* I n such circumstances the
minimum should he waived in whole or in part according to the
particular circumstances. I n other words we suggest that our recommended minimum be regarded as a guideline, to he applied in all
circumstances except those where, for explicit reasons approved by
the Chief Forester, a special need for harvesting otherwise uneconomic timber exists.
The maximum rate - 60 per cent of the selling price less operating costs -now applies only on the Coast. It was originally meant
as a crude constraint on the results of the Rothery calculation, which
in turn was designed to approximate the results of competitive sales.
Today, it simply creates an inequitable distortion in appraised rates,
and we see no justification for maintaining this or any other maximum provision.
“55/ Wood”
In 1964 the government introduced “554 wood” as an incentive
to close utilization. All material in a stand that fell outside the then
prevailing “intermediate standard of utilization” but within the
“close utilization’’ standard was not appraised, and if the licensee
elected to harvest to the closer standard he would he charged a fixed
556 per cunit (which at that time was the lowest royaltyrate) on all
material falling between thesestandardss
In large part because of this incentive, the industry rapidly
adapted to theutilization of small wood, particularly in the Interior.
By 1973 some 38 per cent of the total harvest in the Interior consisted of this “close utilization” wood, which was previously unutilized.Recovery to “close utilization” has become the normal
practice, and so this special treatment was discontinued in the
2

These salvage operations all imply an element of urgency. The Forcrt Act, op.
cit., s. 54 empowen the Minister to reduce the royalty rate applicable in such
circumstances by an amount notexceeding 75 per cent.Recent legislative
amendments which were not proclaimed at the time of writing have the effect
of repealing t h i s provision: Forat Arnsndrncnt Act, 1974, op. cit., S. 15; but
theamended s. 58 gives theLieutenant-Governor in Council the power to
make regulations,inter alia, “prescribingrules for assessing the amount of
damage, and the royalty rate payable, in respect o f . .forest gmwth destroyed
or damaged.”: S. 13.
For definition of these standards, see footnote 1 0 , Chapter 2. See also Forest
Act, op. cit., s. 60 (as am.).

.
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Interior.“ Since then, all material within the “close utilization”
standard has been included in the appraisal and it was announced
that coastal appraisals would be shortly revised also.‘ We are thus
concerned here with “554 wood” provisions on the Coastonly,
where, because of the generally larger timber, it accounts for only
about 20 per cent of the harvest.
We consider this to be another constraint on the precision of the
appraisal system; it is one which no longerserves a special need
either in the Interior or on theCoast.’ Moreover, since the policy has
been abolished in the Interior it would be inconsistent and inequitable to retain it on the Coast. We therefore recommend that the
“554 wood” provision remaining on the Coast be abolished, and that
all material within theutilization standard prescribed for the Cutting
Permit beconsidered in determining the appraised price for the
total stand.
Waste Assessment

‘.I_

”

.

After logging, the Forest Service investigatesthe amount and kind
of wood left on the site, and classifies this material as “avoidable
waste” and “unavoidable waste”. This terminology is rather misleading: “unavoidable waste” refers to such material as sound
pieces bucked off to eliminate severe forks or crooks in the boles of
trees which licensees are not required to remove under the detailed
utilization specifications of harvesting contracts. Such wood is included, however, in calculations of the allowable cut. Accordingly,
it is measured and recorded for purposes of calculating annual allowable cuts and included as part of the licensee’s harvesting authorization; but it is not assessed.
“,4voidable waste” refers to material left on the site which should
have been removed under theterms of the contract, andis assessed at
I y2 times the stumpage rate applicable to that Cutting Permit. This
penalty charge is designed as a first measure to discourage licensees
from failing to adhere to the utilization standards specified in their

harvesting contracts. If a licensee continues to breach t h e terms of
his contract in this way he is usually warned that the Forest Service
will suspend the contract - a measure which is taken as a last resort.
Waste assessment serves several pu’poses:
i ) It provides a means of ensuring that the standardsof utilization
specified in each harvesting contract are complied with. Those
standards, which vary considerably in different contracts, establish required performance in keeping with the calculations of
allowable rates of harvesting.
ii) I t ensures that the site is adequately prepared for establishment
of a new forest crop. High stumps and heavy volumes of residue
may preclude the use of mechanical scarification equipment
and hinders both machine and hand planting.
i i i ) I t ensures that utilization standards meet public aesthetic and
environmental needs. Heavy residues may require burning with
associated problem of fire and smoke, and may impede free
movement of cattle and wildlife.
iv) It ensures that the Crown receives payment for all of the public
timber contracted for harvest.
Thus waste aSSeSSment is properly considered as an integral part
of forest management and utilization policies, and not simply as an
adjunct to appraisals. These other policies w
libe reviewed at a later
stage. Much of the present concern about waste assessments is
grounded in the procedures for estimating decay in cruising and
recoveries in milling which we have discussed earlier. We consider
that the policy of charging a penalty rate of I times the assessed
value for material that should have been removed under harvesting
contracts is generally satisfactory,hut should be thoroughly reviewed
in the context of later investigation of utilization policies.

v2

Some special sales were made in the Interior at a fixed rate of 55/ per emit,
but had nothing to do with the “55/ wood” policy discussed hen.
5 There has been considerable controversy over the government’s committment
to “554 wood”. We do not consider it pmper to comment on that debate.
e The financial incentives for closer recovery m considerablybluntedby the
procedure of prorating the estimated 556 wood component of the stand to
the rest in establishing a single price for each species, (see page 1x9,note 5 ) .

Small Operator Concession
At present, licensees who cut less than 3,300 cunits per year
on the Coast or less than I thousand cunits in the Interior are eligible
for a special concession in the form of a I 5 per cent reduction in the
selling price used in the appraisal. In 1973 qualifying operators cut
less than I per cent of the timber harvested on the Coast and about
1% per cent in the Interior. Currently, 44 such licensees on the
Coast and 140in the Interiormeet the criteria.
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Our Terms of Reference provide us with little guidance for dealing with this question. Special arrangements for certain kinds of
operators are not consistent with an appraisal policy which adheres
to the principle of average efficiency and is indifferent to the individual operator. There is also some question whether reduction in
the price of raw material is the best way to assist small businesses,
particularly since the total advantage extended will inevitably vary
invenely with the smallness of firm withm the eligible range.
We are, however, sensitive to the social purpose of assisting small
enterprises, and in this case the qualifying rate of harvest is so low
that it is unlikely to provide a significant avenue for abuse. But if
assistance is to be extended by means of reduced timber assessments
the form of the presentallowance is inappropriate. Insofar as it
involves a reduction in the selling price of logs on the Coast and of
lumber and chips in the Interior its impact is inconsistent, because
the resulting reduction in assessments is dependent upon the value
of the stands allocated to the eligible operators. Any percentage provisions, based on reductions in selling prices or stumpage assessments
or on cost increases, will result in such inconsistencies. We recommend, therefore, that any concession for small operators take the
form of a reduction in the appraised stumpage by a fixed number of
dollars per cunit.
Coastal Selling Price Adjustments
InChapter 6 wediscussed and recommended changes in the
present procedure of determining transport costs in coastal appraisals
by zones. These zones have also been used as the basis for making
adjustments in sellingprices, and these adjustments warrant reexamination also.
The Coast was divided into zones during the 1950’sfor the purposeof defining the assumed marketing area for harvested timber.
The original assumption was that Vancouver Log Market prices,
being the only competitive market prices observable, would apply
throughout the Coast. In the mid-1960’s, however, the Forest Serviceprovided for differences in sellingprices for allzones except
Howe Sound and Alberni which were meant to approximate the
cost of towing logs from any production point to Howe Sound. After
oneyearthese differentials were abandoned in favour of a fixed
reduction in selling prices for all Cutting Permits except those in the
IO0

Alberni and Howe Sound zones, regardless of their distance from a
marketing centre.
Today, the selling price of the so-called “pulp species” is reduced
by $4 per cunit in all of the seven zones except Alherni and Howe
Sound. It is assumed that other “sawlog species” will be delivered to
are
the Alberni or Howe Sound zoneswheresawmillingfacilities
concentrated, and the cost of delivery will be recognized as a cost in
appraisals. The $4 per cunit reduction in selling prices of “pulp
species” is presumably meant to reflect the extra costs of pulp manufacturing in more remote areas.
It thus appears that thepurpose of zoning has changed with time.
As we indicate in Chapter 6 we consider it inappropriate to segregate timber into “pulp species” and “sawlogspecies”. Nor do we
endorse the crude allowance of $4 per cunit as a provision for cost
differences.Werecommend that log market prices, appropriately
revised as we suggest in this report, be adopted as the selling price
throughout the Coast, and that all cost differences be recognized in
appraised costs.

Royalty
The relationship between royaltyand stumpage assessmentsshould
be clarified. Prior to 191z Crown charges for licenced timber took a
variety of forms, but the only charge on the timber actually removed
was in the form of royalties, in dollars per M fbm, prescribed by
legislation.‘ The Forest Act of that year provided that appraisals be
used to determine an upset price per M fbm which, subject to any
competitive bids above that price, would be payable in addition to
royalty. The 1945 Sloan Royal Commission recommended that the
royalty and stumpage assessment be combined, a policy which was
adopted in 19488 Since then, most references to assessments use the
phrase “sturnpage inclusive of royalty” or some simiiar term.
Royalty still applies to timber cut on most classes of private land;
the rates, specified by statute, differ according to the dateof alienation. I t applies also to Timber and Pulp Leases and Licences first
alienated prior to 1907 and to Timber Berths first let by the federal
government on railway lands before 1930. Legislation has recently
been introduced, however, to revise the royalties payable under these
See Task Force on Crown Timber Disposal, op. cit. Appendix B.
Report of the Commirrioner relating to the ForestResources
Columbia, Queen’s Printer, Victoria, ,945, p. I I I .
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old harvesting rights so that they will be based on appraised values
rather than on a statutory schedule of rates. Thus the appraisal
process will extend to these old tenures as well as to all other authorizations forharvesting Crown timber.
Somevestiges of royalties still remain in assessments of other
Crown timber, primarily in the determination of minimum charges.
In our opinion these are anachronisms, which simply introduce confusion to the appraisal system. We recommend, therefore, that all
provisions for royalty on Crown timber other than that covered by
old Licences, Leases and Berths be abolished. I t would also be desirable, in the interests of clarity, to substitute the term “appraised
stumpage’’ for “royalty” in all references tothe new system of
charges to be levied on the old Leases, Licences and Berths when
these contracts are renewed?

Deposits
Deposits not only guarantee payment of assessmentsbut also ensure
performance on the part of the licensee. At one time the applicant
for timber was required to deposit with the Forest Servicean amount
equivalent to I O per cent of the total value of the sale as specified in
the tender. Over theyears the deposit requirement has been reduced
by several modifications. First, a maximum requirement of $25,000
was introduced; later a minimum was specified as the lesser of I O
per cent of the first $150,000 of stumpage value and 5 per cent of
the next $zoo,ooo to the maximum deposit of $25,000. Today,
licensees may maintain a continuous deposit equivalent to 506 per
cunit of their annual allowable harvest; they may combine all their
sales under one deposit, which in any event may not be less than
$2,000. Otherwise, they must pay deposits based on the estimated
stumpage value of each individual licence (asabove), but with no
maximum.
Any special billings, such as those arising from waste assgsments,
are either paid directly by the licensee or deducted from his deposit;
but if the latter course is adopted he must replenish his deposit in
any event.
We find these policies relating to deposits to be satisfactory. How9

At the time of writing this report, it is not known whether the revised changes
on these Leases, Licences and Berths will be baed on the full appraised value
as recommended in our First Report. But as long as the changes are based on
appraisals, the term “appraised stumpage” would be an appropriate term.
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ever, we urge that the flexibity now given to the Minister in Regulations regarding deposits be used, particularly in cases where large
sales otherwise would call for excwive initial deposits.
Interest on Outstanding Assessments
From a legal standpoint, licensees are liable for payment of
assessed stumpage upon cutting the trees covered by the harvesting
authorization. In practice, of course, the timber must first be scaled
to determine the amount of the assessment. Following scaling and
determination of the amount owing, the licensee is billed and the
stumpage is payable upon receipt of account.
Roughly 85 per cent of the billings are paid within 60 days, but
there is no interest or penalty on the amount outstanding. This is
inconsistent with usual business practice and in our opinion there is
no good reason why the Crown should not receive interest on debts
due toit. Such interest should be high enough to ensure that licensees
do not have an incentive to “borrow” money from the Crown rather
than from lending institutions. Accordingly, we recommend that the
Forest Service charge interest on unpaid assessments at a rate of one
per cent above the rate allowed for working capital in appraisak,
calculated monthly beginning 30 days after the date of billing.
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FOREST ROADS

In spite of this progress many serious problemsremain for administration and financing of forest roads, and many of these are pertinent to appraisal policy. This chapter reviews and evaluatm existing
policy and practice and makes recommendations for reform.
Current Arrangements

From the outset of this inquiry the Task Force has been conscious of
the importance of mads, not only to the appraisal system but also to
forest management generally. In 1973 some 4,000 miles of forest
roads were constructed - costing roughly $80 million - almost as
much as was spent on construction by the Department of Highways
during that year. In addition, the design, construction and maintenance of forest roads has a critical and lasting impact on the utilization and management of the forests, not only for timber removal
but for other uses as well.
Until recently, almost all roads required for extraction of Crown
timber were designed and constructed by timber licensees and treated
as logging costs in appraisals.‘ During the last few years road building bas taken on a much greater importance in forest development
as logging has progressed into less accessible areas; as construction
standards(neededto
accommodate large modern trucks)have
become more stringent; as developments in forest management have
required simultaneous access to numerous operating sites; and as
demands for public access have grown. In response, a variety of
arrangements for financing this major cost of logging have evolved.
Paralleling these developments, the Engineering Division of the
Forest Service has been decentralized and to an increasing degree
has influenced the location, standards, and financing of forest mads.
Even more recently as the need for integrated resource planning has
become more pressing, other government agencies, such as the Fish
and Wildlife Branch of the Department of Recreation and Conservation, havebecomeinvolved in road plans, and the practice of
refemng proposals toother interested agencies is being steadily
extended throughout the Province.
1

For the purpases of this Chapter, mads are meant to include bridges, culverts,
turnouts, landings and other works associated with roads.

The costs of engineering, construction and maintenance of forest
roads are dealt with in several ways. Temporary logging roads built
to remove a particular parcel of timber and abandoned thereafter
are treated as a direct logging cost. The appraisal officer estimates
the cost of construction and maintenance by an “operator of average
efficiency” and treats this like other logging costs in the appraisal.
Main roads, which are expected to be more permanent and to
have more extensive use are treated differently if they are designated
as “systemmads”.
On the Coast, an approved amount of the
engineering and construction cost of “system roads” is recorded in a
“road ledger” set up for the relevant tenure. Licensees usually elect
a rate of write-off of these road costs, subject to the approval of the
Forest Service which requires a minimum rate calculated by dividing the total road cost by the total volume of timber that the road
provides access to. The agreed write-off, per cunit, is treated as a
logging cost in appraisals of Cutting Permits for that tenure, and is
fixed for each appraisal year. The approved cost is thus recovered in
reduced assessments, except to theextent that recovery is constrained
by minimum, maximum or fixed stumpage charges. In some cases
licensees are thus unable to recoup part or all of the road costs written off, and this has been a considerable sourceof criticism.
The same policy was followed in the Interior until October 1973.
Since then, the costs approved by the Forest Service have been
allowed as a direct credit against stumpage and royalty payments
otherwise payable by the licensee. In other words, no payments are
made by the licensee to the Crown until all of the approved costs of
system road location and construction have been offset. Road maintenance is considered as an operating cost and is allowed in the
appraisal accordingly.
In some cases there is an intermediate class of mads that are not
intended to become permanent or “systemroads” but nonetheless
serve an area to be logged over a number of years. The cost of these
is amortized as a prorated per-cunit allowance in appraisals of the
Cutting Permits to which the road provides access.
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These arrangements may be criticized on several grounds:

i) As the Province develops, and activity spreads progrgsively into
new regions, main logging roads often determine the pattern of
communication and transportation for the future. System roads
become public backroads, which sometimes are interconnected
to form important highways. Development roads thus have a
lasting impact on the development of British Columbia. They
also have important implications for the environment, for recreational access and otheractivities.
But because they tend to be designed for the purpose of removing the current timber crop, the result often differs from the
optimum long-run pattern of road and highway development.
If they were planned with a view toward long-run multiple-use
needs for transportation inthe region, they wouldoften be
located differently, have different characteristics with respect to
alignment, grades, curves and differ also in basic construction.
Main roads built by logging companies are usually constructed
incrementally to reach successively more remote tracts of timber
inavalley,
and when the valley is entirely developed and
logged, and the road is linked to another road in an adjacent
valley, the resulting overall road system is often too convoluted,
or has toa many river crossings, or has grades too steep to best
serve long-run transportation and environmental needs. In some
c w , roads must he reconstructed to servemore permanent
needs, and while thii is sometimesconsistent with efficient
development inother cases it involveswasteful construction
expenditures.
The Forest Sewice has tended to respond to the iniatives of
logging companies in forest road planning, and the role of the
Department of Highways -the main highway planning authority for the Province -has been negligible. In short, while the
cost of these permanent roads is largely borne by the public
(through foregone public revenue) they are often not designed
and constructed to best servethe long-run public interest.

ii) Because these main roads constitute part of the permanent
public transportation infrastructure, it is inappropriate to
charge their full cost against the immediate timber harvest, and
by doing so the true value of the timber is underestimated.
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Certainly any damage to fisheries,wildlife, recreation and
aesthetic values resulting from logging is properly considered as
a cost of harvesting timber (though it is usually very difficult to
evaluate these) but extra costs expended on roads to generate
new benefits through other public uses cannot he regarded as
necessary costsof efficient timber harvesting alone.

i i i ) On the otherhand,the
money expended on roads by the
licensee is sometimes less than the full road costs of the forest
operation. Such roads are sometimes tributary to public roads
which are incapable of accommodating heavy loads of logs
(particularly in the Interior). In such cases expenditures of the
Department of Highways in upgrading the public roads and
bridges involved are not charged against the timber though they
are costs of harvesting it.
iv) It is not unusual for licensees to construct high standard logging
roads thmugh areas servedby public highways where logtransport co6ts can be reduced by hauling wider and heavier
on highways. The Forest
loads than wouldbepermissible
Service normally recognizes the cost of constructing the road
providing that the lower off-highway costs are also recognized
in the appraisal. It is sometimes argued that this policy cond o n a wasteful duplication of road construction and unnecessary withdrawal of land from productive use. Such roads built
through private land are largely paid for at public expense as
are thoseover Crown land, but unless the Crown obtains a
legal right-of-way they then become the property of the landowner and subject to any restrictions on w that hemay impose.
v) The Forest Service does not always approve the full costs incurred by the licensee, but applies its own estimates of necessary
and reasonable costs which are often considered by the licensee
to be inadequate.

v i ) Licensees whose temporary logging roads are treated as operating costs are unable to recoup even their allowed costs whenever
their appraised stumpage rates are below, or close to, the minimum stumpage price. The same is true for “system roads” on
the Coast. As a result licensees sometimes bear these costs, and
their complaints are particularly strong when their expenditures
reflect higher standards imposed to serve other public needs.
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vii) At

best, these costs can be recovered only over a considerable
and varying period, and the allowance for interest on capital
implied in the present profit ratio bears no systematic relation to
the financial expense of carrying these costs.Since many of these
costs must be incurred before logging can begin, and can be
recouped only when the timber has been produced, licensees
frequently incur a heavy financial burden in the interim. This
sort of burden falls particularly heavily on smaller enterprises.

An Alternative Approach
These shortcomings of present policies are serious, and increasingly
are sources of friction. We seek reforms that will ensure that permanent roads are developed to m e the broad public interest in transportation routes;thatthe
necessarycostsinvolved
are fully and
appropriately accounted for; and that the work will be carried out
efficiently.
We have considered severalalternatives. The Forest Servicemight
itself undertake the construction of main roads, as is commonly done
by a number of forest agencies in the United States. Indeed, for a
time the B.C. ForestService built forest acces roads into public
timber under authority of the Forest Act.’ But a major programme
of this kind would require the Forest Service to duplicate activities
of the Department of Highways, and itis by no means clear that an
agency charged with administering a particular resource is best
suited to this purpose.
Alternatively main forest road construction might be made the
direct responsibility of the Department of Highways. Apart from the
budgetary consequences of such anarrangementandtheextra
demands upon that Department, extremely close liaison between the
Department, timber companies and the ForestServicewould
be
required. Unless the Department of Highways could be expected to
divert its priorities from public highway planning, construction and
maintenance to the continuing needs of the forest industry, disrup
tions and shut-downs would result. Nevertheless, we are convinced
that efficient and coordinated development of forest roads which
will become part of the permanent highway system of the Province
requires the active participation of the Department of Highways.
2

Forcrt Act, op. cii., 8 . 147. Over the years the Forest Service has constructed
over I ,300miles oi roads, mostly in the Interior.
I
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Categories of roads. Forest roads fall naturally into three categories and we recommend that all roads be placed in one of these
classifications for planning and appraisal purposes:
temporary roads - including spur roads, skid roads and other roads
built to remove particular parcels of timber and
built for a short life, after which the site is
expected to become forestland;
re~otlrceroads - main roads built to remove timber over a wide
areaor several areas. These are roads constructed for a life of several yean, at least, but
are expected to be used primarily for resource
transport and management;
majorroads main roads which are initially built for resource
extraction but are expected, in the future, to
become part of the permanent highway system
of the Province. Relatively few forest roads fall
in this category.
With this framework, we recommend that:
I.

I.

3.

4.

5.

3

All roads and planned roads be deignated by the Engineering
staff of the Forest Serviceas falling into the appropriatecategory.
Temporary roads be deigned and built by the licensee subject
only to general approval of working plans by the Forest Service,
as at present. These roads should continue to be appraised as
operating costs followingthe principle of the “operator of average
efficiency”.
Approval of the location and standards of resource roads be the
responsibility of the ForestService with advice from other
resource agencies.
All major roads be planned at least 5 years in advance and the
location, standards, and engineering be subject to the approval
of the Department of Highways.
Resourceroads and majorroads be constructed and paid for
under provisions of the Forest Act which permits the Minister to
reimburse licensees who build such roads through direct cash
~ayments.~
For& Acr, o j . cit., 5s. 1 7 (Ea) (b), ( e ) ; 36 ( n o ) (b), ( c ) ; 147.
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6. Resourceroads be designated as ForestService roads and that
that agency be responsiblefor all signing, posting and closures on
them? Similarly, all major roads should be designated as Forest
Service roads until such time as they become part of the public
highway system.
7. The Forest Service adopt a general policy of obtaining Crown
rights-of-way where resource roads and major roads cross private
property.
8. Maintenance of all three categories of roads be treated as an
operating cost in appraisals as long as active logging operations
continue. After active operations have ceased the cost of maintaining Forest Service roads should be borne by that agency.
9. Responsibility for upgrading and maintaining public roads for
removal of forest products remain with the Department of Highways.
I O . The above nine recommendations should apply to roads constructed on all Crown timberlands.
The important changes relate to main roads -categorized here
as resource roads and major roads - which have given rise to the
greatest difficulty hitherto. If they were dealt with in the way we
recommend the wholeissue of main roads wouldeffectively be
divorcedfrom timber appraisals. Full recovery of costs would be
forthcoming under arrangements f a m i l i a r in construction work;
standards required by the government wouldplace no additional
burden on forest operations and the assessed price of timber would
reflect its full value.
The issue of road allowances would no longer encumber relations
between appraisal officers and forestcompanies, and the Forest
Service would be free to let contracts in a manner that ensures efficient construction. We expect that in many cases the contractor w
l
l
i
be the local licensee, but the separation of road construction costs
from appraisals will be maintained nevertheless.
4

Roads designated as Forest Service roads fall under the responsibility of the
Forest Service: Forest Act, ss. 146 (I) (k), 147 ( I ) , ( 3 ) : Road Regulations,
B.C. Rem. I I I /61. 170/65. 17/68.Forest Servlce roads are those revertinn to
the Crokwn under'P&
Vy o i t h e Forest Act, op. dt., I. 56 ( P ) , upanthe
expiry or s-ner termination of the timber licence or other authority permitting its construction, and which are declared to be such by the Minister.
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CHAPTER IO

TIMBER MEASUREMENTS AND
T H E BASIS OF ASSESSMENTS

The subject matter of the preceding chapters has been the complex
set of procedures involved in establishing the appraised value of
timber. That evaluation obviously requires some determination of
the volume, species and quality of the forest tract. Once this value is
established, however, the timber can be assgsed and paid for in a
variety of ways, and so the provisions for payments to the Crown is
a more-or-less separate problem. This chapter deals with the related
questions of timber measurement and the basis for fixing payment.

Current Measurement Techniques andAssessment Procedures
Timber is currently subject to four separate kinds of measurement by the Forest Serviceand the forest industry; namely inventory
cruises, Cutting Permit and operations cruises, log scales and waste
scales. Each involves its own techniques and problems and is designed for particular purposes.
Forest Service inventory cruises are based on aerial photogrammetric techniques supplemented bystatistically
controlled field
sampling, and are designed to produce forest cover maps and other
general resources information for long-term management planning.
The techniques used in British Columbia are regarded as among the
mmt advanced in the world, and continue to be improved to provide
more accurate data. Recently, serious attempts have been made to
provide supplementary information on non-timber values suchas fish
and wildlife, recreation and soils. Inventory cruises are not intensive
and are of limited value for evaluating specific stands of timber
because they are based upon low sampling intensity. Licensees also
undertake inventory cruises for general planning purposes under
certain tenure arrangements such as Tree-Farm Licences.
Cruises of Cutting Permits are more intensive on-site assessments
Ill

of individual tracts of timber, primarily for purposes of appraisal.
For the most part, the Forest Service depends upon the licensee or
applicant to undertake these cruisesto prescribed standards, and the
results are often checked by Forest Service sampling. Cutting Permit
cruises produce detailed estimates of the volume, species composition, size and quality characteristics of the standing timber. Companies alsomake operational cruises for short-term operational planning. These vary widely in intensity, and some are very detailed.
Log scaling involves measurement of the volume of logs removed
from the forestbyspecies and, on the Coast, by grades. Official
scales provide the Forest Service with the information it uses to levy
stumpage and royalty charges. Companies also use these scales as
well as industrial scales for log transactions and for control of their
raw material inventories. Traditional scaling procedure inv0lv.s
measurement of each log separately by the scaler to determine its
volumetric content. Weight-scaling, which involves weighingbundles
or truck-loads of logs and converting the weight to volumes using
statistically-determined weight/volume convemion ratios, is now the
usual technique in the Interior and is becoming more common on
the Coast.
Wmte scales are measurements required by the Forest Service of
wood left on the ground after logging but falling within the designated utilization standard for the Cutting Permit. These serve as the
basis for waste assessments as described in Chapter 8. Waste scaling
alsoenables harvesting control for allowable cut purposes, on the
assumption that the wood not removed added to thelog scale equals
the total cut. The question of waste scaling and assesmat was considered in Chapter 8.
In addition to the above, companies and the Forest Service sometimes employ expedient measurements such as sample scaling and
top scaling of bundles in water as substitutes for a scale of every log.
These rough measures, which depend heavily on the scaler’s judgment, are often adequate for internal or interdivisional industrial
purposes, but are not of particular relevance here.
Under existing procedures, the timber measurements required for
appraisal purposes are obtained by cruises of Cutting Permits. Each
major species in the tract is appraised separately, and on the basis of
calculations described in earlier chapters, ascribeda minimum or
upsetprice per cunit subject to the adjustments and special rates
described in Chapter 2.

Thus the appraised price per cunit for each species is established
(and in rare cases mcdified by competitive bidding) on the basis of
cruise data, but the licensee’s stumpage payments are calculated
independently of the cruise information. Instead, he is messed on
the volume he removes from the forest as determined by an official
scale of the logs at his dump, booming ground or utilization plant.
For this purpose there are several hundred full-time and part-time
scalers in the Province licensed under provisions of the Forest Act.’
Many of these licensed scalers are employed by the Forest Service to
carry out official scales (mostly on the Coast where individual log
scaling is typical andgrading is usually required).Othersare
employed by, or make their services available to private companies
to scale logsfor sale and purchase or for other purposes.
In coastal areas,most assesments of stumpage and royalty are
based on the traditional procedure. The logs from every tree felled
are stamped in the woods with the official “timber mark” issued by
the Forest Service for each licensed tenure or Cutting Permit to
which a unique stumpage price applies: a hammer e m b d with
the identifying number is used to brand the end of the log. As the
logs are boomed in tidewater or assembled in a log yard, an authorized licensedscaler is called to measure and record the species,
grade and dimemiom of each log. His reports provide the Forest
Service with the data required for computing the volumes and billing the licensee, by applying the appraised price per cunit to the
computed volumes.
The cost of the official scaleis charged to the licensee. If he is dissatislied with the scale he may demand a rescale, and on the basis of
these (and possibly additional) new reports the Superintendent of
Scaling makes an adjudication of the official scale. If the decision is
in the licensee’s favour he is not required to bear the costof the
rescale (s) .
In the Interior, as a result of the trend toward tree-length logging
and small timber, most operations now depend upon weight-scaling.
Weight-scaling techniques are used by a growing number of larger
operations on the Coast also,where nearly 20 per cent of the volume
cut is nowscaled
by this method. Each truck-load or bundle
delivered is weighed, and the volumetric scale is estimated according
to weight/volume conversion factors established for that operation
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Forcrt Act, op. &., I. 70.

by piece-by-piece scales of a relatively few samples taken according
to procedures approved by the Forest Service. These scale data also
determine the relative proportions of each species, to provide the
estimated recovery by species needed for assessment. Licensees are
then billed in the same manner as on the Coast.

Problems Associated With Current Practice
Some of the problems associated with current methods of assessment arise from thelimitations of scaling techniques while others are
inherent inscale-basedassessments. We shall consider the former
first, dealing separately with the difficulties in piece-by-piece scaling
and those in weight-scaling.
Piece-by-piece log scaling. The piece-by-piece method of scaling
logs on water or land enables an experienced scaler to accurately
determine the species and estimate the volume and grade of each log;
and most foresters agree that such scales provide more precise information than any of the othermeasurements of timber. Because of the
wide variation and often obscure characteristics of logs, some judgment is required of the scaler, and separate scales of the same logs w
li
seldom produce identical results. But consistency within one per cent
of the volume in a logboom is not unusual, and a difference of
three per cent is usually acceptable. However, as a basis for stumpage
and royalty asessments this procedure suffers from a number of
shortcomings.
First, the system is labour-intensive and requires well-trained
scalers. It is therefore costly. In 1973, official government scales in
the Vancouver Forest District alone cost $2.8 million, which is about
4 per cent of the total stumpage and royalty billed from that District
in that year. The required effort per cunit increases significantlywith
smaller and more defective logs (which constitute a growing proportion of total harvest) while both the value of the timber and the
value of precise information is much less than thatfor large logs.
Second, with the trend toward utilization of smaller timber and
the practice of bundling logs, log scaling suffers increasingly
from
physical problems because the scaler must be able to see each log
separately and (when they are in the water) to walk on them. Very
small logs in the water, logs held in loose booms and logs in bundles
present obvious difficultieswhich reflect in the cost and accuracy of
the scale. Moreover, these requirements for scaling are a deterrent to

log bundling, and this tends to exacerbate the problem of driftwood
and log lossesin coastal waters.
Dry-landlog sorting grounds are now in use in some coastal
operations, and there logs are sometimes scaled without these probl e m ~ But
. ~ because logs vary in length scalers have difficulty in
observing and measuring both ends of logs in bundles or in piles, and
spreading them out for scaling can be an expensive procedure.
Third, the “timber mark” technique of identifying the source of
logs is notalwaysreliable.
If the entire mark cannot bereliably
identified, it is recorded as “no mark visible” and it is not uncommon for booms of logs from more than one Cutting Permit to contain I O per cent of “no mark visible” logs which mustthen be
assigned to the different Cutting Permits arbitrarily. Further, while
the Forest Service encourages (and, within limits, requires) removal
of broken pieces, it is not possible to apply a timber mark to a
splintered end.
Fourth, the requirement of an officialscalebefore logs can be
&pared of sometimes imposes costly delays. Any delay in moving a
valuable inventory can, of course, be financially burdensome, especially for small enterprises. This problem is particularly serious during thesurge in demand for scalers in the summer and autumnwhen
large volumes of logs are produced. Such companies have complained that they incur systematic lossg becausescalers arenot
available during the season in which they have most logs to sell and
prices are high but falling. They are not only forced to carry an unwanted log inventory but are also unable to take advantage of high
prices. The lower prices they later obtain are not adequately compensated in lower asesments because of the three-month averaging
of selling prices used in appraisals and the lags in adjustment for
changing prices.
Weight-scaling. As long as the prescribed piece-by-piece sampling
rules are adhered to rigorously, weight-scaling can provide reliable
estimates of volumesharvested. The method is especiallyefficient
where large and homogeneous volumes of logs pass a central point,
as is often the case in the Interior. Indeed, piece-by-piece scaling of
every log must be considered totally impracticable for many operations in the central and northernregions, if for no other reason than
2

In 1973 about 26 pu cent of the volume scaled on the Coast WBS scaled on
land, some 1 9 per cent of which was weight-scaled and 7 per cent piece-hypiece scaled.

the cost to scale a piece may be more than it is worth. The method
also eliminates the problems arising from “no mark visible’’ logs,
since the source of each truck-load is known.
Nevertheless, as a basis for assessment of stumpage and royalty
charges, weight-scaling has its own limitations. Because of its dependence on small samples of large volumes of timber, weight-scalig is
not suitable for measuring the recovery from small tracts. Small,
isolated operations do not warrant investment in weighing and
sampling facilities, and in such situations recourse must be taken to
for large volumes of
log scaling. Just as logscalingisinefficient
small, homogeneous and low-valued wood, weight-scaling is i
n
&
cient where these conditions do not obtain. Wherever log grades are
to be taken into account weight-scaling is l e s satisfactory, because
many log quality characteristics have little or no effect on weight and
the sampling must be increased considerably.
The reliability of weight-scaling depends critically on the sampling
procedure, and this dependence gives rise to a number of additional
difficulties. First, the weight/volume conversion ratios upon which
assessments depend are reliable, at best, only when the results of a
statistically sufficient number of samples have been taken, and the
conversions are reliable only on the basis of averagesover large
volumes. Some species are very light (such as cedar) relative to
others (such as hemlock andbalsam) which occur inthe same
stands, and where their proportions vary in different locations within
the same harvesting area the results of the conversion of weights to
volumes by species according to the averages are not comparable.
The number of species involved and their variation must be considered in determining sampling intensity and the number of strata
(or sets of samples for averaging), but the system cannot deal accurately with individual species that occur in small quantities and with
special products (such as poles and piling).
Moreover, in order that the samples be random, they should be
taken over the life of the operation as harvesting proceeds through
the relevant stands of timber. Theoretically (and in varying degrees
as a practical matter) the ratios hetween weight and cubic volume
for each species (or species group) cannot be considered to accurately reflect the average until all the samples are in. In practice,
however, the production in each operating year is treated independently.
These problems are compounded by the sometimes conspicuous
I
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variation in specificgravity of a given speciesin different topographical circumstances in the same Cutting Permit. Hemlcck, balsam and
spruce taken from avalley bottom often have a different specific
gravity than the same species logged a short distance away on a hillside. For some species such as hemlock the cubic foot weight of logs
taken from different parts of the same tree may vary substantially.
T o properly account for such variations each stumpage assessment
poses a complex statistical problem, requiring greatly expanded
sampling where larger number of species occur and where circumstances cause wider variations in their weights.
To cope with theseproblems, the ForestService uses rigorous
statistical techniques to design sampling procedures that will yield
estimates of total volume scaled within one per cent error 95 per
cent of the time. Each I 2-month period - usually from break-up to
break-up - anew stratumor set of samples is accumulated as
timber is delivered and weight-scaled. These strata, by species or
geographical area pertain to the harvest of individual licensees but
usually cover several Cutting Permits. Each month, on the hasis of
the samples available and weight-scalerecords the ForestService
computes interim year-to-date volumes harvested and stumpage
assgsments, and the licensee is billed for the year-to-date scale les
assgsments already billed in thatyear. Thus the final month‘s billing
is based on the total sample and should ensure a correct assessment
for thatyear.
The practice of accumulating samples anew each year leads to
errors in the interim assessments early in the year which are not
corrected until year-end. In addition, it oftenproves difficult in
practice to randomize the sampling in the prescribed way. Because
of the exigencies affecting scalers’work and the irregularities of
timber operations, the sampling procedure is sometimes compromised
with unknown implications for the precision of the results.
These deficiences of weight-scaling are common to any estimations
of heterogeneous populations from samples. As a general matter,
weight-scaling of logs in many situations can provide estimates of
timber recovery with acceptable accuracy and a good deal more
&ciency than I 00 per cent piece-by-piece scaling.
Generalimplications of scale-basedassessments.
Several other
difficulties arise from the present practice of scale-based assesments
generally. Because ofthe dependence of Crown charges on thescaled
volumes removed, the licensee cannot know with certainty his total
I17
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financial obligation to the Forest Service until harvesting is completed. These circumstances may also provide an incentive for licensea toalter their operations, postponing recovery of logs (and hence
assessments) until they can be quicklydisposedof, thus avoiding
accumulation of carrying costs. In the northern Interior where logging is often seasonally restricted, stockpiles of logs must be built up
at conversion plants and their assessment upon delivery imposes a
substantially higher inventory cost?
A particularly serious implication of scale-basedassessments, in
our opinion, is the incentives they create to underutilize low-value
material. For each cubic foot of w d harvested and scaled the
licensee must pay the appraised value applicable to that species. If
the price accurately reflects the average per cunit value of that
speciesin the Cutting Permit, the operator who must pay this
amount on every cunit cut andscaled willearn greater profits on the
most valuable logs and incur a loss on all material that is below
average value. His incentive to remove the best material and leave
low value and marginal pieces on the ground is therefore significant.‘
The Forest Service has devised a number of measures to control
this tendency to “high-grade” the forest. Utilization standards are
prescribed in terms of the size of logs that must be removed and the
proportions of decay in logsbelow which they must be removed.
And, as mentioned, operators are penalized for “avoidable waste”.
The difficulty with theseutilization standards, applied uniformly over
wide regions, is their inflexibility. The economic margin of quality
and size of timber (in the sense that its harvested value is greater
than or equal to the cost of harvesting) obviously varies widely
among operations and even within the same operation. It also varies
as timber values and the cost of logging change over time. In some
situations logging to this economic margin implies closer utilization
than is prescribed by the fixed utilization standards and in other
situations it falls short. But in all cases the standard of utilization
that is profitable to the licensee falk considerably short of the real
8

Until mently, the Forest Service permitted postponement of d i n g and
a~sessmentuntil the logs were withdrawn from stockpiler, but this policy was
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Cruise-Bared Assessments

The technical problems and adverse incentives enumerated above
result from the policy of depending upon scaled recoveryas the bask
of assessment. Mast would be eliminated if the charges were based,
instead, on the information obtained through the cruise of the standing timber in advance of logging, which already provides the information for determining the rates of payment. This would constitute
a significant reform in Crown timber disposal policy, and the inher5

For many years the Forest Service applied a separate nominal stumpage price
of 20+ per cunit to small material and wood salvaged from logged areas. This
required sgrrgation of eligible materialformeasurement,
and sometimes
additional bucking of the small topsfrom long or tree-length logs -operations that involved a significant cost in mme eases. In the interests of operating efficiencythis policy was discontinued in favour of a single pro-rated price
for each species.

pp. 25-28.
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economic margin because of the fixed stumpage assessment on all
cunits removed.6
This is not to suggest, of course, that logging only the material
that falls within the economic margin is always in the public interest.
Special considerations such as site preparation for the next crop,
abatement of fire hazard or aesthetic considerations may call for
removal of wood which has a value less than the cmt of harvesting
it. But these are considerations which vary widely in importance,
and cannot be efficientlv dealt with through
eeneral utilization stanu
u
dards which are notresponsive to the varying needs and costs of
adherence to fixed m l m ~
In any event, the equal per cunit assessment of all wood in a given
category regardless of its quality and value discourages closerutilization and the resulting disincentives to harvest low-valued material
aggravates the necessity for controls on “waste”. These adverse
effects are often subtle and sometimes not recognized; but in our
judgment their long-term implications for public administration and
for efficient use of forest resourcesis likely to be considerable.
The present pmedures for assessing stumpage charges is a major
source of concern within the industry and, as we have suggested
above, the methods have important implications not only for precision in asesments but also for efficient utilization of forest resources.
Our preceding commentary on current practices leads us to recommend a variety of changes and experimentation with a substantially
different approach, which we discuss first.
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ent advantages of cruise-basedassessments lead us to recommend
that this approach he developedin British Columbia.
The adequacy of cruise data. Hitherto,the main rationale for
basing aSSeSSments on scales of the timber actually cut has rested on
the imprecision of cruise information. Forest inventory and Cutting
Permit cruise data have been depended upon, per force, for estimates
of timber reserves over large areas, of logging casts and of general
stand characteristics which are sufficient for the p u r p m of management planning and appraisals; but they yield estimates of recoverable volumeswhich are not considered accurate enough to serve as a
hasis for actual assessments. To a degree, of course, the present policy
is self-justifying: insofar as messments are based on scaled recovery,
cruising techniques for accurately measuring recoverable volumesare
not developed. Currently, the Forest Service depends upon licensees
to submit more than go per cent of the cruise data it requircs for
appraisals.
Considerable apprehension remains about thefeasibility of obtaining cruise information adequate for assesment purposes, in view of
the divergent stand conditions and the limited penonnel and other
resources available to theForest Service.Apart from needed revisions
to the volume tables and defect allowances (which should he improved in any event, as wesuggestelsewhere in this report) the
intensity and technical sophistication of Forest Service cruisg would
have to he increased considerably, and l e s s dependence on forest
information supplied by licensees would be calledfor.
In recentyears,however,
the techniques for obtaining detailed
and statistically-reliable estimates of recoverable material by means
of cruises of the standing timber have advanced significantly, and
severalof the major public forestagencies in theUnited States
depend on these methods for assgsing stumpage charges. In 1970,
the U.S. Public Land Law Review Commission recommended

has relied on this approach and has been highly satisfied with the
results, not least becausesuch sales

. . .encourage good utilization. With this type sale there isno reason or
incentive to high-grade, breakup the top logs in fallingor break up the
small logs with the cat or loader. Considering the present timber shortage we cannot afford a sales system that encourages waste.‘
Significantly, the Bureau does not find it necessary either to enforce utilization standards or to assess “waste”. I t is worth noting also
that in British Columbia a great many tracts of timber have been
sold by one private party to another on the basis of cruise information, presumably to their mutual satisfaction.
There can be little doubt that scaling provides more exact statistical information than that obtainedthrough timber cruising; but
cruise-basedassessmentswould
eliminate the increasinglycostly
dependence upon official scaling,which would offsetat least some of
the additional expense of intensive cruising? The same timber is now
often cruised several times by the Forest Service and private parties
for various purposes and with varying precision, and there is thus a
good deal of scope for rationalizing the current cruisiigeffort.
In any event, the cart of obtaining additional precision must be
judged in relation to its value. The policy of basing assessments on
the scaled cut should be retained only if the additional precision of
this method is sufficient to offset the disadvantags of this procedure
relative to cruise-basedassessments that we have outlined above.
Scaling suffen fromits own sources of imprecision, as we have noted,
1

, . . for economic reasonsand in the interest of conservation, the method
of selling timber on the lump sum or cruise basis be adopted generally

by the Federal land management agencies when selling timber.‘
In response, the Pacific Northwest Region of the U.S. Forest Service
committeditself to a programme for implementing cruise-based
timber sales. For many years the U.S. Bureau of Land Management
6

PublicLandLaw
Review Commission, Reportto
Congress, Washington, D.C. 1970. 342 pp.
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thePresident

and to the

8

E. J. Petersen,Acting State Dimtor, US. Department of the Interior,
05- (in a letter to theTask
Bureau of LandManagement,OregonState
Force, May IO,1974). It should be noted that most of the timber sala of the
B m a u of LandManagementaresoldundercompetitivebidding,which
reduces the importance of appraisals. Then has beenconsiderablecriticism
fmm the industry of the cruise-based sale policy largely on grounds of bccurate cruise estimates and higher costs of preparing bids. Arguments about
the lack of conformity of cruise estimated to s d e estimates are confuaed by the
use of antiquated log measures, differences between the cruise and scale specificatim and inconsistencies in scaling, none of which would necessarily arise
in British Columbia. As far as the extra costs of preparing bids is concerned,
few d
e
s involve competitive bidding under present tenure arrangements
in
this Province. In submissionsandinterviews
with the Task Force s e v d
companies expressed enthusiasm for this approach.
D u i w the pericd 1947 to ,963 almost all timber sales adminiatemd by the
U S . Bureau of Land Management were appraised on a roo per cent cruise.
Signilicantly, the Bureaureportsthat even theseintensive mise-based sales
required less than one-third the number of mandays to administer than eomparable d e - b a s e d sale. See ‘Tield Test ofTimber Measurement Practices”;
0 & C Lands, Oregon State 05% U.S.Bureau of Land Management, 1961.
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and these difficulties are increasing because of trends in industrial
practices and the kinds of timber being harvested. Timber cruising
does not suffer from these same limitations and the prospects for
obtaining accurate cruise information continue to improve and have
proven to be adequate insimilar forest conditions elsewhere?
In many parts of the Province, particularly in the Interior, forest
stands are fairly homogeneous in quality and value and relatively
free of decay. In these areas, cruise-based sales should present few
problems. Where timber quality is highly variable and decay and
breakage losses are substantial, as in many coastal forests, acquisition
of accurate cruise data prgents more serious problems.But with
careful attention to mensurational techniques and sampling methods
these problems are probably surmountable.
Our position on this question is influenced also by our concern for
the usefulness of the information obtained for other forest management purposes. Public administration of the foremof British Columbia now requires much more detailed information ahout the
resources themselves than ever before, not only for purposes of planning forest management and harvesting but also to accommodate
growing demands for environmental protection, recreation, watershed management and other purposes. Scaling contributes nothing
to this information (apart from providing data on harvested volmes
and some limited guidance to timber characteristics in the relevant
area). Timber cruises and forestinventories, in contrast, provide
direct information on the forest itself, and can be adapted to yield
a wide range of data valuable in multiple-use forest management. A
shift in emphasis toward cruising would concentrate more of the
Forest Service's efforts to obtaining much-needed information about
the natural resources which it is specifically charged to manage.
Paymentalternatives.
If timber were appraised and assessed
entirely on the basis of information obtained through cruise?, of the
timber prior to logging, the procedure for payment by the licensee
would arise as a separate question, and might he administered in a
variety of ways. The simplest method would be to make the entire
assessed value payable as a lump sum, as is required by some US.
forest agencies. Butif the total payment were required before logging
could begin a heavy financial burden would fall on the licensee; and
9

See, for example, Floyd A. Johnson, "A Primer in 3P Cruising", (&eo)
Pacific North West Forest and Range Experiment Station, Portland, Oregon.
,970. 2 2 pp. and references cited therein.
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if it were payable only after logging was completed, the interest of
the Crown wouldbe left largely unsecured. Thus some form of
periodic payments during the term of the harvesting authorization
would seem to be preferable in the circumstances of British C o l m bia, and this would have the additional advantage of accommodating the adjustments we recommend in Chapter 8. The licensee might
be required, for example, to make periodic payments on the basis of
the volume of timber cut, through regular assessments equal to the
same fraction of the total appraised value as the fraction of the total
volume removed in each period. This would require some measure
of the volumes hatvested, either by scaling or timber cruising. Alternatively, he might be assessed, in each period, a fraction of the total
appraised value equal to the fraction of the total area logged. This
would reduce the additional measurement problem to simple estimates of acreage through ground inspection or aerial photographs.
Simpler still, he could be assessed a fixed fraction of the total each
period, regardless of his rate of harvest. Many variants are possible,
and this flexibility would permit choice of whatever system of payment is deemed to best serve the interests of the industry and the
Crown. Because the total appraised value would be predetermined,
the procedure for payments could be very simple, and any of the
alternatives mentioned here would automatically embody the total
stand approach toappraisals discussed in Chapter3.
Advantages. The advantages of basing assessments on estimates
of the standing timber can be summarized as follows:
i) I t would eliminate the necessity of official scaling, and the costs
and difficulties associated with these measurements.
ii) I t would provide direct information about the forest resource,
which is needed for a wide range of management purpo6es.
iii) Determination of the stumpage charges prior to commencement
of logging operations (subject to any sliding-scale adjustments)
would reduce uncertainty and enhance financial planning.
iv) With assessments predetermined, operators would have every
incentive to remove all woodto the economic margin of utilization (i.e. all material which would bear the costof removal)
thus increasing woodrecovery and utilization. Moreover the
effect on the amount and quality of the timber assessed would
no longer be influenced by the individual licensee's care and
attention to bucking and recovery practices.
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v) Since all the material defined as merchantable would be paid
for, the cost and confusion associated with waste-scaling and
awxment would be eliminated.
For all these reasons, cruise-based assessments appear to offer an
approach which is more direct, more conducive to efficient timber
utilization, simpler and more productive of useful information than
the present system. The critical factor is the potential adequacy of
cruise data, and the prospects in this respect now appear sufficiently
promisiig to warrant trial of the method by the Forest Service.'O
Profosed programme. While we are convinced that this method
ofasSeSsment holds much promise, we do not consider it advisable
to attempt to implement it throughout the Province at once. We
do, however, consider it important to try the system through vigorous experimentation, with a view toward its more general application. Specifically, we recommendthat :
Each District Forester both on the Coast and in the Interior, be
instructed to administer a numberof timber sales basing the total
appraisal and assessment on cruise information as part of a trial
programme. The intensity of cruising for these sales should be
scaling
increased as deemed appropriate for the area, and current
procedures should be followed to provide control information
(but not to assess charges).
2. These experiments be co-ordinated by a designated expert who
will maintain accurate experimental control through records of
cruising intensity, comparisons of cruise and scale measurements
and costs, utilization andother factors. Careful review and
development of these trials is essential. The resultsshouldbe
evaluated periodically by the Forest Sewice and the practice
expanded as deemed feasible.
3. Once the timber on these experimental sales has been appraised
and its total value determined according to current data, and
possibly competitive bidding, the successful licensee be required
to make payments at three-month intervals. We recommend
that two procedures for payment be tried and evaluated:
I.

10

The Forest Service has a l d y indicated a growing interest in the method as
a result of favourable upcnencc elsewhem. A few years ago all District
Foresten were authorid to experiment with lump-sum sales, though apparently none pursued the issue, and it appears that the procedure to be followed
was not well developed.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

i ) Equal payments at each three-month interval. The first payment shouldbecome payable at a time determined by the
District Forester as a reasonable period for log recovery to
begin. Thereafter,equal payments should be specified at
three-month intervals over the life of the Cutting Pennit,
such that they total the full appraised valueof the timber.
ii) Payments proportional to area logged. The Forest Service
already requires mostlicensees to submit annual maps of
their logging progress, and these would be supplemented by
quarterly interimreports. The assgsment at each three-month
interval would then be a fraction of the total assessed value
for the tract equal to the proportion that the area logged in
that period bears to the areaof the total tract.
The three-month payments, originally specifiedas equal fractions
of the total appraised price, be subject to sliding scale adjustments, as discussed in Chapter 8.
On these experimental sales, no waste beassessed, but waste
scales be carried out as usual for purposes of control during the
initial trials.
These salesbe subject to minimum stumpage as discussedin
Chapter 8; (but since this approach involves total stand evaluation rather than evaluation by individual species the minimum
rate will be relevant only insofar as the averageper cunit rate for
all the timber in the Cutting Permit must exceed the minimum
in the initial appraisal and re-appraisals)
.
The Forest Service sponsor applied research on advanced cruising and tree-grading methods, including the techniques being
developed elsewhere.
The ForestService improve its cruising expertise. (see Chapter

'3).
Other Recommendations
For the time being, at least,only a relativelysmall number of
licensees will be assessed on the basis of cruise information under the
above experimental programmes. We therefore make a number of
other recommendations with a view toward improvement in the
techniques underlying scale-based assgsments.
Our most important recommendation with respect to log scaling
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has already been made in Chapter 4 -namely revision of the statutory log grades used in coastal appraisals to conform to industrial
usage.Beyondthis,we
find the arrangements for piece-by-piece
scaling by official scalers generally satisfactory.
Weight-scaling procedures can be improved in several respects:
I.
prescribed sampling procedures should be rigorously adhered to;
2.
the procedure for basing weight/volume conversion ratios on a
new set of sampleseachyear
be abandoned in favour of a
‘‘rolling’’ sample accumulation in which (once the statisticallyrequired number is obtained) each new sample displaces the
oldest;
3. recoveredwood that fallsbelow the required utilization standards, as estimated by sample scales, be exempted from assesmat.

CHAPTER I I

T H E TIMBER AUTHORITY

In several of the preceding chapters we have referred to a Timber
Authority which we propose would cope with a number of marketing problems. In the course of this inquiry we have become convinced that the present arrangements governing the marketing of
logs, pulp chips and other intermediate timber products arenot
adequate to protect the public interest in Crown timber. We believe
that new institutions should be created cautiously, and only to Serve
obvious needs which cannot satisfactorily be met by existing structures; but in our opiniona governmental agency with powers to
intervene in the markets for certain forest products is now ersential.
This chapter describes our proposed Timber Authority. I n the
next section, we outline the problems that demand attention, with
reference to the discussion in earlier chapters. We then describe the
form of the Authority which we consider to be the most suitable for
dealing with these questions.
Marketing Problemand the Role of the Timber Authority
In general, the purpcw of the proposed Timber Authority is to
supplement and support the markets for intermediate forest products
to ensure that the full value of timber will be realized. Since appraisais depend heavily on these market values, this function is
directly related to the appraisal issue.
Logmarketing.
In Chapter 4 and Appendix C we examined
the structure of the coastal log market, and were led to the conclusion that it is not sufficiently competitive to yield prices that can be
depended upon to reflect the full value of timber transacted. While
the available data do not permit a rigorous test of the extent of this
price distortion there is reason to expect that reported log price
averages, on which appraisals depend, generallyfall short of the
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value of logs in conversion. In view of the public financial interest at
stake it is essential, in our opinion, not only that the prices of logs
reflect their competitive full value but also that the government and
the public be assured of the &cient functioning of the log market
through representativeinvolvement in it.
Our recommendation thatthe log price base be retainedfor
coastal appraisals in spite of the deficiencies of the log market rests
on the conviction that opportunities exist for substantiallyimproving
the market’s performance, and that such improvements would enhance the general efficiency of resourceutilization. An essential
means of accomplishing this improvement, in our opinion, is a public
agency functioning as an active participant in the market. Without
such intewention we could not support continued reliance on log
market prices as a base for determining the public equity in coastal
timber. In short, our choice as we see it is between abandoning the
log market price base in favour of a system based on the value of
log price
manufactured products on the one hand, and retaining the
base with public intervention to m u r e the market’s dependabity on
the other. As we point out in Chapter 4, the log price base offers
significant advantages for appraisals; andbecause a well-functioning
log market offers other benefits as well we have concluded that the
latter alternativeshould be pursued.
lithereA primary function of our proposed Timber Authority w
fore be to participate in the log market as a middleman; standing
ready to purchase logs available for sale in competition with other
buyers; maintaining facilities for handling, s o h g and storing logs
where their value can be enhanced by these means; and selling logs
competitively to manufacturing enterprises, brokers, and - where
they aresurplus tothe requirements of the domestic p m b g
sector in accordance with export controlpolicies -to foreign buyers.
In receiving offers, orders and bids for logs it would generate market
values against which the prices in reciprocal transactions could
readily be compared. The Authority should also maintain a general
surveillance over log marketing; assist the Forest Service in implementing some of the other reforms suggested in this report, such as
revision of loggrading systems; and advise the government on
policies affecting the marketingof timber.
Chip marketing. In Chapter 5 we noted the obstacles to competitive markets for the pulp chips produced by most Interior sawmills -mainly geographic monopolies, governmental “chip direcI 28

tion’’ policies, and export controls. On the Coast, water transport
and the absence of chip direction arrangements allow better opportunities for competitive chip marketing but there is a good deal of
concern about the price competition between the few large pulp
companies. In both regions the problem is complicated by forest
utilization requirements whichresult
in theproduction of low
quality logs suitable only for pulp production.
Obviously, wherever constraints on market competition exist in
the form of governmental controls, geographic factors which divide
the market or strong market power on the part of purchasers, the
prices cannot be expected to reflect the f u l l potential value of this
important intermediate product, and so maximum forest values wiU
not be realized by the Crown. Thus, although chips are a comparatively uniform input to a relatively uniform process, their prices vary
considerably andare correlated with theamount of competition
among pulp mills in different regions, and these price patterns have
obviousconsequences for calculations of theappraised price for
Crown timber.
We therefore propose that the Timber Authoritybe empowered to
participate in the markets for chips in much the same way as we
have suggested for logs. In addition, we recommend that this agency
be charged with responsibility for reviewing the governmental controls on chip marketing throughout theProvince with a view toward
increasing free movement and competition. We expect that in view
of transport costs freer chip marketing would not result in dramatic
shifts in chip movements among regions, but that increased competition within and between regions would have a significant impact on
chip prices. Finally, because the existence of only one or two chip
buyers in some regions precludes effective competition for chips, we
suggest that the TimberAuthority assume responsibility for advising
the government in prescribing prices at which chips shall be sold.
Today, chips are in “short supply” relative to demands in some
parts of the Province and surplus in others. In one or two areas, the
demandfor chips is inadequate to justifyremoval of low grade
timber and licensees who are required to do so cannot sell it. The
fact that full utilization is prejudiced while chipping capacity is
under utilized is a continuing problem for forest administrators. In
the long run, the solution to problems of surplus pulpwood may be
the installation ofnew pulping capacity, but in the meantime it is
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necessary to minimiie the waste associated with the harvesting of
saw timber.
Export marketing. Export sales of unmanufactured forest products from British Columbia are subject to special regulations and
controls. We consider that the p m p e d Timber Authority should
have responsibilities in this field, and since we have not described
export marketing in earlier chapters a brief description of the present
arrangements is in order here.
A combination of provincial and federal controls now regulate the
export of logs, pulpwood and other forest products from the Pmvince. The Forest Act requires all timber cut on Crown lands or on
private lands granted since 1906to be used or manfactured in the
Province unless the Lieutenant-Governor in Council grants permission for export? The federal Export and Import Permits Act and
Regulations require Canadian residents who wish to export logs or
pulpwood to first obtain a permit issued by the Minister of Industry,
Trade and Commerce?
To a great extent the two levels of government exercise complementary jurisdiction over the shipment of unmanufactured products
from the Province. Although provincial authorities may not restrict
the export from the Province of forest products cut from lands
granted prior to 1906,the federal government will not consent to
exports out of Canada u n l e s s provincial criteria have been met? As
a result the same restrictions apply to timber cut from those early
Crown grants as to that removed from Crown land and latergrants.
Export controls have been most important in their application to
logs and chips.
Two committees, the Log Export Advisory Committee and the
Chip Export Advisory Committee, advise both govenunents on the
granting of export permits. The committees are comprised of repre1

1
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The Lieutenant-Governor in Council is authorized to pezmit the export from
the Province of minor products; unmanufachlred timber from areas adjacent
to the provincial boundary X, for topographical reasons, it cannot be profitablymanufacturedwithin
the h v i n e e , or any unmanufactured timber or
wood chips pmduced in the Rovince. Forcrt Act, op. cit., JS.
92, 95, 96, 97.
R.S.C. 1970, c. E-17,S. 7; and Rcgulotions S.O.R./73-253, Is. 2001, 2001 (as
amended). These restrictions are due toexpire on July 3c, 1974.
The Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway Belt lands are included in this category.
Of course the federal legislation does not restrict exports to other Canadian
provinces of forest products cut fromthe early Crowngrants; but t i i s apparent
gap has been of no consequence because hitherto there has been no market for
these commodities in other parts of Canada.
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sentatives of the lumber manufacturing and pulp industries who are
joined by representatives of the Forest Sewice whenconsidering
export applications under the Forest Act and by an official of the
federal Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce when considering applications under federal legislation (the committees often
convene twice on each application - once for each level of government) .'
As a matter of policy both governments will issue export permits
only with assurance that the lumber or chips are surplus tothe
requirements of domestic utilization plants. The Advisory Committees advise the provincial or federal Minister (or both, as required)
whether the proposed exports are surplus, and final authority for the
issuance of permits rests with the Minister or Executive Council.
The Log Export Advisory Committee meets monthly and considerslog export permit applications for eachboom separately.
The logs are deemed to be surplus to provincial requirements only if
the applicant has first offered them to three utilization enterprises
that normally process that type of timber. If no buyer is willing to
purchase them at thecurrent Vancouver Log Market prices the
Committee advises the Minister ( s ) that they are surplus.
The Chip Export Advisory Committee meets less frequently and
considers applications to export volumes of chips over fixed terms,
usually six months to a year. I t deals with all applications together
in the light of provincial requirements. Pulp consumers in the Province serve a "notice of need" to the Committee to indicate domestic
shortages; thus the Committee acts somewhat as a clearing house for
chip suppliers and consumers.'
Table 4 shows the quantities exported in 1973 and the annual
i
l he noted that the volume
average over the previous five years.I t w
of logs exported in 1973was significantlybelow the average for preceding years, and thatof chips considerably higher.'
4
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Applications for exports of timber cut from sites near the provincial boundary
that can not be utilized economically in the Province are processed directly by
the provincialCabinet,without
the advice of theCommittee. Timbercut
from Indian reserves is not subject to provincial regulations: federal authorities frequently grant applications for exporting such timber at the request of
the federal Department of Indian AfTairJ, by-passing the Log Export Advisory
Committee and their mwedures entirelv.
If less than the total'valume for which permits are requested are surplus to
domestic needs the Committee often recommends that the surplus amount be
apportioned among the applicants for export permits.
Imports of these products are not restricted. In 1973, 73.047 M fbm of lags,
valued a t $8.9 million were imported from the United States, and $2.4 million
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Table 4
EXPORT OF LOGS AND CHIPS
fiuc-year average
1968-1972

Logs (cunits) :
provincial permit required14,829
32,680
provincial permit not required

194,375
96,025
__.

Total
Chips (units) :

290,400

412,337

2973

47,509

192,148

Source: British Colwnbii Forest Service Annual Reports, 1968-1973.

In addition to the power to forbid exports, the Forest Act authorizes the Lieutenant-GovernorinCouncil

toattach terms and
conditions to export permits, and one of these is the so-called “timber
tax”. Until this year this levy amounted to gop per cunit for all
grades and species of logs; but the “tax” has recently been substantially increased and moreclasely related to the value of the logs.
Thus the “tax” on small cypress logs has recently been set at $40 per
cunit; peeler-grade cottonwood at $5 per cunit; and hemlock pulp
logs at $2 per cunit. Exports of pulp chips are also subject to the
“tax”, which is presently set at $ I .50 per unit.?
These export control procedures are not altogether satisfactory,
and they have come under increasing pressure. Today, the price of
some logs on the United States side of the Strait of Georgia is substantially higher thanthe price prevailing across the border in
Canada, and chips that arebeing sold in the Interior would in some
instances bring a substantially higher price from buyers in the United
States. Thus the implications forCrown revenue fromstumpage
asessments of this protection to domestic wood manufacturers is
considerable.
The long-run benefits of these export restrictions to the Province
as a whole may be less than is frequently assumed, but the basic

7

in “crude w w d materials” which includes chips. The B.C. Department of
Industrial Development, Trade and Commerceprovided this data, which is
drawn Imm Statistics Canada sources.
In 1972 and 1973 the “tax” yielded, respctivcly $34,000and$13,750
in
revenue. In the first six months of 1974 the revenue rose to $775,557; mostly
from levies on s m a l l cypress logs.
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policy of export control falls outside the scope of this report. Here,
we are concerned with the efficiency of the regulatory procedures
and the impactof the regulations on selling prices usedin appraisals.
Export restrictions imply, ineffect, that the Province has eschewed
the higher prices thatcanbeobtained
fromsome intermediate
products in foreign markets. With this general rule well atablished,
the granting of exceptions bestowssignificant gains on those who
obtain permits; yet these gains are not captured in aSSeSSmentSof
Crown timber which is the intent of appraisal policy. Thus policies
for recovering the economic rents inCrowntimber must be ccordinated with thegeneral issue of export policy.
The present procedures raise a number of other questions.Responsibility for proving that logs are surplus to domestic needs rests
mainly with the potential exporter which invites pressures on domestic converting firms to refrain frommakingoffers
to purchase,
particularly in view of the structure of the log market described in
Chapter 4. Someeffort is made to exclude export sales from the
compilation of log selling pricesfor use in appraisals. This is of course
necessary,because if export salespriceswere
includedthe price
averages could be distorted upward very significantly; wellabove
the prices that typical licensees can expect to obtain through normal
log marketing. But exclusion of the influence of export sales is extremely difficult, because some such sales are not readily identified
when handled by intermediaries and because some logs intended for
export are sometimes included in primesales before sorting!
Finally, the intent of the policy is eroded by the growing practice
of token manufacturing of logs - such as the removal of slabs -to
circumvent the restrictions. The present definition of “manufacturing” may thus be an unsatisfactory basis for control, and the prices
of logs sold for these purposes are not likely to be representative of
domestic prices obtainable.
We believe that all these problems can more effectively be dealt
with by the proposed Timber Authority. This agency, structured
along the lineswesuggestbelow,
could provide highly efficient
machinery for administering the Province’s forest products export
policy. Moreover, with its direct involvement in the markets for logs
and other intermediateproducts, it would be well placed to identify,
without bias, the extent to which intermediate products are surplus
8

See footnote 3, Chapter 4, page 37.
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to the demands of conversionplants within the Province. In particular it would be able to take account of the important relationship
between domesticrequirements and prevailing prices (an issue which
cannot be considered by the Advisory Committees because of anticombines legislation) ; thus ensuring that exportable surpluses are
volumes in excess of domestic demands at prices that reflect the full
value of the material in manufacture. By purchasing such surplus
material itself for export, it could recover for the Crown some of the
windfall gains from permitted exports that result from the government’s restrictive export policy.
By virtue of its central role in co-ordinating exporn of intermediate forest products, the Authority would be able to identify
export sales transactions and thereby asist the ForestService in
compiling representative selling prices for use in appraisals. Finally,
the Authority would be able to represent the public interest in maintaining continuing surveillance over export trade, and to advise the
government on matters relating to export charges,definitions of
controlled products, and general export policy.

The Proposed Timber Authority
The issues d w w e d above all relate to the marketing arrangements for intermediate forest products, and while we have stressed
logs and chips, markets for veneer and other products such as hog
fuel may require action as well. The form of the Timber Authority,
which we propose to cope with these issues, should be determined by
the functions it is intended to perform. In summary, these functions
are :
i ) purchasing, sorting, transporting and re-selling logs, chips and
other intermediate forest products for the purpose of enhancing
competition in markets and increasing product values, and
maintaining facilities for these activities;
ii) co-ordinating and administering provincial controls governing
the export of forest products;
iii) acting as a clearing house for the marketing of intermediate
forest products and stimulating competition by advertisiig and
other measures that will enhance market information and participation in the markets;
iv) assisting the ForestServicein such matters as compilation of
market statistics and revision of log grading procedures;
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v) advising the Minister on matters relating tomarketing and
export controls, including chip direction policies, chip prices
and export charges.
We have studied alternative structures and concluded that the
Authority should be constituted as an agent of the Crown, with
corporate powers and legal personality, somewhat simiIar to theway
that the British Columbia Petroleum Corporation has been estahlished. It should have specific powers to perform the various functions outlined above, as well as ancillary powers necessary for it to
effectively carry out its responsibilities.
The Timber Authority should have the same powers and duties as
other corporate organizations, including the capacity to hold property in its own name and tosue and be sued. I t should be constituted
as an agent of the Crown,so that while it might deat in commodities
and raise funds in its own name it will remain financially acconntable through procedures relating to accounts, audits, financial statements, and so on.
The policy of the Authority should be determined by a board of
directors, appointed for fixed terms by the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council. We consider it essential that the policies and activities of
the Authority be closely co-ordinated with provincial forest policies
and particularly appraisal policy. We therefore recommend that the
directors include at least one senior official of the Forest Service.
Since its over-riding pupase is to protect the public interest the
Authority should be given clear terms of reference to this effect and
its board of directors should include minimal representation from
t h m with vested interests in theforest industry.
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Tree Farm licensees, however, are assessed pursuant to a different
section of the Act which provides that the licensee is obliged to pay

CHAPTER I2

APPRAISAL BOARD

In the first chapter of this report, in the context of a discussion of
our framework of objectives for appraisal policy, we emphasized the
importance of equity. This requires an appraisal procedure that will
yield consistent results -consistent not in the senx of equal prices
for different tracts, but rather in treating potential operators equally
on different tracts - which implies as much variation in price as
there is in timber quality and operating conditions throughout the
Province. Our recommendations in preceding chapters, taken t w
gether, would substantially improve equity in appraisals in this sense.
We have emphasized, also, the importance of minimizing uncertainty in the results of appraisals, of reducing unnecwary dependence upon administrative discretion, and of eliminating sources of
friction between the industry and the Forest Service. These objectives, and the unavoidable scope for errors in data and judgment in
estimating the value of tracts of lumber, lead us to recommend
establishment of an independentAppraisal Board.

Present Provisions for Appraisals and Appeal
The legislation which empowers departmental officials to determine appraised stumpage offers some scope forappeal by Tree Farm
licensees and by persons who bold options to purchase pulpwood in
Pulpwood Hatvesting Areas, but none for the holders of other
tenures. The Forest Act provides that Timber Salelicensees are
obliged to pay to the Crown “such stumpage, inclusive of royalty
and additional sums being not less than the upset prices fixed by the
Minister from time to time”.’ There is no appeal from the Minister’s
decision.

.. .stumpage, inclusive of royalty.. .in such s u m per unit of measurement as shall be appraisedand assessed by the Forest Seruice. The
method of appraisal shall be the method of appraisals currently in use
by the ForestService at thetimetheappraisal
is made, and said
appraisal shall allow, as a cost of logging, such costs of management,
protection and silvicultural treatment of the licence areaas the Minicter
deems to be just and proper charges.*
Those who hold options to purchase pulpwood are similarly obliged
to pay stumpage “as appraised and assessed by an officer of the
ForestService duly authorized in that behalf”.’ A later section
provides the right of appeal from decisions of the Deputy Minister
or an officer of the Forest Service to the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council (i.e. the Cabinet) .‘ Thus, Tree Farm licensees and holders
of Pulpwood Harvesting Agreements have a right to appeal appraisals. In addition, a Tree Farm licensee may appeal decisions of
the Minister to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, so that the
Minister’sdecisionsrespecting the costs referred to in the above
quotation are also reviewable?
In practice, licfrequently pursue their grievances informally,
starting with the district appraisal officer and, as they find necessary,
up through the Forest Service to the Chief Forester and sometimes
thereafter to the Deputy Minister and h l i t e r . Where this takes
place before execution of the Cutting Permit, it is best dgcribed not
as an “appeal” but as a p m g s of negotiation. Modifications to an
appraisal in favour of the licensee after the signing of the Permit but
before annual reappraisal occur very rarely and amount toa waiver
by the Crown as licensor of some of its rights set out in the relevant
document. In either case such concesions do not result from any
formal appeal procedure.
In our opinion present provisions for appeal suffer from a lack of
uniformity and are inadequate. The special long-term commitment
of Tree Farm licensees to a sustained yield management unit might
be taken as an argument in support of special appeal provisions for
these licensees, but in view of the evolution of tenure systems we find
2
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this argument weak. Timber Sale licensees should, in our opinion,
have an equal right to appeal appraisals. But we do not consider
even the processes now available to TreeFarm licensees appropriate.
Although they may appeal basicdecisions
to the LieutenantGovernor in Council, recourse to the Cabinet has apparently never
been taken and there is some question whether thisbody is an
appropriate appeals tribunal in any event. It is doubtful that the
Cabinet itself has the technical expertise, the time, or the s t a f f necessary to render informed and consistentdecisions. The technical
complexity of appraisals invites a tendency (as has been observed
under other, similar legislation) for the Executive Council to simply
ratify departmental decisions.
Proposed Appraisal Board
It is our opinion that a formally constituted Appraisal Board,
accessible to all applicants for Cutting Permits, Timber Sale
Licenses under which Cutting Permits are not issued, and holders of
old temporary tenures, would be a highly constructive adjunct to
appraisal policy. Appropriately constituted and with clear guidelines
relating to its jurisdiction and the basis for its decisions it would
ensure consistency in appraisals, remove from the Forest Service the
burdens associated with the present informal and inconsistent practice in dealing with grievances, and eliminate a significant source of
friction between personnel of the Forest Service and those of the
industry. In addition, it would eliminate the present disadvantage
faced by smaller licensees who do not have the same technical and
legal expertise and other resources as the larger corporations in pursuing appeals under present arrangements. Numerous submissions
made to us in the c o r n of our inquiry emphasized the advantages
to be gained from anappraisal appeal procedure.
Jurisdiction andresponsibility.
Under present tenure arrangements licensees are obliged to pay stumpage to the Crown, as determined by either the Minister or the Forest Service. In most cases an
official departmental decision, which is authorized by legislationand
based upon a Forest Service stumpage appraisal computation, sets
the sum payable to the Crown by the licensee for the right to cut
and remove public timber. Timber Sale Licences and Timber Sale
Harvesting Licences are the only tenures granted under competitive
bidding arrangements, but competition among applicants increases
the appraised “upset” stumpage veryrarely. As a result appraisal
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decisions usually define the purchase price of timber and thus the
public equity.
We have noted above that the Minister or the Forest Service whose officials are responsible to the Minister - are charged with
determining stumpage. I t would be inappropriate and in violation
of basic constitutional principles for decisions of these officials to be
reviewable by an administrative tribunal, so we have concluded that
it would not be sufficientmerelyto
recommend an appealfrom
decisions made under the existinglegislation? The constitutional
problem could be avoided by giving the Board only the power to
recommend revised appraisals to the Minister, who would make the
final determination. But this approach too has a fundamental disadvantage: applicants who are unsatisfied with the decisions of the
Board may tend to pursue their cause to the Minister, so that a
main advantage of an independent tribunal- that of releasing
departmental personnel for other duties more directly related to
forest management -would not be realized.
Having considered these issues we have concluded that the Board
would be most effective if it were given the exclusive jurisdiction to
determine all appraisals and reappraisals (hereinafter “appraisals”)
and if its decisions were final.There would be no need for the Board
to become involved in the vast majority of apprairals - those on
which the applicant and the Forest Service agree.Once an applicant
for a Cutting Permit has obtained the appraisal from the Forest
Service he should have some period - we suggest thirty days - in
which to notify the Board that he wishes it to determine appraised
stumpage. If he is satisfied with the Forest Serviceappraisal it would
automatically become binding afterthe expiry of the prescribed
period. The Forest Service appraisal would be deemed to be the
Boards determination in such cases. By this means the Board would
become involvedonly in casesof dispute.
If an applicant for a Cutting Permit were not satisfied with the
appraisal prepared by the Forest Service he could require that the
question be submitted tothe Board for final determination. The
Board itselfwould have no appraisal staff: it wouldcome to its
decision after receiving the evidence of the Forest Serviceand thatof
the party requesting the review. Particularly relevant would be the
6

The decisionof a Minister of the Crownshould not be reviewable by an
inferiortribunal,norshould
that of an officialwhois
responsible to that
Minister.
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evidence of the appraisal officer, which would be supplemented or
rebutted by that presented on behalf of the applicant or other interested parties.
This procedure offers many advantages. The Forest Service would
he free to make special stumpage arrangements tailored to meet the
unique requirements of individual operations if it wished. Presumably such appraisals would not be opposed by the applicant so they
would automatically bind the parties. The flexibility now available
to the Forest Service would therefore be left intact. Much Forest
Service time and energies now consumed by hearing grievances will
be diverted to other, more pressing, duties. All parties should be
confident in the appraisal determined by an independent tribunal
which has no vested interest in the outcome of the dispute. Finally,
because the Board wouldhave the jurisdiction to determine the
complete appraisal, the systematic biasin favour of applicants which
would result if the applicants were able to object only to thespecific
appraisal entries which operated to their disadvantage would be precluded. All entries would be considered,except those expresslyagreed
to by both parties.
These procedures would not affect in any way the nature of the
tenures which are subject to the appraisal procedure. The competitive characteristics of Timber Sale Licences and Timber Sale Harvesting Licences are not altered. A few Timber Sale Licences and all
Timber Sale Harvesting Licences are issued at either “appraised
upset stumpage” or “bonus over upset”;in both instances upset
stumpage is not determined at the time the licence is issued but
rather when the licensee later applies for Cutting Permits over
individual tracts. Competitive forces operate, if at all, prior to the
issuance of the licences, so that in cases of dispute only upset stumpage of individual stands would be determined by the Board.
Most Timber Sale Licences embody the Cutting Permit as one of
their terms: the appraisal is prepared and upset is determined before
tenders are invited. In these cases the initial applicant and any other
persons interested in competing for the Timber Sale Licence should
be entitled to require the Board to determine upset stumpage. Once
it has been so determined, or it has been determined by the Forest
Service and concurred in by the applicant, competitive bidding
could take place as at present and the licence would be issued tothe
highest bidder. Thus our recommended procedure will not alter the

competitive characteristics of this type of tenure either: it will merely
provide for an independent determination of upset stumpage.
Tree Farm licensees, persons who hold options under Pulpwood
Hamesting Agreements and the holders of old temporary tenures (if
and when thesebecome subject to appraisals) wouldalsocome
within the ambit of our proposal. The creation of the Appraisal
Board should not be incompatible with these tenures and jurisdiction for determining the stumpage payable by operators who hold
them should be vested inthe Board.
At present no guidance is offered in either the Forest Act or
Regulations regarding the manner inwhich timber is to beappraised,
and the procedure is strictly a matter of internal Forest Service
policy. The Appraisal Board should beestablishedbylegislation
which also, in very general terms, would define its jurisdiction. It is
important, however, to provide for flexibility in appraisal procedures,
and so detailed criteria should not be set out in the legislation. We
recommend, instead, that regulations established by Order-inCouncil set out the principles of appraisals. In addition, with the
be
technical mistance of the ForestService the Boardshould
encouraged to issue and publishpolicy statements dealing with
particular locations or aspects of appraisals if it feels that these
would enhance certainty in both industry and the Forest Service.
Policy statements and the reasons for decisions of the Board should
be public information.
Unlike most of the recommendations contained in this report these
proposals involve amendment of existinglegislation. Accordingly
we recommend that the Forest Act be amended, establishing the
Board, its jurisdiction, powers and membership; repealing existing
appeal provisions as they relate to stumpage appraisals and replacing
the discretion of the Minister and the Forest Service (as the case
may be) to determine appraisals with the jurisdiction of the Board.
Membership. We suggest an Appraisal Board having a quorum
of three members, consisting of three to five persons, with expertise
in accountancy, forestry or forest engineering and business. Because
of differences in both operating conditions and appraisal procedures
between the Coast and the Interior, the three-man quorum of the
Board might becomprised of different members, to deal with
appraisals in each of the two regions- this may prove to be an
expedient means of equipping the Board with familiarity with both
sets of conditions. To meet this objective more individuals than a
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Board quorum wouldbe appointed, and this decision should be
made in the light of the training, experience and time available to
potential members. But the Chainnan, at least, should serve in both
areas to provide consistency in approach. This small and flexible
membership should facilitate quick response to grievances.
It is essential that all appointees be familiar with the forest
industry in general and, if possible, the appraisal system in particular. But it would be undesirable for members to be appointed on the
basis of theirprofessional,business
or government affiliation as
“representatives” of thme interests. It should be possible to appoint
persons of high integrity who will have the confidence of both
industry and government, without their being appointed as representatives of either side. They should, therefore, be neither officers of
the Forest Service nor officers or employees of forest enterprises. The
task here is to obtain fully qualified members while avoiding potential conflicts of interest. With the possible exception of the Chairman,
it is not likely that full time appointments would be required though
only experience will reveal the demand for the Board‘s services.
Members should be appointed for a fixed term of five years and
should be dismissed only for cause. This term should be long enough
to ensure sufficient continuity of policy, which could be enhanced
further by overlapping terms.

Proceedings
In the case of Timber Sale Licenceswhich operate as Cutting
Permits,anyone, whether the person who applied initially for a
Cutting Permit or some other party having a recognized legitimate
interest in the subject timber, should be able to request the Board to
hold a hearing to determine an appraisal.
The Board’s proceedings should be conducted in an open forum.
Strictly procedural complexities should be minimized. Tribunals of
this kind commonly have the power to determine their own procedure, which enables them to operate with the degree of formality
m a t compatible with their functions. It should be open to theBoard
to decide, for example, that it will not insist on strict compliance
with the hearsay rule or other rules of evidence applied in mmt
courts of law. The Board should be empowered to administer oaths
so that it may receive sworn testimony. I t is essential that decisions
of the Board be in writing and freely available to the public in order
that both operators and the Forest Service may use them for guid142

ance in subsequent dealings with each other. As it is in the interesm
of both the public and the applicant that appraisals are determined
with dispatch the Board should be required to come to its decisions
within some reasonable period of time. Finally, frivolous references
would be discouraged if the Board were empowered to award casts
to either party in appropriatecircumstances.

Decisions
We have considered, and rejected, possible provisions for permitting appeals from the decisions of the Appraisal Board. A degree of
indirect accountability to the legislature might be achieved by permitting unsuccesful litigants the right of appeal to either the
Minister or the Cabinet. But such a procedure would tend to defeat
the purpose of the Board in providing a mechanism for an informed
determination of disputed appraisals while relieving Forest Service
staff from dealing with these grievances. Moreover such appeal (to
the Minister orCabinet) could not properly be initiated by the
Forest Service; nor should the Minister or his Cabinet colleagues be
placed in the position of publicly arbitrating the appeal of a Crown
department. Provisions for appeal could thus introduce a procedural
bias in favour of licensees:conversely, if the Minister or Cabinet
tended to accept the recommendation of senior Forest Service staff
it would likely amount to a meaningless exercise. Thus, we recommend that the Appraisal Board he constituted as the final authority
for determining disputed appraisals, except for appeals tothe
Supreme Court on questions of jurisdiction or of law only.
Status of
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CHAPTER 13

ADMINISTRATION

Many of our recommendations in preceding chapters are designedto
increase theprecision of appraisals. In somecases, accuracy and
consistency can be enhanced simplyby eliminating some of the
constraints that now distort appraised values, while other improvements can be realiied only through increased costs in data collection
and administration. It is essential that the systemdoes not lead to
any consistent biaxs either among different regions or types of timber
or among licensees of different sizes or degrees of integration, and it
should ensure that sources of error are minimized; but thereis obviously a limit to the prescription of new policies and procedures that
will enhance precision at reasonable cost.
In designing an appraisalpolicy it is possible to documentonly the
framework for making estimates: the wide variations in timber and
in operating conditions throughoutthe Province inevitably call for a
good measure of informed judgment on the partof appraisal officers.
If theunique characteristics of each Cutting Permit aretobe
adequately and fairlyrecognized,
this exerciseof
discretionby
appraisal officers is fundamental. It follows that a sound appraisal
system depends heavily on the number, training, and professional
experience of appraisal administrators. I n addition, adequate administration of appraisals, likeforest management generally, requires
consistently reliable information fordecision-making.
In response to our First Report published several months ago,
legislation has been introduced that would significantly increase the
responsibilities of the Forest Service's appraisal staff. In that report
we recommended expanded provisionsfor
thealready heavilystrained appraisal administration to meet these additional responsibilities. I n this report we have proposed reforms in appraisal policy
and procedures which require increased expertise on the part of
'4"

appraisal officen. Thus, among other thiigs, we have recommended
increased emphasis and precision in cruising timber; wider use of
discretionin estimating loggingcosts; more refined estimation of
milling costs; greater surveillance of District procedures by Victoria
headquarters s t a f f ; added expertise in cost accounting and generally
improved collection and collation of data both for internal andpublic
use. We are convinced that the growing governmental responsibility
to provide a strong and dependable appraisalpolicy consistent with
its economic importance toboth the forest industry and to thepublic
calls for reforms in the arrangementsfor appraisal administration.

Present Administrative Arrangements
At present, appraisals are administerd by the staff of each F o r a
District with support from appraisal personnel in the Forest Service
headquarters inVictoria. The appraisal staff in Victoria are included
in the Technical Sewices Section of the Timber Division, which is
one of the eleven Divisionsof the Forest Sewice.' The group, consisting of a staff of nine headed by a Profesdonal Forester, is responsible
for recommending and defining appraisal policy tobeapplied
throughout theProvince and advising other Forest Service personnel,
timber companies andthe public accordingly;trainingappraisal
officers and responding to licensees'grievances. In addition, this
group collects and analyses price statistics and cost data for use in
appraisals throughoutthe Province.
Other appraisal responsibilities are carriedout by field staff, under
the general supervision of the District Foresters. They are provided
with senera1 guidance in the Forest Service Manualand more
District,
detailed instructions in theAppraisalManualforeach
which vary considerably in calibreandcontent.
Differencesin
six
forests, operating conditions, andtenurepatternsamongthe
Forest Districts put different demands on the appraisal staff, and
the District Foresters are given rather wide discretion in delegating
varies among
responsibilities. As a mult, the organizational structure
Districts; but in each one responsibility for appraisals is delegated to
a subsection of the Timber Section in the District which is typically
1

The other Dividons are: P m n n e l , Protection, Engineering, Reforestation,
Information,Research,Graring,Inventory, Special Studies and'TheComptrdler'. The Administration and Resource Use sections comprise the remainder
of the Timber Division.
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comprised of one Professional Forester assisted bya technician.’ The
main responsibility of this field staff is to supplementthe information
obtained from Victoria with the estimates of costs pertaining to each
Cutting Permit and to establish appropriate risk allowances.
District appraisal officers are not usually appointed on the basis of
special training for thii work or related experience. Instead, these
positions, which tend to carry low prestige, are typically filled by the
more junior foresters and forestengineem who aspire to positions
more closely related to traditional forestry work in other branches of
the Forest Service. The result is a high rate of turnover and heavy
dependence uponinexperienced appraisal officers who seek advancement by transfers and promotions in other endeavours. Most technicians have had a brief c o r n in appraisal procedures at theForest
Service Training School.
These, then, are the meagre provisions for administration of forest
appraisals in the Province. In Victoria, the s t a f f with primary
responsibilities in appraisal matters consists of four foresters, two
audit accountants and three technicians, who must definepolicy,
maintain standards, provide public information, train appraisal officers, answer complaints, undertake cost studies, collectfield data,
analyse and compile selling and cost data. In the Districts there are
currently six foresters who are primarily responsible forthe standards
of appraisals and an equal number of technical mistants, who must
be depended upon to provide the data for estimating the costs and
risks of operations throughout the Province. Most of the professionally trained personnel have little experience in appraisals, have few
opportunities for advancement in appraisal work and regard their
positions as temporary. This small staff has primary responsibility for
determining the price, foreach tract individually, of the raw material
for by far the most important industry in theProvince.

Required Changes
In OUT opinion it is unrealistic to expect that appraisal policy can
be properly administered under thesepresent arrangements. This
view has been expressed to us repeatedly by both industrial representatives who complain of having to deal with untrained and
2

Other Sections include Forest Protection, Engineering, Billing and Data P m
cersing and Scaling. In some Districts the zone foresterresponsible f o r a
management unit preparesmostappraisals,leaving
the District appraisal
officer to deal only with unusual cases.
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inexperienced Forest Service personnel on appraisal matters and by
District Foresters who are forced to delegate heavy financial responsibilities to junior staff. The Forest Service is unquestionably in a
very weak position to deal effectively with the expert and well supported staffs of forest companies, and generally to protect the public
financial interest in timber resources.
The financial implications of appraisals, the increasing burden of
work and the growing need for accuracy and expert judgment on
the part of appraisors calls for a new priority in public administration. Clear statements of policy and explicit instructions to appraisal
officers such as we have advocated in this report will undoubtedly
improve performance. So would increased budgetary committments
for appraisal purposes. But in our opinion it is necessary, in addition,
to findmeans of attracting and retaining a staff of well-trained,
experienced professional appraisal officers. As we have emphasized
repeatedly in this report, an appraisal system that will protect the
public interest in Crown timber equitably over the diverse forest conditions of the Province must inevitably depend heavily on the
informed discretion of appraisal officers.We have also noted at
several pointsthat the modem responsibilities of the Forest Servicefor
resource management call for greater professional presence in the
field generally, and that with respect to appraisals in particular the
ForestServicerelies
far too heavily on information supplied by
licensees.
We have consideredalternative organizational changes that would
improve administration of appraisal policy. Some have suggested to
us that this function be separated from the Forest Service; but we
are convinced that it is important to maintain a close working connection betweenthis important aspect of forestpolicy and other
forest management functions. Not only is the value of timber heavily
influenced by other controls and regulations governing its use, but
appraisals should be regarded as an important means of influencing
incentives for desired utilization practices.
We therefore seek a new organizational structure within the
Forest Service, which will have direct responsibility for those functions directlyrelated to the pricing and aSSessmentof
standing
timber. This would include not only appraisals, but also cruising and
scaling. At present, there is only one forester in the Timber Division
in the ForestService headquarters in Victoria who co-ordinates
cruising and weightscaling throughout the Province, enunciates
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policy, maintains up-to-date procedural instructions and receives
technical advice from the mensurationist in the Inventory Division.
The dependence of the Forest Service on licensees' cruising varies
among Foret Districts, but probably close to go per cent of operational cruising is now done by companies. In each District several
Forest Service officers have responsibility to check licensees' cruises
and ensure that standards are maintained. ForestServicecruisers
normally receive only on-the-job training, although cruising supervisors are trained at the Forest Service Training School. There are
no provisions for licensing or certification of cruisers. As we indicate
earlier in this report we consider that timber cruising should play a
much more important role in appraisals than has hitherto been the

to do with the Forest Service's responsibilities in marketing Crown
timber. In order to achieve the organizational and administrative
strength required to adequately meet these responsibilitieswe recommend that they be integrated in a separate new Division of the
Forest Service, which we might call the Marketing Division. More
specifically, we recommendthat :
I.

CaSe.

The entire responsibility for piece-by-piece log scaling in coastal
areas, where it is most common, rests with the Superintendent of
Scaling in the Vancouver District office who reports to the District
Forester. Official piece-by-piece scaling now involves an annual expenditure approaching $3 million. Weight scaling is administered
by the timber sections of District staff under the supervision of
weight scaling supervisors.This also involves large expenditures and
many scalers and weigh-masters. Inspectors are responsible for
licencingscalers and maintaining standards. Bothpiece-by-piece
scalers and weight scalers are required to take courses and pass
examinations administered by a Board of Examinen. S u c c d d
applicants are licensed by the Board as well.
EachForest District hasits own Appraisal Manual, though in
mostDistricts the manual is not publicly available. In contrast,
standard manuals for both cruising and weight scaling exist and are
available to any interested party.

I.

The new Marketing Division should be created in Victoria under
the direction of asenior forester with responsibility for three
Sections, as follows:
i ) the Appraisals Section, which would include and elevate
the present group now responsible for appraisals. This Section should be responsible for interpreting appraisal policy,
maintaining a current appraisal manual, ensuring consistency in appraisals throughout the Province, preparing selling price statistics for use in appraisals throughoutthe
Province, analysing milling cost data, providing public
information, and undertaking research directed toward improvements in appraisal policy and procedures.
ii) the Scaling Section, which should assume responsibility for
interpretation of policy and the maintenance of standards in
both weight scaling and piece-by-piece log scaling.
iii) the Cruising Section, which should be charged with maintaining and improving the standards of timber cruising and
developing cruising policy.
Each of these Sectionsshould be directed by a senior officer.

A corresponding organizational structure should be established
in each Forest District, with corresponding field responsibilities.
The cruisingstaffsshould
be augmented to develop refined
on
cruising practices and expand ForestServiceself-reliance
cruise information. The appraisal staff should be responsible for
completing appraisals for Cutting Permits, collection of logging
cast information, generating cost trends and undertaking productivity studia. Each District should be provided with technical
staff to assist in these responsibilities.

Recommendations
In considering changes in administration of these matters we have
had to bear in mind that the whole administrative structure of the
Forest Service may be reviewed at a later date. We have concluded,
however, that certain changes in the arrangements for a d m i t e r i n g
appraisals and a w m e n t s should be made in the context of this
report, and can be implemented without foreclosing broader changes
in administrative structures that may be consideredlater.
It will be clear from this report that appraisals, timber cruising
and scaling are closely related and interdependent functions having

3. A standard stumpage appraisal manual, setting out Forest Service appraisal policies and procedures in detail, should be produced by the new Marketing Division, and be available to
anyone on request.
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4. Training and accreditation of personnel for the new Marketing
Division should be greatly expanded. New profgsional appraisal
officers should be required to have profgsional trainiig in a
related discipline such as forestry,business administration, accountancy or economics, and in addition they should be given
intensive training in appraisals by the Forest Service Trainimg
School. Technical officers should also be given specialtraining in
appraisal techniques. Finally, measures should be taken to provide for trainiig, examination, and licensing for cruisers, much
like the present arrangements for scalers.

At present responsibility for determining the value of timber on
private lands (which include tree farms established under the Taxation A c t ) and Crown timber coveredby
theOldTemporary
Tenures, for the purpose of computing annual provincial property
and other taxes levied on lands situated outside municipal boundaries, rests with the Timberland Appraisal Section of the Department of Finance. Timberland Appraisal personnel estimate the
volumes of timber growing on these lands by means of timber cruises
and obtain relevant timber price data from the Forest Service. Thus
the functions performed by these two agencies are highly complementary and it appears to us that the proposed new Division of the
Forest Service should include the Timberland Appraisal personnel.
These changes imply a considerable elevation in the status of personnel engaged in these functions, and their grades and salaries
should be adjusted accordingly. This new structure will also provide
career opportunities in appraising and cruising, the lack of which has
hitherto been a major impediment to strong administration. We
believe that these arrangements, coupled with increased budgetary
support, offer a good deal of promise in developing the kind of
strength and expertise that we consider imperative for the satisfactory administration of policies affecting the pricing and assessment
of Crown timber.

CHAPTER

14

OVERVIEW

As we indicated in the Preface to this report, we have reviewed
policies for recovering the public equity in Crown timber harvested
in British Columbia. Our purpose has been to suggest changes that
would lead to a coherent, consistent and equitable system of charges
-one that will meet the policy objectives prescribed in our Terms
of Reference; in particular
that the payments made for Crown timber reflect the full value of the
m u r c e s made available for harvesting, after fair and reasonable allowance for harvestingcosts, forestry and development costsand profits; and
that the marketing arrangements for timber products permit their full
value to be realized.
We considered broad alternative approaches to this problem, and
concluded on grounds of precision, equity and administrative feasibility that direct pricing of the timber to beharvested, taking account
of the unique characteristics and circumstances of each tract, offers
the most efficient means of achieving this goal. We therefore advocate that the existing approach, involving estimation of the residual
value of each forest tract to be harvested through stumpage appraisals, be retained in principle; but we have made numerous
recommendations, some very fundamental and many more of detail,
aimed at improving existing policiesand procedures.
The central purpose of appraisals is to establish the minimum
price for Crown timber; and since the absence of competition for
most sales precludes a market determination of value the appraisal
usually fixes the price actually paid. Thus the appraisal procedure
bears the full brunt of protecting the public financial interest in
timber resources. In effect, appraisals determine the price of most
of the raw material for the Province's largest industry, and so both
the public and private sectors are keenly intergtedin appraisal
procedures and policiesbased on accuratecwt, productivity and
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timber data and administered by a qualified and impartial organization.
In Chapter I we identified more specific objectives consistentwith
our Terms of Reference, which provided a framework for our
review of timber appraisal policy and established the criteria we
used to assess it. In concluding this report it is appropriate to refer
back to those objectives in the light of our recommendations. Appraisals involve estimating the residual value of standing timber by
subtracting from the value of the marketable products that can be
recovered from the forest tract all the costsnecessary for their
recovery. Since the objective is to estimate the full net value of the
appraised timber, the first problem is to ensure that appraisers use
reliable indicators of the value of the recoverable products. This has
led us to some of our mmt important recommendations; we doubt
that the prices of logs in coastal markets and the prices of pulp
chips throughout the Province - both of which enter appraisal
calculations directly - consistentlyreflect the full value of these
products. Rather than abandoning these unreliable prices in favour
ofsome le% direct and more complicated basis for appraisals, or
advocating some general policy of governmental price determination, we have recommended participation by a Crown agency to
supplement these markets by increasing their competitiveness and
hence also the representativeness of their prices. Our recommendations in thk respect are influenced alsoby our conviction that
expanded and more effective markets for these products will yield
long-run economicbenefits that extend well beyond the appraisal
system.
We have emphasized the importance of equity in establishing the
price for Crown timber, whichimplies that theappraisal system
must be sensitive to a very wide range of forest conditions and to
fluctuations in economic conditions. Many of our recommendations
are aimed at improving this flexibility. Thus we have suggested that
some of the constraints on the determination of timber values be
eliminated, such as fixed rates for some categories of timber and the
maximum rates that still apply on the Coast. We suggest that the
distortions arisiig from the present practice of appraising each
species in a tract individually be eliminated by appraising the stand
as a whole and establishing a single stumpage rate. We have also
advocated revision of log grading schedules on the Coast, changes in
zoning arrangements and a considerable number of other changes to

improve the sensitivity of the system to regional and local differences
in timber and marketing conditions.
In Chapter I we also noted the importance of a neutral system
of charges, so that it would not discriminate among firms of d i e r e n t
sizes and degrees of integration. Thus we have tried to ensure that
appraisals recognize the timber values that a typical efficient operator
could be expected to recover from the appraised tract and the costs
that such an operator would incur in realizing those values, without
reference to the efficiency or corporate structure of the particular
i
l cut the timber. The need to provide f a i r appraisals
licensee who w
for non-integrated log@gfirms also influenced our recommendation for retaining the log market base for coastal appraisals.
The continuing health and vigor of the forest industry inthe
Province requires that the system of Crown charges recognize not
only the direct costs necessary to realize the selling prices but also a
return sufficient to attract and maintain the capital invested in logging and manufacturing. Accordingly, we have recommended
major revision of the provisions for profit and risk, to permit a more
equitable and consistent return related directly to the necessary
capital requirements.
We have advocated several changes that are designed totake
better account of modern production technology and the nature of
the timber currently being harvested in the Province. These include
more refined provisions for the costs of harvesting and converting
stands of small timber and overmature and decadent forests which
constitute an increasing proportion of the timber harvested, more
appropriate allowances for transportation costs, more relevant categorizations of log grades and other measures.
Our recommendations are designed to ensure that the appraisal
system provides incentivesfor good forest management practices and
particularly for full utilization of timber. Thus we have suggested
that all the timber within prescribed utilization of recoverable
volumes beincluded in the appraisal; that theestimation of recoverable volumes beimproved; that no aSSeSSmentS belevied on recovered
material beyond the required standards; and that failure to recover
all the material covered under harvesting contracts be penalized.
We have also recommended a vigorous programme aimed at basing
asessments directly on the standing timber rather than on the
material actually removed. This new approach, which we believe is
now feasible, would simplifyasrgsments,improve resource informa-
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tion and substantially sharpen incentives for efficient utilization.
It is important that the appraisal system be clear and the charges
readily understandable. We have therefore made a number of
recommendations that would ensure greater confidence in the data
used, and others that would provide greater public accesibility to
the procedures and criteria employed by public administrators. We
have also attempted to design more appropriate policies for dealing
with matters that now prevent stumpage revenues from reflecting
the full value of timber harvested, in particular the arrangements
for financing major roads and other resource management expenditures which are separable from the harvesting process.
Throughout, we have attempted to ensure that the determination
of Crown charges he as direct and as simple as the inherent complexity of the problem allows. In many respectswe have found
means of simplifying the appraisal process while at the same time
improving its precision, such as by eliminating the special rates for
some types of timber, by treating all species together, by integrating
selling price and costzones, by eliminating maximum rata and
rationalizing miniia, and by recognizing up-to-date trends in
costs consistently in all regions. We have also attempted to simplify
the administrative processes of obtaining reliable cost and price inforadvocate systematic
mation for appraisal estimates.Finally,we
provisions for review of Forest Service appraisals to increase their
reliability and consistency and to enhance confidence in the results.
This inquiry was undertaken at a time when important changes
in appraisal policy were already in train. Significant reforms were
made in appraisal procedures in the Interior only a fewmonths ago,
and considerable debate has centred on the appropriate direction
corresponding revisions to the coastal system should take. At the
same time, other circumstances have made a review of the appraisal
system more urgent, particularly the increasing (though unstable)
trend in forest values and the growing demand for recovery of the
public’s financial equity in Crown resources. In addition, theincreased costsof m u r c e development associated with more intensive
forest management, protection of the environment and provisions for
non-timber values has put heavy burdens on both the industry and
public administrators.
Successful implementation of our recommendations - or indeed
of any appraisal policy -in today’s circumstances can be no better
than the administrative provisions allow; and while we have conI 54

cluded that the established policy of appraising each tract of timber
offers the best means of recovering the public equity, we have also
concluded that the present administrative arrangements are inadequate to the task. Certainly, provisions for administration of appraisals have not kept pace with its growing importance. In our
F i t Report we recommended that the appraisal staff be supplemented to cope with the increased burden of appraising timber cut
from the old temporary tenures. In this report we have devoted a
special chaptertothe
requirements of an administrative system
capable of implementing an appraisal policy with the rigor it deserves. Recommendations for expansion of public bureaucracies are
seldom popular, but inthis case it must be recognized that the Crown
is the landlord for the resource which provides the base for much of
the Province’s economy; and if its agents are tomanage this resource
effectively and to recover the public’s equity in it they must be
equipped with the personnel and resources of a calibre at least equal
to those employed in the private sector with whom they must deal.
During our investigationswe found considerable evidence of
strained appraisal resources, which often result in dependence upon
inadequately trained staff, incomplete information, and short-cuts
that have significant financial implications. The appraisal process is
one of estimation, and while we have tried to suggest improvements
in policies and procedures the succes of the system in yielding
accurate evaluations of timber inevitably depends heavily on the
expertiseof appraisal officers and their supporting resources. We
have therefore advocated a reorganization and strengthening of the
personnel and administrative arrangements for appraisals and related functions within the Forest Service.
We have not attempted a detailed summary of our many recommendations because they can be properly understood and judged
only in the context of the supporting discussion. It will be apparent
that some of our suggestions are interdependent while others can
be considered separately. In addition we have not tried to estimate
the impact of our proposals on the public revenue. That would be a
reddes exercise, because while the effect of some proposals is predictable, no data are available to estimate the magnitude of others,
and for some even the direction of the impact is unclear. In any
event our purpose hasbeen to design an effective and equitable
means of recovering the net value of Crown timber, and we do not
consider it our responsibility to estimate the extent to which the
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present system yields revenues which,
in total, exceed or fall short
of an improved system.
Most of our recommendations could be implemented without
statutory changes; though some-notably our proposed Timber
Authority and Appraisal Board would require new legislation. For
the most part the proposals could be adopted without significant
delays other than those inevitably arisiig from administrative
cultits of reorganization, data collection andthe preparation of
legislation.
Obviously, i n a general policy review of this kind, we have not
been able to deal with the special problems encountered in particular circumstances. We have tried, however, to ensure thatthe
appraisal system i s adaptable to most forest conditions in the Province. Unusual circumstanceswillinevitablygive
rise to problems
that require special solutions which must be the responsibility of
public administrators or political decision-makers.
Because this report deals with a highly charged issue of public
policy which could have very significant economic implications, it is
likely to be the focus of considerable debate. Webelieve that informed discussion and criticism play a valuable role in promoting
soundreforms in policies of the kindconsideredhere, and so we
hope to encourage it. For this reason, and because we have encountered a good deal of confusion about the current appraisal system,
we have attempted in drafting this report to explain the issues, the
shortcomings of existing policies and procedure and the rationale
for our recommendations as clearly as possible. The technical complexity of some of the problems precludes simple exposition, however,
and our explanatory efforts have involved compromiseswith brevity.
Critical exposure may uncover problems that we have ignored,
deficiencies in our arguments and perhaps mistakes in our analysis.
But we are confident that mostwill agree that major reforms in
appraisal policy and practice are urgently needed, and we hope that
this report will save as a useful document in designing appropriate
changes. Finally, we want to re-emphasize that resource management policies must constantly evolve in response to changing technology, economicconditions and public needs. In this report we have
attempted to identify directions for improvement in the context of
conditions currentIy prevailing in British Columbia, but if impleas circumstances
mented theyshouldbecontinuouslyreviewed
change.
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APPENDIX A

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR T H E
TASK FORCE ON CROWN TIMBER DISPOSAL

The Task Force on Crown Timber Disposal shall
I . Investigate the policies, legislation, procedures and practices
governing the disposal of Crown timber in the Province, andin
particular:
-the provisions for royalties,stumpage
charges, rentals and
other payments for public timber and for rights to harvest public
timber.
-the forms of rights and tenures governing the acquisition of
rights to public timber and to public forest land.
-such other matters that may be referred to the Task Force by
the Minister.

z. Formulate recommendations for changesin thearrangements
governing the above matters with a viewtoward protecting the
public interest in the Crownforestresources,
andin particular
toward ensuring:
-that the full potential contribution of the public forests to the
economic and social welfare of BritishColumbiansis
realized,
recognizing the diversecommercialwood
products, recreation
andwildlifebenefits,domesticstock
grazing and environmental
values of forest resources.
-thatthe
payments made for Crown timber reflect the full
value of the resources made available for harvesting, after fair and
reasonable allowance for harvesting costs,forestry and development costs and profits; and that the marketing arrangements for
timber products permit their full value to be realized.
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~-that the health and vigor of the forest industry in the Province

APPENDIX B

is maintained.
--that good forest management in terms of harvesting practices,
protection and conservation, reforestation and silviculture is provided for.
3. Report to the hlinister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources on
these matters, and in particular to submit an interim report on or
hefore February z8th, 1974with recommendations for improvements
in the arrangements governing the Crown charges for timber and
harvesting rights on Timber Leases, Timber Licenses, Pulp Leases,
Pulp Licenses and TimberBerths.

EXAMPLE OF AN INTERIOR APPRAISAL

The following illustration involves some reorganizationof the Forest
Service's appraisal sheets to conform to the discusion in this report.
The figures which appear were supplied by the Forest Service.
Cruise: 3029 C c.f.
A . Selling Prices

of

Lumber and C h i f s

I . Log Data: Quality of each species,byper
cruise.

cent, as ascertainedfrom
Lodpr-

Per cent
logssmall
Per cent
logslarge
Per cent pulp logs

80
19

79 70
15
6

1

87
10
3

74
26
0

6
24

2. Lumber Recovery Factors (L.R.F.): Board feet of lumber for each
cubic foot of lop, by species
Small log
5..5
5.2
5.2
5.6
3.9
Large log
6.5
6.3
6.5
6.2
4.4
Prorated L.R.F.
5.69
5.38
5.69
5.28
4.03
3. Chip Yield: Bonedryunits (B.D.U.)from one cunit of wood, byspecies
36
45
33
43
Small log
42
Large log
23
?9
22
30
35
Prorated chip yield
.34
.32
.42
.42
.40
4. Calculation of Eellingprices for each species: Dollarspercunit
Lumber:
Selling price per
M fbm
$146.00 $143.00 $143.00 $130.00 $156.00
L.R.F.
5.69
5.38
5.69
5.28
4.03
Sellingpriceper cuit $ 83.10 $ 76.90 $ 81.40 $ 68.80 $ 6'2.90
Pulp logs: Selling price
cunit
per
$ 2 1$.201$
0.201$
0.2010. 0 0
$ "/a
"

~

Prorated lumber and
pulp l o g selling price
cunit
per
$82.50
I 60

$ 73.50

161

__

~~

~

$ 79.60 $ 57.20 $ 62.90

Chips:
Selling price
p e r B.D.U.
Chip value from
cunit

$ 11.00 $ 11.00 $ 11.00 $ 11.00 $

8.00

$ 3.74

3.20

one
I

Chip value, sawlog
$
portion

$ 4.62

_

3.70

$

_

4.30

$

3.52

_

$

$ 4.62

_

3.40

_

$

3.50

$
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Total Jelling price per
cunit, (lumber, pulp
$ 86.20
logs, chips)

$ 77.80

$ 83.00 $ 60.70

$

_

3.20

$ 66.10

B. Corti of Producing Lumber and Chips
I . LoggingCosts
a ) Development Amortilation Calculations, in dollars per cunit, all
species
ArnorlizaNumber 01 C o d per
T o l d Cor,
rion/c <.I.
unar
Un,,
Deorlopmnml l l r m

Branch roads
Bidges
Culverts
2.0
$ 800
$ 1,600
$0.53
Roadmaintenance
Camp establishment
Booming grounds
Reload or dump
h ) W o o d Costs- stump to manufacturing plant, dollars per cunit, all
species
n /a
Average merchantable diameter
Average volume per tree
n/a

Itern "f cost
1. Logmaking:
Felling & Bucking
2. Stump to landing:
Spur (skid) roads
Yarding and skidding
Decking
3. Swinging - truck skid:
Decking
4. Logtransportation:
Loading
Hauling30
miles
Unloading
Roadmaintenance
2.0 miles
Road-use charge
Booming - sorting pulp
Towing
Driving
Barging (including l a d i n g )
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$ 2.45
n/a
5.40
n /a
n/a
n/a

$ 1.80
$ 6.55
$

n/a
.53
n/a

$

.25
n/a
n/a

n/a

-

~

5.Contractual costs:
Slash disposal
Stand treatment
Snag-falling
6 . Administrativeexpense:
(a) Office overhead -clerical,
rental, utilities:
Management - supervision
Taxes, insurance
Marketing
( b ) Operationaloverhead:
Scaling
Cook-house loss
Camp expense
Crew transportation
Travel time
7. Developmentamortization:
Roads andbridges
camps
Booming grounds - dumps
8. Forestry c a t s :
9. Freight

$
$
$

20

.35

.3n

$ 4.50

$ 60
$ 1.30
n/a

n/a

$

25

~

Total woods ( C c.f.)
$24.56 x 1.03*=$25.30
*Current logging Costs increased by 3% to allow for a 6% annual cost
increase, projected to the middle of the contract pericd.

2. Manufacturing costs, by species:cost of converting one cunit of timber
into lumber
Spa&,

D=Y

S

H

5%

9%

81/19

84/16

$ 27.?0

$ 28.40

B

c

PI

4% 38% 9%

Ratio

amalllog/largelog
Cost
s m a l l log-milling
Cost
largelog-milling

$ 29.50 $ 30.60

~

Prorated lumber and
manufacturing
cost
$ 27.60

$ 28.80

90/10

92/08

$ 28.40 $ 27.20
$ 30.60

$ 29.50

$ 28.60

$ 27.40

7 4 ~ 6

$ 44.30

~
$ 44.30

3. Total opera:ing costs (including w w d s and manufacturing costs) minus
that pOrtlon of manufacturing casts attributable to theappropriate
volume of pulp logs.
Ratiosawlogs/pulplogs
9911
94/6
9713
76/24
10010
Total prorated
operatingcosts

~

_

_

_

$ 52.60

$ 52.40 $ 53.00

_

$ 46.10

_

$ 69.60

_

~
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C . Profit Ratio Calculation: Percentage of Total Operating Cost
Plus Cpset Price Allowed to Operator f o r P70fit and Risk
Volrr

SprriPi

Decay
Market risk
Defect and
risk
breakage
Risk of chance
Pioneering. risk
Total cost (investrnent) risk
"Nor;heoast"
factor

H

S

RC"W

0-m

5%
13%
5%
.05

n-.oz

.no

0-.04
0-.02

o-.o?

B

38%
.03

.05

.05

.03

.01
.02

.OO
.02

.03
.02

.Oj

.O?
.n1
.01

.01

.OI

.OI

n/a

n/a

.O?

T H E COASTAL LOG MARKET

o or.nz

n/a

n/a

n/a

Total specific
.08

allowance

Basic allowance
Total allowance
lor
and
profit
risk

c

PI

2270

I:!1 2

12

.ne

.09

12

20

.20

21

.09

.11

12

12

.21

23

D . Appraised Stumpage Calculation: by Species, Dollars per Cunit
Sp&S

ratio

Base lumber selling-price
per M fbm
Sellingpricepercunit
Profit
Discount value

Profit and risk
Operating C O S ~ S
Indicated stumpage
Upset stumpage
Recornrnendedstumpage

H

S

146.00

$ 86.20
.20
$ 71.80
$ 14.40
$ 52.60
$ 19.20
$ 19.20
$ 19.20

$143.00
$ 77.80

$
$
$
$
$
$

.2 1
64.30
13.50
52.40
11.90
11.90
11.90

B

$143.00

PI

$130.00
$ 83.00 $ 60.70
.?O
.? I
$ 69.20 $ 50.20
$ 13.80 $ 10.50
$ 53.00 $ 46.10
$ 16.20 $ 4.10
$ 16.20 $ 4.10
$ 16.20 $ 4.10

C

$156.00
$ 66.10
.23
$ 53.70
$ 12.40
$ 69.60
negative
$ 1.10
$ 1.10

Chapter 4 of this report explains the important roleof the coastal
log market, both in allocating timber efficiently among alternative
utilization processes and in providing a selling price base for appraisals. In Chapter 4, also, a number of conclusions aredrawn
about the efficacy of the market in both these functions. Because of
the importance of this issue, and the controversy surrounding it, the
results of our investigation of the log market and the basis for our
conclusions are set out in this appendix. Below, we describe briefly
the development of the Vancouver Log Market, its present size and
form, and the causes of the observed trends. We then attempt to
evaluate the market in the light of a number of economic criteria for
assgsing the reliability of indicated prices, and observedmarket
imperfections.
Development of the Vancouver Log Market
Because of the extensive coastal waterways that facilitate transport, sorting and re-direction of logs to a large number of utilization
centres at moderatecost,log
trading has been a characteristic of
BritishColumbia'sCoastforest
industry since its beginning. The
arrangements for selling, buying and trading logs that have evolved
are commonly referred to as the Vancouver Log Market. Like many
raw commodity markets, the Vancouver Log Market is an informal
institution which cannot easilyhe identified in a physical sense. It
consists primarily of a communication network involving log brokers,
company log buyers and sellers and agents dealing over telephones
and telexes with logging, sawmill, pulp mill and plywood companies
and foreign importers. The prevailing market prices are the prices of
logs delivered in booms to the Howe Sound-Fraser River area, the
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most common centre of physical exchange, where utilization plants
are concentrated. Buttransactionstakeplacein
logs situatedall
along the Coast, and even in transit, with appropriate adjustments
in the pricebeing made for transportation costs.
Prior to the end of World War 11, the few large integrated firms
with sawmills or pulp mills depended largely on their own logging
operations for raw material supply, but the industry was dominated
by a large number of independent logging enterprises which sold
their logs to log buyers or through broken to unintegrated sawmilling firms. By the early 1950’s there were well over a thousand such
logging enterprises on the Coast, most of which (including some of
the largest) disposed of their logs in this way. In such a market the
price was clearly a good indication of the value of the logs being
traded.
In the postwar period the scale of processing operations on the
Coast increased, both through the increased size of sawmills and the
expansion of the pulp and paper industry. For investments of this
larger magnitude with their greater wood consumption, the market
was a less dependable source of supply than it had beenfor the
smalleroperations of the past. At the same time the limit of the
allowable annual cut was being approached, so increased harvesting
represented a less feasible alternative source of raw material if the
market proved inadequate. In these circumstances potential investors
demanded self-controlled sources of timber in preference to reliance
on supplies from the log market. The response was the integration
of the manufacturing sector back through logging to m u r e a raw
material supply. Concurrent with these changes, the capital requirements in logging were also increasing, leading to financing difficulties
for the logging operators and making them more willing parties to
the integration of the industry than might have otherwise been the
case.
During this period government policy related to the alienation of
was alteredtoregulate
the rate of forest
forestharvestingrights
liquidation and to stimulate the industry’sparticipationinforest
management. These measures hastened the process of integration.
Since the I 945 Sloan Commission Report the provincial government
has introduced systems of tenure, particularly Tree Farm Licences,
whichwereexplicitlydesignedtoinvolve
integrated companies in
forest resource management and to provide them with timber supplies for specific utilization establishments. As a result of all these
I 66

influences, the coastalforestindustry isnow dominated by a few
large, horizontally and vertically integrated firms whose processing
facilities are primarily dependent on supplies of timber from their
own logging operations.
The results of a survey conducted by the Forest Service in 1961
showed that the fraction of the coastal harvest that was not “tied’
to any integrated converting enterprise through tenure arrangements
or contractual commitments of some kind had declined to approximately g per cent.’ Today, some zoo independent loggingfirms
remain on the Coast; but most of them are small and they account
for less than 5 per cent of the coastal harvest. Only I O such companies hold continuing harvesting privileges (“quota”). All pulping
enterprises have controlled timber supplies; fewer than 20 unintegrated sawmillingfirms of significantsizedo not have controlled
supplies and most of these convert special products or cut special
kinds of timber purchased on the logmarket. There hasbeen a
concomitant change in the market process itself:only a few small
independent log brokers and buyers remain of the several dozen that
played a central role in the industry a few decades ago. They have
been replaced by dealers representing integrated companies.
The transactions that now dominate the log market are not those
between independent sellers and buyers but rather trades between
the large integrated companies. These sales are frequently made
subject to an explicit or an implied condition that the purchaser will
later make available to the seller other logs more suitable tohis needs
on a reciprocal basis, at the market price prevailing at the time of
the subsequent transaction. Today, these reciprocal sale or “swap”
arrangements so dominate the logmarket
that it is generally
acknowledged that significant volumesof timber cannot be acquired
by buyerswhohave nothing to trade. Fewmillingfirmswithout
linked logging operations are able to survive, and the inaccessibility
of the market to independent buyers is particularly acute in periods
of strong demand.’
1

2

British Columbia Forest Service, “The Volume Priority and Operating Status
of the Established Timber Sale Licensees in the Managed Units of the Vancouver Forest District”, Report to the Select Standing Committee an Forestry
and Fisheries of the Legislature of British Columbia (mimeo), Victoria, 196r,
4 pp. plusAppendices. This figureincludestimbersoldunderfirst
refusal
arrangements.
As this was being written, one of the largest remaining unintegrated sawmillingenterprises
war purchased
by
a major integrated firm. Inrecure raw
material supplies was one of the expressed reasons far the sale.

These tendencies toward integration and decline in log marketing
are self-aggravating. Vertical integration, supported by tenure policies, diminishes dependence uponthe open market for wood supplies;
and as the market becomes narrower it fails to be a reliable source of
supply to independent millers who are then also forced to integrate
into logging. Such trends raise seriousquestions about the continuing
effectiveness of the log market, both as a mechanism for efficiently
allocating timber to its highestuse and for generating prices that
accurately reflectlogvalues. In a rgG2 report, the ForestService
concluded that
The tendency toward the integration of what were originally separate
and distinct logging and sawmilling industries has weakened the Vancower log market. The log market is still functioning to establish the
market value of logs in indil-idual transactions hut it is questionable
whether it can now properly be referred to as an open or freely competitive log market3
We consider next some historical and current data on the VancouverLog Market whichconfirm the 1962 conclusion thatthe
market is still functioning to set prices for a wide variety of logs. We
focus then on the key questions for this appendix: whether the market sufficientlyresembles an open and competitive one and, if the
prices generated are a reliable base for coastal appraisals. But first, a
description is in order of the recorded statistics on which analysis of
the market must be based.
V‘nncouuer Log Market Data

The collection and processing of Vancouver Log Market data are
described in Chapter 4. The Council of Forest Industries data are
derived from sales invoices submitted voluntarily by memben. It is
intended that reporting be confined to prime sales (not resorted
logs) which are “arm’s length” dealings, and include both transactions that are part of trade arrangements and those that are not.
For the purposes of appraisals, it is important that market price
data are based on transactions in logs that are representative of those
harvested on the Coast. A direct comparison of the material marketed with the coastal harvest is possible only onthe basis of volumes.
.‘I

British Columbia Forest Service, “The Condition and Operation of the Open
1.0s Market and Chip and Small W w d Marketins in the Vancouver Forest
District”, a Report to the Select StandingCommittee on Forestry of the
Legislative Assembly of British Columbia, January 1962, 2 5 pp. plus Appendices.
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The results of such a test, presented below, indicate that the market
volumes are quite representative of those in the coastal cut. Because
the statutory grades that mustbeused
for such a comparison are
very broad it ispossible that somebiascouldexist
in the market
volumes within these grades; but the observation that the distribution of the market volume by grade and species is representative of
the coastal harvest givessomeconfidencein
the market statistics.
Other checkson the market data, and inparticular all of those
relating to prices, involve analysis of the collection process itself.
The fraction of market transactions reported to the Council is
impossible to determine, since not all of those active in the market
report their sales and it is not known if those reporting do so on all
sales. We are aware, however, of some broken and large producers
of logs who do not report their sales, and informed observers have
suggested to us that the total volumes sold maybe as much as double
those reported. We have no reliable means of determining whether
inclusion of these unreported sales in the market data would significantly affect reported prices. Furthermore, some of the excluded
sales are of logs produced from private lands by methods which are
not permissible to Crown land licensees, and inclusion of these sales
in the market data might result in prices that are not representative
of those obtainable bylicensees operating in Crown timber. Thus
our lack of information about unreported sales is a serious cause for
concern with the present market data.
The Council attempts toinclude only prime or first sales and some
invoices submitted are excluded onthis ground, but an uncertain
volume is inevitably included in two or more reported transactions
as logs are sorted and resold. The effect on average prices of including these resales is unclear, but it is possible that they could thereby
be distorted, so that reported prices would not reflect those available
to a logging operator sellinghis production. As well as leading to
possible price bias, double-counting of material would also exaggerate the indicated coverage of the market.
The sales invoicesreaching the Council appear tobe handled with
care and diligence by the employees responsible. With the exception
of those identified as resale, all volumes reported are recorded in the
weekly market report, though some are excluded from the monthly
and other summaries which are subject to audit. For the 1970 and
1973 data which we examined the most important of these latter
exclusions were the complete omission of some minor species and the
169
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omission of the Lumber Reject volumes in all species. In neither case
could the omissionbesaid
to bias the prices that were reported,
though the lack of appropriate
an
price could lead to appraisal
errors In the spring of 1974 prices for the various species' Lumber
Reject volumes and for cypress were added to the monthly reports
andtheseaccountedfor
the bulk of the omitted material in both
1970 and 1973.
Exports have not been consistently recorded for all years in the
period being considered and have therefore been excluded from all
market data this report.

Representativeness of Timber Transacted
As illustrated in Figure I of Chapter 4 the recorded annual
volume of timber transacted in the Vancouver Log Market has
fluctuated considerably in the postwar period and has exhibited a
slightly upward trend. With substantial increases in the annual harvest on the Coast in this period these market volumes have represented a fluctuating but decreasing fraction of the harvest.'
The fractions of the harvest of individual species whichgo through
the market are considerably more volatile than that for all species
together. For most of the postwar period, however, the movements
in these percentages have been remarkably similar, particularly for
the species which constitute a major pan of the total volume. This
common pattern is one of increasing fractions through the market
in the immediate postwar period with the levels reached persisting
throughout the 1950's; a sharp drop in 1960 and 1961; recovery to
about the former levels by the mid 1960's; and a subsequent drop
which continues to the present. The fractions of the cedar and
spruce harvest passingthrough the markethave been above the
average for the other species throughout most of the postwar period,
as has that for balsam in the 1g5o's. The fraction of the fir harvest
transacted in the market was below average during the 1950's and
that for hemlock below average for the 1960's. Species which have
an above average fraction through the marketwill, of course, be
over represented in the marketvolumesandthose
with a below
average fraction will be under represented.
4

The volume^ recorded in the market statistics inthepostwarperiod
are for
thesix species: fir, cedar, hemlock,balsam,spruce and pine. The volumes in
the coastal harvest used for comparison are thore of the same six species. The
species excluded are never more than the 3 . 2 per cent of the coastal cut they
registeredin 1973.
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FIGURE C-2. COMPARATIVEDISTRIBUTION OF LOG GRADES OF MAJOR SPECIES
SOLD IN THE VANCOUVERLOGMARKET AND HARVESTED IN THEVANCOUVER
FORESTDISTRICT, 1973
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C.ommon trends and fluctuations in the fractions of the various
species through the market do not imply a common pattern for the
volumes of each through the market because their relative importance in the Coast harvest has changed significantly. The share of
the total marketed volume accountedfor by each of the major species
over thepast four decades is illustrated in the various parts of
Figure G I , where fir isseen to have decreased in importance over
the period; hemlock and balsam to have increased; and cedar has
been trendless as a fraction of market volume. For the major species
these trends are essentially those of the coastal cut, though as noted
above and illustrated in Figure G I , some species are over or under
represented at various times.
Figure C-z compares the distribution of the major species among
three statutory grades and Lumber Rejects in the Vancouver Log
Marketwith their distribution in the harvest of the Vancouver
Forest District in 1973. It can be seen that in this respect also the
volumes in the marketare closely representative of those in the
harvest. A similar comparison for 1970 ( a poor year in the market)
illustrated essentially the same result.’ In addition, comparison of
grade distributions for the major species harvested in the Vancouver
Forest District over many years with market data indicated that the
general trends in the quality of material through the market closely
matched those of the harvest.
Thus we find that both the mixture of the various species
in the Vancouver Log hiarket and their quality composition is
broadly representative of the coastal harvest and has remained SO
over a very long period of time. This gives us some confidence that
there is no systematicbias in the type of material that ispassing
through the market or in the part of this volume that finds its way
into the market statistics. This indicates also that prices will be set
for all important classes of timber. Analysis of volumes,however,
cannot provide much evidence on the adequacy, for appraisal purposes, of the prices determined; and it is to this matter that we now
turn.
3

The common contention thatthe average quality of materialinthe
Vancouver Log Market declines in good markets was supported far fir and to a
1esePI extent for snnlce. The oooosite was exhibited by cedar, with the other
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Criteria f o r a Competitive
Market
There are two general approaches to analysing the extent to which
observed log prices reflect the true value of timber in utilization. The
first is direct empirical analysis of the prices themselves. This might
involve comparison of market prices with the estimated value of the
logs in conversion, calculated from information about end product
values and the costs of their manufacture ( a procedure implied in
end product appraisal), or it might take some other form. Alternatively, judgments can he based on the degree to which the economic
criteria for competitive markets are satisfied by the log market. We
have pursued both approaches, and though each suffers from certain
limitations which preclude statistical conclusiveness, the results,
summarized in the following paragraphs, are sufficient to clarify the
general implications of the currentmarket structure.
If the coastal log market met all the economists’ textbook criteria
for a perfectly competitive market it could be assumed that timber
was being allocated efficiently among those who could put it to the
highest use and that prices reflected full log values. Some commodity
markets, such as those for some base metals, agricultural products
and securities, come close to the model of perfect markets, as did the
VancouverLog Market in earlier decades.Butmostmarkets
are
more or less imperfect, and our present task is to identify the distortions prevailing in the log market to throw light on the adequacy of
indicated prices for appraisal purposes.
In a competitive market, buyers purchase the product or input up
to the point at which its incremental value to them declines to the
prevailing price, since further purchases will yield no further profit.
Thus the market price at any time should reflect the short-run
marginal value of the input to buyers who can put it to most valuable use; and, as explained in Chapter 4, long-run adjustments in
the industry should equate this price with the long-run average
value of the input. Itis this average value of logs to wood conversion
enterprises that we seek for appraisal purposes. For such value to be
generated in the log market a number of conditions must obtain,
which we can discussin turn.
i) L a y e number of buyersand seUers. For full values to be
consistently reflected by log prices, the market must be characterized
by large numbers of sellers and buyers with none large enough relative to the whole market to be able to influence prices. Our analysis
I
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sales in the Vancouver Log Market carry some committment on the

of transactions reported to the Council of Forest Industries during
1973 indicates an average of 145 transactions per week,involving
28 buyers and 7 sellers (although the variation about these averages
is considerable). More important, perhaps, is the number of different
firms involved. Of the I 20 different buyers during the year, 3 I made
purchases in only I week and all but 1 5 participated in less than 30
weeks. Of the 14 different sellers,only 7 (includingonebroker)
were present in the market in more than half the weeks of the year,
and 5 of these 7 were among the 1.5most active buyers. Our examination of the data indicated that basing the analysis on volumes
rather than number of transactions would yield similar results.
It is difficult to draw firm inferences from these data alone, hut
they are sufficient to indicate a very high degree of concentration of
is especially
purchases and d e s in a few companies, andthis
significant in the light of the nature of the transactions (see below).
It should be noted also that these data refer to transactions in all
qades and species. Since many are essentially separate products we
must be concerned with the considerably more restricted transactions
in each category (althoughthe substitutability among different
grades for some purposes mitigates this stricture to some degree).
As far as our interest in prices for appraisal purposes is concerned,
the number of competitive buyers is probably more important than
the number of sellers. The number of buyers required to bid prices
up to the full value of the material depends upon their homogeneity
in converting efficiency and their independent interest in purchases.
Thus, while the required number might not be large, their joint
interest in reciprocal sales is a serious potential Eource of price bias.
ii) Independence of buyersand sellers. Full competitive prices
will be realized only if sellers single-mindedly seek highest possible
prices and buyers seek lowest prices, independently of any otherconsideration. The coastal log market, as already mentioned, is dominated by reciprocal sale arrangements; in such a sale the seller has
an interest not only in the price received but also in the opportunity
to purchase other logs in return. Typically, the buyer agrees to provide other logs to the sellerin
aquantity,
speciesand
grade
distribution determined by some agreed volumetric ratio to those he
buys, and at log market prices prevailing at the time of subsequent
sale. Existing data do not permit us to ascertain the proportion of
sales involving these arrangements which vary widely in their t e r m
and formality, but we believe that two-thirds to three-quarters of all

part of the purchaser to make other logs available to the seller.
Some industry traders insist that reciprocal sales do not affect log
prices because dl such transactions take place “at market prices”. At
the same time, however, it is generally acknowledged that(with
minor exceptions) logs cannot he purchased at prevailing prices by
someone who has or will have nologs to sell in return. This situation,
and the importance of the logsreceived in return for thosesold,
coupled with the fact thatthe “market prices” are themselves derived
in large part from reciprocal sales, raise serious questions about the
reliability of price data.
The probable effect on log prices of reciprocal trading arrangementsmaybe
put into perspective by considering the idea of an
option. Options or warrants to purchak shares of stock at specified
prices within certain periods of time are commonly transacted in
stock markets. The option to purchase logs which is acquired by a
seller in a reciprocal log sale arrangement is similar, though in the
log market it is wood supply rather than price that is assured. The
seller of logs in such a transaction receives, and the buyer provides,
two separate kinds of payment -money and an option to purchase
logs. Both kinds of payment have value and neither alone reflects the
full value of the logs exchanged. The effect of these options on
market price cannot be upward, of coume, because the holder of an
option may exercise it, but he need not.
Such options on logs appear to be particularly important in the
better grades of peeler and sawlogs, and so it is in these grades that
independent purchases are most rare, and the value of the option is
greatest. The lower grades of logs, less valuable for making lumber
or veneer and suitable largely for pulping are in much less demand.
Closer standards of utilization required of loggers and a steady
decline in the quality of timber harvested have increased the supply
of Low grade material to the point where it is often difficult to sell.
For these grades, value is often attached to the option to sell, and
market price would be biased upward.
Another characteristic of the present pattern of log trading is a
tendency toward continuing log supply relationships between pairs
of firms. These ties often develop between firms that have complementary differences between the kind of timber they cut and that
required for their utilization plants. Little can be concluded, however, about the effect on prices of these preferred trading patterns.
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Our concern about the lack of independence of market participants
arises from the fact that many of the largest are active as both buyen
and sellers - it is not a function of whether their trading arrangements are long or short term.
In short, the prevalence of reciprocal sale arrangements in the log
market is likely to produce prices that fail to represent the full value
of timber transacted. The options created can be regarded as a cooperative schemefor insuring against scarce future supplies, with
prices falling short of true incremental values by the value of (or
“premium” for) this insurance. This analysis does not permit estimation of the magnitude of the deviation of prices from openly competitivelevels, hutour general conclusion is that mostprices are
biased downward while thoseof some very low grades may he biased
upward. This conclusion issupported by other evidence.
iii) Unrestricted uccess. Pricescan be said to be freely competitive only if all potential buyers and sellers are able to enter into
transactions at prevailing prices.While there maywell be some
instances wheresellers are not able to obtain reported prices, the
more important limitation onaccess to the market is that noted
above - that many categories of logs are not usually available to
purchasers who have nothing to sell in return. This restricted market
access faced by independent buyers suggests
that prices are below
competitive levels. Since the restrictions are reportedly more severe
in periods when markets are strong, this bias in market prices will be
more severe at such times.
The source of this restricted access in the Vancouver Log Market
is the reciprocal trading arrangements described above. Indeed, the
options to purchase that characterize these reciprocal trades are
really insurance against the risk of having to bid against those denied
a c c a to the market for lack of logs to trade.
iv) Suficient transuctions in homogeneous products. Competitive market prices imply that all units of the commodity to which
each price applies he very similar. For the log market this requirementmeans
that within each category, logs musthave similar
characteristics that reflect the uses to which they are put, and thus
that they have roughly the same value. Beyond this, there must be a
sufficient number of transactions in each category to provide a
reliable statistical sample.
The old statutory grades-designed
for material commonly
available and uses made of it several decades ago - show significant

variations in prices within grades, indicating thatthe categories
include material that is far from homogeneous. This variation does
not imply any bias in these prices on average, but it does indicate
that individual market transactions are aggregated unsatisfactorily
into the classes for which prices are reported. This substantial price
variation within grades undermines the reliability of the reported
price data, and leads to inequities whentheseprices
are usedin
appraisals.
However well-defined the categories for which prices are reported,
variation in prices reflecting differences in quality are inevitable for
a product as non-homogeneous as logs.Since conditions change
constantly, some variation in prices determined for similar material
over short periods of time is also to he expected. A moderate number
of transactions within each category is required so that a reliable
average can be obtained that will not be affected unduly by variation in the prices from individual sales. Because the present grades
are unsatisfactory, little canbe said about the adequacy of the
number of transactions that are currently reported.c
In summary, having considered the number of participants in the
market; the lack of independence of their roles as buyers and sellers;
the restrictions on acces to the market that some purchasers face;
and the non-homogeneity of the material in the categories for which
prices are reported; we are led to the conclusion that the Vancouver
Log Market fails to meet several of the criteria for freely competitive. markets. In particular, it appean that the reported prices will
fall short of the full value of the timber in conversion, and that this
downward bias will be most pronounced in periods of strong markets
and forlog grades in strongest demand.
None of these conclusions rests on the argument thatthe dominant
participants in the log market deliberately manipulate prices downward, as is sometimes alleged. As long as their assessmentsfor
Crown timber depend upon log selling prices, integrated companies
have an obvious interest inlowlogprices,
but we have found no
evidence that they “rig” low prices by collusive agreement. Nor does
it appear likely that they increase market supplies or restrict pur-
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It isworth noting thatthevolume
of log transactionsrequiredtogenerate
dependableprices is notnecessarilyadequateto
ensure efficientmarket allocation of logs.Dependablepricesrequire only a representativesample of the
prices that will ration the log supply among existing users. Efficient long-run
market allocation requiresvolumes sufficient to allownewpotential users to
enter the industry.

chasestoexert downward pressure on prices. However, the pervasive interest of the large sellers in the volume they can acquire in
of
return for logsthey sell unquestionably diminishes the primacy
prices in determiningtransactions. It alsocalls into question the
extent to which prices really allocate the wood volume available in
the short term, and whether the major participants in the market
look to log prices forguidance when making the investment decisions
that affect allocationin the longer term.

Empirical Observations on Log Prices
There are a number of ways an empirical analysis of log prices
might be conducted. The above discussion of the price bias likely to
arise from reciprocal trading of logs suggestsone such type of investigation : if trades involve exchanges of valuable options to purchase
logs as well as logsthemselves, it should bepossible to identify a
differential between the prices determined in exchanges which
are
part of a trade and those which are not. This question could onlybe
studied using data on individual transactions - aggregate statistics
wouldnotsuffice.
Each transaction would have to be identified
either as being part of a reciprocal arrangement or as being free from
such conditions, and price comparisons would require careful specification of the characteristics of the logs involved. Finally, it would be
necessary to have some current price with which each transaction
pose formidable
couldbe
compared. All of theserequirements
obstacles in practice. Our initial investigations along this line were
quite inconclusive and it quickly became apparent that obtaining
usable results by this approach was beyond both our resources and
the time available for this inquiry. Moreover, evenif an investigation
of this sort were completely successful, it would reflect onlythe price
differential where those buyers without logs to sell actually made a
purchase. It could not capture the effect on prices of total exclusion
from the market or of the situation where a buyer without logs to
sell is prepared to pay a premium over the “going rate” but less than
that actually required to securelogs.
Another method of determining whether log pricesare reasonable
is to derive values for them from the value of the products they yield
and the cost of recovering these products. Such a log value computation is implicit in an end product appraisal. A number of calculations of this sort have been presented to us and yield log values for
1973 (or parts of it) ranging from approximately market prices to
I 80

figuressubstantiallyabove.
For otherperiodssimilarcalculations
indicate implied log valueshelow market prices.’
Our descriptionof the relationbetween end product and log
marketbasedappraisalsin
Chapter 4 indicates that theyshould
yield approximatelythesameappraisedvalue,andthusan
impliedlogvalue
about equal tothe market price,onlywhen
averaged over a number of years. In this situation implied log values
would exceed market prices in good markets and fall short of them
in poor markets, a pattern consistent with the results of the one study
presented to us which made such a comparison over a number of
yean. If the cyclical relation between implied log values
and observed
log prices is of this form ( a pattern a b implied by our discussion
above of restriction on access to the market) comparisons for a single
that
good or bad year cannot provideverysatisfactoryevidence
market prices are too lowor too high.
To obtain conclusive results by this approach would require comparison overa period of several yearsof calculated valuesand market
prices for each of the major classes of logs. The detailed estimates for
costs and product recovery required for such a study are not available for any length of time and we are not optimistic that these
variables couldbeestimated
withsufficient accuracy to make an
adequate comparison on logprices. To be useful the comparison
would have to be accurate to within a very few dollars per cuuit on
log values, and the studies available to us make clear that a number
of assumptions that must be made in estimating these variables can
affect resultsby several dollars.
Wehave,
however, compiled some data relevantto such an
analysis. The two graphs in Figure C-3 each show the price of logs of
a single important species and grade; the price of a categoryof
lumber that is an important product from such logs; and the difference between the two prices. It must be emphasizedthat these tell us
little about the reliability of log market prices in general since they
are deliberately unrepresentative of logs which are valuable in producing products other than lumber to a significant degree. Nor can
the log prices be expected to follow the lumber prices perfectly since
the lumber price is that of only one type of lumber and that in a
single market. Finally, since no attention is paid to either product
Calculations for ,964 were presented in Stanford Research Institute, Timber
Pricing Policies and Apprnirol Methods in Coastal British Columbia, 0.4. c i f ,
page 153.
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recovery (other than specifying both lumber and log prices in terms
of board measure) or changes in it over time, the difference between
logandlumberpricescannot
be regarded as an estimate of the
margin available for processing costs. What the diagrams do show
with reasonable accuracy, however, is the changer in the margin for
costs.~
These graphs indicate that log prices follow the major movements
in lumber prices fairly closely over a period of two decades, and the
hemlock log prices follow many of the minor fluctuations as well.’
Turning points in the log price series frequently lag behind those in
lumber prices by periods up to several months, a pattern that may be
explained in part by the fact that much of the lumber is sold under
contracts lasting for several months.‘“
Logprices generally fluctuate less than lumberprices andthe
spread betweenthemnarrows
and widensoverperiods of several
years. For both the fir and hemlock grades plotted the spread narrowed in the mid I 950’s, widened in the late I g5o’s, narrowed in the
early to mid 196o’s,” and then widened in the late 1960’sand again
in the early 1970’safter the very sharp drop of 1969.In most cases
the margin between lumber and log prices widens in strong markets
and narrows when markets are soft; a pattern consistentwith the
log price based
expected relationship between endproductand
appraisals described in Chapter 4 where a number of explanations
for such a pattern in a competitive market are offered. Such a pattern might also arise, however, from cyclical variation in the degree
to whichaccess to the log market is restricted, a topicdiscussed
earlier in thii Appendix.
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Even these changes in the cost margin may be distorted bytrends in product
recovery, changes in the mixture and prices of the various product3 recovered,
andchanges in theimportance of geographicmarketsother
than the one
considered. But forlogsthatderivetheir
value primarilyfrom the type of
lumberconsidered, most of which issoldinthemarket
for whichprices are
plotted, the comparison of log and lumber prices should be instructive.
Use of movingaverages (or someothersmoothing
device) ratherthan the
‘‘raw” monthly data plotted in the figure wouldremovemanyof
the erratic
movements from log and lumber prices. This would make clearer the common
longer term movements, but would eliminate the short term movements, some
of which are also common.
Thelumberprices are based on bothlongtermeontractsinforceandspot
sales.
This was the periodexamined in the report of theStanfordResearchInstitute,which may explaintheir concern with the use 0: the Vancouver Log
Marketfor coastal appraisals.StanfordResearchInstitute,
Timbcr Pricing
Policies . . . op. rit.

Neither of the comparisons in Figure C-3 provide much evidence
of increasing margins between log and lumber prices over the postwar period during which the industry has become increasingly integrated and the Vancouver Log Market increasingly dominated by
companies active as both sellers and buyers. The difference between
log and lumber prices is clearly much greater at some times in the
last five years, but in this period the margin is so erratic that it is
difficult to interpret these high values as a widening of this difference.
Indeed, during the last few yearsit has fallen to levels that are as low
as any in the entire 20 years considered. Over long periods it would
be possible for changesin
sawmilling practice to provide an
increased yield to sawmillownerswhile the margin as illustrated
here remained the same: or increased costs could equally well have
the opposite effect of decreasing the yield to sawmill owners while
the margin plotted remained the same. Thus it is risky to interpret
changes in the difference between log and lumber prices as indications of change in the return to sawmillers over long periods.

Conclusions
Our analyses of log marketing and of the log price data presently
used in coastal appraisals, summarized in this Appendix, lead us to
three general conclusions. First, the data available on log transactions
are inadequate to provide conclusive measures of the deviation of
reported log prices from their true value in manufacturing. Second,
log prices are sufficientlysensitive to register fluctuations in the value
of products recoverable from them. And third, notwithstanding both
of these other conclusions, there are strong grounds for suspecting
that logpricesgenerally underestimate the value of timber transacted, and as such provide an unreliable base for estimating the
value of standing timber. Neverthela, the present deficiencies of the
coastal log market appear to us to be amenable to correction through
measures which we discuss inChapters 4 and I I ,

